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Abstract

With the development of mobile robotic platforms that can operate in domestic do-

mains such as a human household, for instance Willow Garage’s PR2, solving tasks

such as cleaning up or cooking food has become possible. The software that controls

these robots became more and more complex and recent research provides solutions

for navigation, manipulation and perception. With rising complexity of the tasks to

be performed, the requirements for a high level executive that orchestrates arm mo-

tions, navigation and perception changed towards a tight integration of planning,

reasoning and action execution. This thesis describes CRAM, a complete framework

for implementing cognitive high-level robot control programs to enable robotic agents

to execute their tasks more robustly, reliably and flexibly.

CRAM combines a powerful language for programming robot actions with sophisti-

cated reasoning mechanisms. This allows the programmer to state plans more ab-

stractly by letting the robot make decisions based on its current belief about the en-

vironment and the predicted future course of actions. More specifically, besides the

plan language, CRAM provides a Prolog-like reasoning engine and many components

to solve problems such as where to stand to perform actions, is an object visible to the

robot from a certain location, from where can an object be seen or grasped but also

components that allow the robot to reason about what it did, when and why. In addi-

tion to providing the means for implementing high-level control programs, the system

also provides components for predicting the outcome of a plan. This, in combination

with the other reasoning modules, allows the robot to base its decisions not only on

knowledge about the current state of the world but to integrate the future course of

actions.
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Kurzfassung

Mit der Entwicklung mobiler Roboterplattformen wie Willow Garages PR2, die in

häuslichen Umgebungen, wie zum Beispiel einem Haushalt, operieren können, wurde

die Ausführung anspruchsvoller Aufgaben wie putzen oder kochen mit diesen Robo-

tern möglich. Die Software, die diese Roboter steuert, ist immer komplexer gewor-

den und aktuelle Forschungsergebnisse bieten Lösungen für Navigation, Manipulati-

on und Perzeption. Mit zunehmender Komplexität der zu erfüllenden Aufgaben ha-

ben sich auch die Anforderungen an eine übergeordnete Kontrollschicht hin zu einer

Integration von Planungsalgorithmen, logischem Schließen und der Ausführung von

Aktionen verändert. In der hier vorliegenden Arbeit wird CRAM beschrieben, ein kom-

plettes Framework um kognitive Kontrollprogramme für Roboter zu entwickeln, die

es ihnen erlauben, ihre Aufgaben robuster, zuverlässiger und flexibler zu erfüllen.

CRAM kombiniert eine Programmiersprache zur Robotersteuerung mit Mechanismen

zum automatischen Ziehen logischer Schlussfolgerungen. Damit kann der Program-

mierer Pläne abstrakter schreiben und dem Roboter bestimmte Entscheidungen über-

lassen, die dieser basierend auf seinem Umgebungsmodell und einer Vorhersage zu-

künftiger Aktionen treffen kann. Neben einer Programmiersprache zum Schreiben

von Plänen enthält CRAM eine prologartige Sprache zur Lösung logischer Probleme

sowie eine Vielzahl anderer Komponenten, die es ermöglichen, Probleme, wie zum

Beispiel wo der Roboter stehen soll um bestimmte Aktionen auszuführen, ob ein Ob-

jekt an einer bestimmten Stelle sichtbar ist oder wo der Roboter stehen soll, um ein

bestimmtes Objekt zu sehen oder zu greifen, zu lösen. Daneben entält CRAM Kom-

ponenten, die dem Roboter Schlüsse über seine Aktionen erlauben, insbesondere was

er getan hat, wann und aus welchem Grund. Zusätzlich enthält CRAM Komponen-

ten um die Effekte und Ergebnisse von Plänen vorherzusagen, was es dem Roboter in

Kombination mit den anderen Inferenzalgorithmen ermöglicht, Entscheidungen nicht
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nur basierend auf Wissen über den aktuellen Zustand der Umgebung, sondern auch

unter Einbeziehung zukünftiger möglicher Weltzustände zu treffen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last couple of years, huge advancements in mobile service robotics have been

made. In contrast to classical industrial robots, new robotic platforms such as Willow

Garage’s PR2 [Wyrobek et al., 2008], Fraunhofer’s Care-O-bot [Reiser et al., 2009]
or TUM-Rosie [Beetz et al., 2010] have the potential to execute complex and so-

phisticated actions such as cleaning, cooking and doing laundry autonomously and

in dexterous environments. Impressive demonstration videos, for instance the PR2

making popcorn and TUM-Rosie making sandwiches1, the PR2 folding towels [Maitin-

Shepard et al., 2010] or TUM Rosie making pancakes [Beetz et al., 2011], show the

potential of these platforms and the state of current research. Most of the shown ap-

plications are a variation of pick-and-place tasks with the addition of actions such as

stirring, pouring and the manipulation of articulated objects. While showing impres-

sive work, these videos demonstrate specific sub-components but rarely show sys-

tems that integrate reasoning, decision making and high-level control. Instead, the

orchestration of the different actions is ad hoc and decision making is mostly based

on heuristics.

Recently, research in the field of mobile robotics started to develop sophisticated

solutions for a lot of problems involved in mobile manipulation as can be seen in

the previously mentioned demonstrations. This includes navigation with ready-to-

use modules for 2D SLAM based on laser scans [Grisetti et al., 2007], navigation

path planning [Meeussen et al., 2010] and collision avoidance based on laser scans.

Huge advancements in the area of motion planning have been made. Systems such as

1http://youtu.be/BVAlt0FYmiI

1
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: The PR2 (left) and TUM Rosie (right).

move_arm2 and its successor moveit3 provide flexible and extensible motion planning

solutions that can be applied on many robots. Systems such as OpenRAVE4 [Diankov

and Kuffner, 2008] provide, in addition to motion planning, modules for grasp plan-

ning and for fast solutions for inverse kinematics. Perception is one of the most critical

parts when executing actions in unknown, dynamic and changing environments since

objects can only be manipulated if they can be detected reliably. Unfortunately, per-

ception is also one of the hardest problems and, to date, satisfying solutions only exist

for very restricted problem domains and sets of objects. Examples of such systems

include COP [Klank, 2012] and a tabletop object detector used in Willow Garage’s

grasping applications.

Although most of the sub-modules for flexible and reliable execution of dexterous

manipulation tasks are available, their integration into a complete system is far from

being solved. All components make certain assumptions about the state of the robot,

its location in the environment or how the environment is set up and just plugging

them together certainly would not work. Although current navigation components

work relatively reliable, they might assume a fixed robot footprint and do not take

into account the three-dimensional shape of the robot and the position of its arms. As

a result, although the navigation algorithm works well, the robot might still collide

or a valid path might not be found. Additionally, navigation accuracy is limited by the

accuracy of odometry and the laser sensors used for self localization. In real world

applications it is often not better than 2-5cm. Perception routines often suffer from

2http://ros.org/wiki/move_arm
3http://moveit.ros.org/
4http://openrave.org/

2

http://ros.org/wiki/move_arm
http://moveit.ros.org/
http://openrave.org/


false positives and false negatives or objects that are detected only partially which

makes maintaining an accurate belief state that the robot requires for action execution

hard. Components such as motion and grasp planning are computationally expensive

and suffer from perception inaccuracies as well.

Let us consider the example of fetching bottles from a refrigerator [Bohren et al.,

2011]. The paper explains a system where different components such as perception,

navigation and manipulation are orchestrated by a state machine written in a Python

library called SMACH. Although the demonstrated behavior is quite impressive, it

would not work well in a different environment, for a different refrigerator, if the

bottles cannot be reached without removing other objects in front of them or if other

unexpected conditions occur unless a lot of manual adjustments are made. To over-

come these limitations, it is important for a high-level executive to not only call the

respective sub-components at specific points in time as done in simple scripts, but

more sophisticated reasoning and decision making systems have to be built. This in-

cludes the generation of locations for the robot to stand or for placing objects while

basing this location generation on the integration of additional constraints, for in-

stance keeping objects that are needed in future actions visible for the robot, i.e.

not putting down objects at locations where they will occlude other objects that are

needed later. More specifically, creating a high-level executive not only means calling

the right components in the right order but to also find parameters that maximize the

performance of the resulting actions and prevent errors. This also includes prediction

mechanisms to integrate the future course of actions.

Reasoning systems developed in particular for robotic applications such as

Knowrob [Tenorth and Beetz, 2013] and RoboEarth [Waibel et al., 2011] provide huge

knowledge bases that allow robots to base their decisions not only on heuristics but

on strong knowledge processing systems. However, the integration of the knowledge

provided by these systems into robot control programs and feeding back information

is non-trivial either. For instance, (sub-symbolic) detection results generated by per-

ception need to be related to (symbolic) object instances as used in knowledge bases,

as for instance described in [Blodow et al., 2010].

In this thesis, the author presents CRAM, a complete framework for implementing

cognitive high-level robot control programs to enable robotic agents to execute their

tasks more robustly, reliably and flexibly. The framework includes a plan language for

3



1 Introduction

implementing concurrent reactive control programs. It is a modernized reincarnation

of Drew McDermott’s RPL [McDermott, 1993] with similar reasoning extensions as

described by Michael Beetz [Beetz, 2000], adding support for multithreading to uti-

lize the full capacity of current multicore processors and support for modern middle

ware architectures such as ROS [Quigley et al., 2009]. Besides the plan language,

CRAM provides a Prolog-like reasoning engine and many components to solve prob-

lems such as where to stand to perform actions, is an object visible for the robot from a

certain location, from where can an object be seen or grasped but also components that

allow the robot to reason about what it did, when and why. In addition to providing

the means for implementing high-level control programs, the system also provides

components for predicting the outcome of a plan. This, in combination with the other

reasoning modules, allows the robot to base its decisions not only on knowledge about

the current state of the world but to integrate the future course of actions.

1.1 Problem Description

In the domain of a human household, many problems can be reduced to a variation

of pick-and-place tasks with the extension of actions such as pouring and opening

and closing drawers and doors. To illustrate the system presented in this thesis, let us

consider table setting as an example. To keep the example simple, the robot’s task is to

set a breakfast table for two persons with one plate, one mug and one knife for each

seating location. The table is empty and the objects to be set on the table are stored

in drawers at the counter as shown in Figure 1.2. A simplified plan for the robot to

set the table for one person can informally be defined as follows:

1. Place the mug on the table.

2. Place the knife on the table.

3. Place the plate on the table.

To set the table for more persons, these steps need to be executed repeatedly.

The transformation of these plan steps from natural language to an actual CRAM

plan that can be executed by the CRAM executive is not in the context of this thesis.

We assume it to be provided by external components such as the KNOWROB Web im-

4



1.1 Problem Description

Figure 1.2: In our example, silverware, mugs and plates are stored in two different
drawers at the counter.

port [Tenorth et al., 2010b]. A resulting CRAM plan corresponding to the above three

actions is shown in Listing 1.1.

Listing 1.1: Example plan for setting a table for breakfast. The robot’s task is to put
three objects on the table, a mug, a plate and a knife.

1 (with−designators
2 ( (mug ( o b j e c t ' ( ( type mug) ) ) )

3 ( p l a t e ( o b j e c t ' ( ( type p l a t e ) ) ) )

4 ( k n i f e ( o b j e c t ' ( ( type k n i f e ) ) ) )

5 ( mug− locat ion ( l o c a t i o n ` ( ( on t a b l e ) ( f o r ,mug)

6 ( c on t e x t b r e a k f a s t ) ) )

7 ( p l a t e− l o c a t i o n ( l o c a t i o n ` ( ( on t a b l e ) ( f o r , p l a t e )

8 ( c on t e x t b r e a k f a s t ) ) ) )

9 ( k n i f e− l o c a t i o n ( l o c a t i o n ` ( ( on t a b l e ) ( f o r , k n i f e )

10 ( c on t e x t b r e a k f a s t ) ) ) ) )

11 ( achieve ` ( l o c a t i o n ,mug , mug− locat ion ) )
12 ( achieve ` ( l o c a t i o n , k n i f e , k n i f e− l o c a t i o n ) )

13 ( achieve ` ( l o c a t i o n , p l a t e , p l a t e− l o c a t i o n ) ) )

As can be seen, this high-level plan is relatively abstract and therefore simple. Execut-

ing it requires to interpret each action instruction based on the current environment

and the context of the plan. To execute it reliably, the system needs to rely on a tight
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integration of reasoning, an accurate representation of the environment and action

execution. The plan shown in Listing 1.1 executes three high-level sub-plans sequen-

tially. First the mug is placed on the table, then the knife and finally the plate.

As can be seen, plan parameters (in our example the variables mug, plate , knife ,

mug−location, plate−location and knife−location that are bound by the with−designators

macro) are specified as symbolic constraints expressed by key-value pairs. Solutions

for these parameters must be entities that fulfill all specified constraints. For instance,

a location for the mug on the table implies that we are searching for a location where

the object is standing stable. In the context of a put-down action, the additional con-

straint that the location must be reachable by the robot must be taken into account.

Finally, the context of the action, in our example table setting for breakfast, constrains

possible locations even more, for instance by only allowing locations behind and right

of the plate.

On the most abstract level, each pick-and-place action in the high-level plan requires

the following steps:

1. Execute actions to make detecting and grasping the object possible (e.g. opening

doors and drawers or moving other objects to temporary locations).

2. Detect the object.

3. Grasp the object.

4. Undo the actions of step 1.

5. Execute actions to make the put-down action possible, e.g. move objects out of

the way.

6. Put down the object.

7. Undo the actions of step 5.

As can be seen the robot not only needs to infer parameters such as put-down locations

but it also needs to infer additional actions to make the execution of the goal actions

possible. Classically, these additional steps are added by a symbolic planner. However,

symbolic planners require a complete world model beforehand and, in the worst case,

need to re-plan after the detection of new objects or changes in the environment.

6
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On the other hand, the plan steps above show that pick-and-place actions are highly

structured, i.e. the steps to be performed only change slightly for different objects

and for different pick-up and put-down locations. This allows to reduce the planning

problems involved in such actions to very simple problems that can be solved and

executed at run-time by relying on carefully hand-crafted low-level plans and different

reasoning mechanisms.

In order to execute each of the actions, the robot first needs to detect the object of

interest. First, this requires to find a location for searching for the object. For instance,

cups are often stored in one specific cupboard and humans are assumed to clean up

the environment which keeps these storage locations valid. This concept of environ-

ment stabilization is shown in [Hammond et al., 1995]. In order to find a location for

an object, CRAM makes queries to KNOWROB for finding the typical storage locations

of objects. In case of the first object in our example plan, the system infers a cupboard

as the most probable location of a clean cup [Schuster et al., 2012]. To be able to pick

it up, the system first needs to detect the object. Since the storage location is inside a

cupboard and the cupboard door is closed in the initial situation, the robot infers that

it needs to execute an opening action in order to be able to detect the object. List-

ing 1.2 shows a simplified version of the corresponding sub-plan to open a cupboard.

Listing 1.2: Simplified version of the sub-plan to open drawers and cupboards.

1 ( def−goal ( achieve ( ob ject−opened ? o b j e c t ) )

2 (with−designators
3 ( ( open−act ion ( a c t i o n ` ( ( to open ) ( o b j e c t ,? o b j e c t ) ) ) )

4 ( l o c a t i o n

5 ( l o c a t i o n ` ( ( to ex e cu t e ) ( a c t i o n , open−act ion ) ) ) ) )
6 ( at− locat ion ( l o c a t i o n )

7 ( perform open−act ion ) ) ) )

As can be seen, two (symbolic) plan parameters are defined. One parameter (open−action

) is describing an action to open an object and the other parameter ( location ) is the

location for the robot to stand when performing the action. The location is inferred

using a physics-based reasoning system that is able to generate solutions for such

symbolic constraints. For instance, to find locations to execute a specific action, it first
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infers a minimal set of trajectory points that need to be reached. In case of opening an

object, the current location of the door or drawer handle and the final location of it

are used. Then the reasoning system uses an inverse reachability map to find locations

from which the robot can reach both locations. Additionally, the robot must not be

in collision with the environment or other objects when reaching for these trajectory

points.

After the door has been opened, the robot needs to move to a location from which it

can detect cups in the cupboard. For that, it needs to be able to generate locations from

which specific poses in space can be seen, taking into account occlusions. For instance,

the robot should not stand behind the cupboard door because it would occlude all

objects inside the cupboard. To solve this problem, CRAM uses OpenGL and depth

maps to find locations from which a specific pose can be seen.

Next, in order to transport an object from the cupboard to the table, the robot needs

to find a location from which it can pick up the object. It uses the same inverse reacha-

bility map that was used for finding a location to stand in order to open the cupboard

door before. After navigating to that location, the robot uses motion and grasp plan-

ning modules provided by externally provided components to pick up the object and

move it to a carry pose.

For putting down the object, the robot first generates a put-down location, i.e. the

destination location for the object. The corresponding location designator for the mug

is:

( l o c a t i o n ` ( ( on t a b l e ) ( f o r ,mug) ( con t e x t b r e a k f a s t ) ) )

The constraints encoded in this designator are relatively abstract. The system resolves

the context to a seating location at the table and the location for the mug to a location

on the back-left corner of that seating location as shown in Figure 1.3. After generating

a destination location for the mug, the system needs to generate a location for the

robot to stand in order to put down the object. This again uses the inverse reachability

map. Finally, a put-down action that moves the arm with which the object has been

grasped is performed.

The same sequence of actions is repeated for the other two objects which leads to a

table set for breakfast with the specified objects for one person.
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Figure 1.3: Table set for breakfast for two persons. This is the final configuration for the
example in this Section.

Two flaws in the above sequence of actions are evident. First, to be more efficient,

the robot could grasp the mug and the knife at the same time with two different arms

if they are reachable from the same location. Second, putting down the plate after

the knife can lead to problems because the plate is grasped with two arms, from both

sides, and the robot might be in collision with the knife as can be seen in Figure 1.4.

The former flaw can be resolved by executing top-level plan steps for picking and

placing the objects in parallel and relying on powerful resource management mech-

anisms provided by CRAM. The latter flaw can be resolved by using fast temporal

projection, a prediction mechanism to generate execution traces of possible plan ex-

ecution episodes in a lightweight and fast simulation environment. Based on these

execution traces, the system can infer flaws such as problems caused by the order

in which actions are executed (e.g. putting down the knife before putting down the

plate) or unwanted occlusions, e.g. by placing objects in front of other objects that are

needed later. The projection mechanisms presented in this work can be used to gen-

erate locations taking into account the future course of actions and to infer required

partial orderings to minimize potential problems.

To summarize, reliably executing a task such as setting a table with a robot is sur-

prisingly complex and involves the integration of reasoning on different levels of ab-
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Figure 1.4: When manipulating a plate after the knife has been placed, the knife is block-
ing the put-down action because the robot’s gripper collides with it.

straction, including temporal reasoning, quantitative and qualitative spatial reasoning

and reasoning about the robot’s own actions. A system architecture that allows for so-

phisticated error handling and recovery behaviors and the seamless integration of

reasoning mechanisms is required. Such a system architecture should abstract away

from robot-specific properties such as the exact hardware to allow for the implemen-

tation of high-level actions that can be executed on different robot platforms [Tenorth

and Beetz, 2012].

1.2 System Architecture

In this thesis, the author describes the Cognitive Robot Abstract Machine (CRAM), a

framework containing components for action execution and reasoning. The current

implementation is designed to be applied on mobile service robots such as the PR2

or TUM-Rosie but is not restricted to these platforms. For instance, some components

have successfully been tested in the context of the Saphari EU project 5 on a stationary

robotic platform based on two DLR arms.

5http://www.saphari.eu/
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Figure 1.5: Overview of the different CRAM components presented in this thesis. Com-
ponents are grouped into two main areas, reasoning and the executive. The
executive updates information stored in the reasoning system and uses the
reasoning components for planning and decision making.

Figure 1.5 gives a high-level overview of the CRAM system and the modules that were

developed in the context of this thesis. CRAM is not specific to a certain robot platform

but communicates with all hardware-specific modules through well-defined interfaces

which makes it highly flexible and general. In particular the reasoning components

were shown to be robot independent. The central component of a robot controlled

by CRAM is the CRAM executive. It is responsible for executing (generated or hand-

coded) plans. A set of modules and libraries including designators, the CRAM plan

library for creating pick-and-place behavior and process modules for communicating

with the robot’s hardware by sending control commands and receiving feedback mes-

sages were implemented. Since CRAM plans are high-level (symbolic) descriptions of

the actions to be executed, plan parameters such as locations for the robot’s base to

stand have to be generated and a consistent geometrically accurate belief state has

to be maintained. The corresponding functionality is provided by CRAM’s reasoning

components. The base is a Prolog engine with extensions for geometric and physics-

based reasoning. Extensions provide the functionality for generating plan parameters

such as locations and for simple entity resolution and maintaining a consistent be-

lief state. Higher-level libraries provide the means for reasoning about plans and for

projecting plans. In the following, a short overview of the components that were im-

plemented in the context of this theses is given.
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The CRAM Plan Language. The CRAM plan language is a domain specific language

for implementing highly concurrent control programs. It includes special language

support for executing multiple instructions in parallel, for monitoring them and pro-

vides sophisticated and powerful error handling mechanisms that are not restricted

to single operating system threads. It provides support for propagating error objects

across thread boundaries and for terminating, evaporating, suspending and resuming

control programs or parts of it. Additionally it provides support for semantic annota-

tions of plans which is required to ground them in CRAM’s reasoning system to allow

for reasoning about plan execution and for projecting plans.

The CRAM plan library. The plan library contains plans for all high-level actions

such as picking up and putting down objects, opening and closing drawers, naviga-

tion and perception. These plans integrate external reasoning components provided

by, for instance, the KNOWROB system and make extensive use of the internal rea-

soning mechanisms provided by the CRAM reasoning modules. Plans are written to

be robot independent, declarative and universal. This means that a plan does not

reference any robot specific information without querying it from a knowledge base.

Plans are semantically annotated, i.e. their purpose is defined as a Prolog expression

that is grounded in the underlying reasoning system. Informally speaking, universal

plans [Schoppers, 1987] are plans that can be executed in any (or at least in many)

different environment representations. In contrast to classical plans that require cer-

tain preconditions to hold before they can be executed, universal plans execute actions

for making their preconditions true directly.

Designators. Designators are used to interface robot-specific components of the ex-

ecutive from high-level plans. While representing parameters for lower-level compo-

nents of the robot on a purely symbolic level, they are resolved by the CRAM reasoning

system to generate low-level parameterizations such as commands for ROS drivers.

For instance, the command sent to the navigation process module is an action Desig-

nator as follows:

(an action (to navigate) (goal at-table))

Parameters defined by Designators can be incomplete and the missing information

is filled in using the different reasoning mechanisms included in CRAM. Besides the
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parameterization of actions and locations, Designators are used to describe objects

involved in plans. For instance, the Designator corresponding to any cup in the cup-

board can be written as follows:

(an object (type cup) (in cupboard))

Please note that cupboard is a location Designator describing all possible locations in

a cupboard. One unique property of object Designators is that they are used to track

object identities over time in the robot’s belief. Although the robot’s perception system

in CRAM creates a new object Designator for each object detection, Designators that

reference the same object are linked together.

Process modules. Robot specific code, or more generally, code that directly interacts

with the environment, is grouped in so-called process modules. High-level plans in-

teract with process modules by sending them symbolic descriptions of the actions to

be performed in the form of action designators. Interaction in this context not only

means physically moving objects or the robot but also perceiving the environment

or, for instance, communicating with humans. Most robots that are used in the con-

text of mobile manipulation in domestic environments implement at least four basic

functionality blocks:

• Navigation: navigation is probably one of the oldest and best researched ar-

eas in mobile robotics research. That’s why the CRAM executives assumes it

to work relatively reliable, i.e. the high-level executive can abstract away from

path planning and navigation.

• Manipulation: to be useful in domestic environments, robots need to interact

with their environment. The code of the manipulation process module is more

complex than other process modules since many more decisions have to be

made. For instance, it needs to select an appropriate grasp planner, provide

enough information for obstacle avoidance, decide on the grasp to use etc. To

achieve the best performance, most of these decisions need to include the cur-

rent context of the action and additional knowledge about the environment. For

instance, when grasping a mug that is filled with coffee, it is important to keep

it upright. When putting down an object temporarily, e.g. to be able to reach

another object (i.e. to unblock another object), the orientation does not matter
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while putting down objects when setting the table requires to use the correct

orientation.

• Perception: being able to detect and re-detect objects that are manipulated by

the robot is vital for performing pick-and-place actions in a domestic, changing

and uncertain environment. The perception process module converts object des-

ignators, e.g. (an object (type mug)), to calls to ROS components for detecting

the corresponding object. If one or more matching objects could be detected,

the process module converts the result back to symbolic object designators to

be used by subsequent actions.

• Re-positioning of sensors: most robots provide ways to change the position of

sensors on the robot, for instance with a pan-tilt-unit. Additionally, robots such

as the PR2 have cameras in their forearm. The functionality to move a sensor

that is later used by the perception process module to a configuration that allows

to see a specific object is encapsulated in this process module.

Prolog reasoning engine. CRAM contains a full-featured reasoning engine based

on a Prolog interpreter. In contrast to classical Prolog reasoning engines, CRAM’s

Prolog implementation is optimized for easy and seamless programmatic use of Pro-

log queries by encapsulating the computational context of a Prolog query in a lazy

list object representing all solutions of the query. In contrast to, for instance SWI-

Prolog6 [Wielemaker et al., 2012], multiple queries can be stored and subsequent

solutions for all stored queries can be requested without explicitly starting multiple

Prolog engines. Due to the close integration of CRAM’s Prolog engine, it can easily be

extended by other CRAM components, for instance the geometric and physics based

reasoning engine.

Geometric and physics based reasoning. In highly dynamic environments such as

a human household, the ability to create a geometrically accurate representation of

the robot’s environment and to reason about spatial relations, stability, visibility and

reachability is essential for reliably executing actions. CRAM provides a library that

uses the Bullet physics engine, OpenGL rendering and inverse kinematics computation

to define predicates in the Prolog engine in order to reason about the physical and

6http://www.swi-prolog.org
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geometric aspects of the environment. This allows, for instance, to infer if the robot

will be able to see a specific object from a specific location and the objects that are

possibly occluding it.

Belief state. Decision making during plan execution and the resolution of plan pa-

rameters often requires a detailed and accurate model of the current environment.

However, adding new information and updating it from sensory input to an internal

representation of the environment is considered a hard problem since a system has to

deal with ambiguities and has to track object identities. CRAM provides a relatively

simple solution for this problem by using the geometric and physics based reasoning

system to represent the environment. To decide if a new object instance for sensory in-

put has to be generated, if an existing instance has to be updated or if instances have

to be removed, the system uses visibility reasoning. Objects that should have been

detected but were not are removed and new detections that overlap with existing ob-

jects and are of the same kind cause instance updates. The resulting representation

of the environment is accurate and consistent in most cases and is used as the default

database for all geometric reasoning tasks.

Parameter resolution. In CRAM, plan parameters such as the locations for putting

down objects and the locations for the robot to stand while performing specific ac-

tions, e.g. picking up objects, opening and closing drawers or to see a specific object,

are specified symbolically using designators. In most cases, a great number of solu-

tions is valid for a given symbolic description. For instance, an infinite number of

solutions exist for a designator that just specifies any location on the table. To find a

specific parameter, i.e. a position in three dimensional space and the corresponding

orientation, CRAM uses sampling from a distribution that is generated taking into

account the world state stored in the geometric reasoning system, the constraints

specified in the designator, an inverse reachability map and visibility reasoning.

Reasoning about plan execution. To perform actions reliably, robots need to have

an understanding of the actions they are executing. They need to be able to decide

if a sub-plan terminated successfully or if it caused the top-level plan to fail. Even

if no error occurred, a sub-plan can have failed or it could have revoked a goal that

was achieved by a previously executed sub-plan and hence cause the top-level plan

to not achieve all its goals. Additionally, the ability to understand its plans enables
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robots to analyze previous executions of a plan or simulated plan executions to infer

flaws and optimize and fix plans and to generate input data for planning algorithms.

CRAM provides the means for recording extensive execution traces and to make in-

ferences about plan execution based on these traces. This allows for finding flaws, for

implementing “deeper” error handling not just based on the propagation of exception

objects but on making symbolic queries on the execution trace and for extracting data

to be used by learning algorithms.

Temporal projection. Resolving plan parameters just based on the current world

state is not sufficient in many cases. For instance, objects put down earlier in a plan

might block put-down locations for objects that are put down later because of poorly

chosen locations. Temporal projection of plans allows for predicting the effects of a

plan by “simulating” it in the geometric and physics-based reasoning engine. By then

analyzing these projected episodes using the reasoning mechanisms for making infer-

ences about plan execution, the corresponding CRAM libraries allow for integrating

all actions of a plan in the generation of plan parameters such as locations.

1.3 Contributions

In the context of this thesis, a number of libraries and algorithms has been developed

that allow for the creation of a full featured cognitive execution architecture for mo-

bile robots performing actions in domestic environments such as a human household.

Most of the work described in this thesis has been released as CRAM components.

The main contributions of the work presented in this thesis are:

1. The CRAM Plan Language, an extension and reimplementation of RPL [McDer-

mott, 1993]. The CRAM Plan Language extends RPL with explicit support for

programming real autonomous robots with all their complications. In contrast to

RPL programs which are evaluated by an interpreter, the CRAM Plan Language

is implemented using plain Common Lips. This implies that it is not interpreted

but compiled to native machine code. The specific components of the CRAM

Plan Language’s execution environment that were implemented are:
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• The CRAM Plan Language itself, a domain specific programming language

for implementing high-level control programs on robots, featuring con-

current execution, synchronization, reactivity and sophisticated error han-

dling.

• A library for abstracting away from the actual robot’s hardware to allow

for the implementation of a generic library of high-level plans. This library

defines and implements the so-called Process Modules.

• A library for Designators, symbolic descriptions of plan parameters. The

library defines interfaces for plugging in different resolution mechanisms

and reasoning components.

2. Built-in reasoning mechanisms that allow programmers to state plans more

vaguely by letting the robot make the respective decisions based on the exe-

cution context. These reasoning mechanisms enable the robot to infer the most

appropriate course of actions by taking all available execution information into

account. The specific reasoning components implemented in the context of this

thesis are:

• A Prolog-like reasoning engine that can easily be extended and embedded

in programs.

• Reasoning extensions for quantitative, physics based reasoning using a ge-

ometrically accurate three dimensional representation of the robot’s envi-

ronment, a physics engine and OpenGL rendering.

• Reasoning extensions to reason about plan execution, including a mecha-

nism for recording execution traces from plan execution.

• A framework for resolving Designators based on sampling from probability

distributions. These distributions are generating by compiling designator

properties to separate distributions and combining them.

• The implementation of different probability distributions for resolving des-

ignator properties related to visibility and reachability.
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• A system for fast plan projection based on the physics-based reasoning

engine.

• The integration of projection in location designator resolution which en-

ables it to generate locations not only from the current world state but also

from all actions that are executed in a plan.

3. A plan library for pick and place plans and an executive for executing these plans

on TUM-James and TUM-Rosie. More specifically, the following components

were implemented:

• A library of high-level plans for picking up, putting down objects and open-

ing and closing articulated objects.

• The implementation of comprehensive plan execution systems for the two

autonomous mobile manipulation platforms TUM-James and TUM-Rosie.

1.4 Reader’s Guide

This thesis describes all components of CRAM that allow for implementing highly

dynamic, robust cognitive robot behavior on mobile service robots such as the PR2.

It is organized as follows:

Chapter 2. gives a detailed explanation of the core CRAM components, namely the

CRAM Plan Language and the CRAM reasoning system which is based on a Prolog-like

language. Higher level libraries such as Designators which are used for symbolically

describing parameters, Process Modules which are the interface to the robot’s hard-

ware and the CRAM plan library are explained.

Chapter 3. presents the implementation of a geometrically realistic physics based rea-

soning engine. Details on the implementation, which is based on the Bullet physics

engine, OpenGL and inverse kinematics computation are given and the belief state

representation used in CRAM is explained. The second part of the chapter explains

the recording of execution traces and how reasoning about plan execution is imple-

mented.
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Chapter 4. presents details on the sampling based algorithm for generating locations

based on symbolic constraints. Details are given on how distribution functions are

generated from symbolic constraints and how they are grounded. This chapter relies

on the functionality introduced in Chapter 3.

Chapter 5. finally combines most of the components introduced in the previous chap-

ters and shows how a fast, still accurate, temporal projection mechanism is imple-

mented and how it can be used to find plan parameters that are not only generated

based on the currently know world state but also on future actions of a plan.
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Enabling robots to perform complex actions such as cooking or cleaning up in dy-

namic, changing and unpredictable environments such as a human household bears

completely different challenges than, for instance, industrial robotics. While indus-

trial robots repeatedly perform the same sequence of actions in a more or less static

environment, robots in domestic environments need to make sophisticated decisions

based on the current environment configuration while performing a rich set of activ-

ities and it is important that they are capable of recovering from a huge variety of

different errors that might occur during action execution. Many cognitive architec-

tures have been proposed [Vernon et al., 2007], such as the 3T architecture [Bonasso

et al., 1997] or Icarus [Langley and Choi, 2006]. However, none could prove so far to

be powerful enough to handle the complexity that comes with performing tasks in a

human household.
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2 The CRAM Software Architecture

CRAM is a software toolbox that provides a set of libraries to implement complex

actions such as cooking or cleaning up that require a tight integration of action ex-

ecution, reasoning, decision making, execution monitoring and failure handling. Its

core libraries include of a domain specific programming language, the CRAM Plan

Language, a full-featured Prolog-like reasoning engine and support for so called Des-

ignators, symbolic descriptions of plan parameterizations such as objects, locations

and actions. Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the architecture of an executive imple-

mented using CRAM. Plans are defined using the CRAM Plan Language and stored in a

plan library. Plan parameters such as locations, actions and objects are represented on

a symbolic level using Designators. This allows for abstracting away from the robot’s

actual hardware. To actually communicate with the robots hardware, Process Modules

receive commands as Action Designators, resolve them to generate hardware specific

commands and send them to the robot’s lower level components, e.g. ROS actions

such as navigation or arm control. To update the robot’s belief state, process modules

can emit events. Although designator resolution can be implemented on arbitrary

reasoning components, the current implementation in CRAM uses CRAM’s powerful

reasoning mechanisms in combination with external knowledge processing systems

such as KNOWROB.

CRAM Rea-
soning Com-

ponents

High level plans
(CRAM Plan
Language)

World
representation

Process Modules

Perception

Pan-Tilt-Unit

Navigation

Manipulation

Robot Hardware

CRAM

R
O

S
A

ctions

D
esignators

Events

Figure 2.1: The architecture of our CRAM based executive.

The programming language of choice for implementing such a system is Common

Lisp because it provides enormous flexibility through its macro system and its strong

integration of the functional programming paradigm.
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2.1 The CRAM Plan Language

In this chapter, we describe the implementation of the core components of CRAM,

namely the CRAM Plan Language, the CRAM Reasoning Engine based on a Prolog in-

terpreter, symbolic plan parameterization based on Designators and Process Modules.

Finally, an overview of the currently implemented plans in the CRAM plan library is

given.

2.1 The CRAM Plan Language

The history of reactive plan execution goes back to the 1980s with the work of Firby

[Firby, 1987] and [McDermott, 1993]. In particular in complex, changing and unpre-

dictable domains, the idea of reactive planning is still attractive. Applying classical

planning in is either really difficult or really easy. It is really difficult if the environ-

ment’s geometry is taken into account as required for instance in complex unstruc-

tured environments such as a human household. Classical symbolic planning is really

easy if applied to high-level purely symbolic environment and action specifications.

The CRAM Plan Language is based on Drew McDermott’s Reactive Plan Language

(RPL) [McDermott, 1993]. RPL was an interpreted Lisp-like language for the im-

plementation of reactive control programs for robotic agents. However, it was only

simulating concurrency by shuffling the order in which expressions are interpreted

randomly. Although RPL could be extended to allow for the evaluation of arbitrary

Lisp code, it did not allow for evaluating arbitrary RPL code in Lisp. While trying to

imitate the semantics of RPL, the CRAM Plan Language overcomes these limitations

and allows for use all processors on modern multi-core CPUs and to integrate with

existing Common Lisp libraries.

The CRAM Plan Language is designed to support the programmer with the implemen-

tation of CRAM plans, control programs that cannot only be executed but also rea-

soned about, and that are reactive, concurrent and tightly integrate with reasoning

components. The CRAM plan language is a full featured general purpose program-

ming language, implemented based on Common Lisp and designed for the special re-

quirements in writing control programs for mobile robots performing complex plans.

In particular, this includes first class support for parallel execution and monitoring of

concurrent processes, the integration of sensory input and synchronization. Special

exception handling mechanisms based on Common Lisps powerful condition system
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but with support for propagating error objects across thread boundaries is integrated

in the language, too. Another special feature of the CRAM Plan Language is its tight

integration with reasoning for instance by supporting plan annotations using logical

expressions grounded in a reasoning engine in order to reason about plan execution

and higher level language forms and libraries to integrate reasoning in the decision

making process used in CRAM plans.

2.1.1 Language Syntax

The CRAM Plan Language is implemented as a domain specific language in Common

Lisp. The syntax of programs implemented in the CRAM Plan Language hence is in-

herited from Common Lisp and the complete standard library and language features

of Common Lisp are available in CRAM programs.

Common Lisp is a general purpose multi-paradigm programming language strongly

emphasizing the functional programming paradigm. However, it also supports object

oriented programming through the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS) and impera-

tive programming. It supports lexical and dynamic scoping and provides an optional

type system. A number of powerful commercial and open source compilers are avail-

able. While CRAM and the CRAM Plan Language is mostly written in compiler in-

dependent ANSI Common Lisp, in particular for multithreading, it relies on libraries

specific for Steal Bank Common Lisp (SBCL) 1. SBCL is an industry strength open

source implementation of a Common Lisp compiler that outputs high performance

native machine code and that has a strong type inference system.

The most important reason for choosing Common Lisp to implement CRAM’s plan

language is its powerful macro system which allows for the relatively easy implemen-

tation of domain specific (compiled) languages. In contrast to other macro systems

that most often rely on simple string replacement, for instance C/C++’s macro sys-

tem, Common Lisp macros are normal functions that get a Lisp expression as input

and return a transformed Lisp expression. In other words, Lisp macros operate on

code instead of data. The CRAM Plan Language is implemented as a runtime system

1www.sbcl.org
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written and a set of macros that transform CRAM plans to Common Lisp code using

this runtime.

To make it easier for the reader to understand the code presented in this paper and the

implementation of CRAM language internals, a brief overview of the most important

concepts and features and Common Lisp and its syntax is given in this section.

S-expressions. S-expressions are the basic building blocks in all Lisp dialects. Every

lisp program is defined of an ordered sequence of S-expressions. [McCarthy, 1960]
defines S-expressions as follows:

1. Atomic symbols are S-expressions.

2. If e1 and e2 are S-expressions, then (e1 . e2) is also an S-expression (note: the “.”

separates the first element of a list from the rest).

Essentially, all lisp programs consist of expressions that are built from atoms, atoms in

parenthesis and nested forms. In other words, S-expressions form nested lists. When

the Lisp system evaluates these lists, it interprets the first element of such a list which

must be an atom as the name of the special form, macro or function to execute and the

rest of that list as parameters. If such parameters are not atoms, they are first evaluated

recursively according to the evaluation rules of S-expressions. The following example

shows how a nested arithmetic expression is evaluated:

(+ 5 (∗ 2 3))→ (+ 5 6)→ 11

Basic Language Features. Common Lisp is a general purpose programming lan-

guage. Functions are defined using the special form defun:

( defun <name> (<parameter >∗) <body−form>∗)

In addition to fixed size parameter lists, Common Lisp also supports optional and

keyword parameters.
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Besides numbers, strings and lists (build of cons cells, i.e. pairs of pointers) and arrays,

Common Lisp defines symbols as an additional basic data type. A symbol is an identi-

fier and can have two values bound to it, a value and a function. If the symbol appears

in an S-expression as a function name, i.e. as the first element of the S-expression,

its function value is used to perform a function call. If the symbol appears anywhere

else in the S-expression, it evaluates to the value bound to it which can be any legal

Common Lisp value, for instance a number, a string, a list or a function object.

Lexically scoped variables are defined using let blocks. For instance, the following

code shows how to define and bind to variables a and b and bind them to two num-

bers:

1 ( l e t ( ( a 1)

2 ( b 2) )

3 . . . )

Besides lexical scoping which also allows for closures as defined in [Sussman and Jr.,

1975], Common Lisp also supports dynamically scoped (global) variables, defined

by the forms defvar and defparameter. The difference between the two forms is that

the former does not rebind the value of the corresponding symbol if it exists already

while the latter always rebinds the value to the default value specified in the respective

definition form.

Although it has strong support for functional programming, it is not a purely func-

tional language. It allows for side effects, i.e. the value of variables can be changed.

For updating variable values, the most important because most generic special form

is setf . It can be used to update member variables of classes and structs, to set array

elements and to set the value of normal values. For instance, the following expression

sets the value of the variable a:

1 ( s e t f a 2)
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Common Lisp is a strongly typed language with dynamic typing of variables. That

means that each value as a specific, well defined type while variables can reference

values of arbitrary type. Basically, that means that variables do not have a type but

the type is bound to the actual value. However, Common Lisp optionally supports the

declaration of types for variables which causes the compiler to produce type errors at

compile time if possible and at run time otherwise in case a value with a wrong type

is assigned to a variable.

Conditions and error handling. Common Lisp provides an extremely powerful error-

handling mechanism that differs from most commonly used programming languages.

The system is based on signaling conditions. Conditions do not just represent errors but

are rather signals that can be emitted by code. In contrast to the exception handling

mechanisms in Java, C++ or Python where the stack is unwound until a correspond-

ing handler is found, Common Lisp signal handlers are executed in the stack frame

that signaled a condition. Several classes of signals are defined per default, including

warnings and errors. In other words, errors are just special conditions that cause the

Lisp environment to enter the debugger if they are not handled. Error conditions are

signaled by executing the function error , similar to throw in Java and C++ or raise

in Python. Executing signal handlers in the caller’s stack frame allows for so-called

restarts, special exit points that provide the functionality to recover from errors. For

instance, if in a network library sending fails because a socket has been closed, the

library can provide a restart for reconnecting the socket. An error handler can then

decide if it makes sense to try reconnecting and execute the corresponding restart.

Condition handlers are established with the forms handler−bind which allows for exe-

cuting a function in the stack frame of the error call and handler−case which is similar

to try-catch blocks in Java or C++ where the error handler is executed in the stack

frame of the handler−case form after unwinding the stack.

CLOS. CRAM makes extensive use of the Common Lisp Object System. Common

Lisp’s approach to object orientation is slightly different from languages such as Java

and C++. The main difference is that classes do not contain methods but only data

slots. CLOS supports multiple inheritance, automatically generated constructors for

initializing data slots and is extremely extensible because of a powerful metaobject

protocol [Kiczales and Rivieres, 1991]. Methods are implemented by analyzing the

type of their parameters when they are called and calling the most specific method
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matching the type. The following example shows the definition of the class object:

1 ( de f c l a s s cup ( o b j e c t )

2 ( ( hand le−pose : i n i t a r g : pose : r e a d e r hand le−pose ) )

The class contains one member variable, handle−pose, and a reader method (i.e. a get-

ter in Java terms) is defined. It inherits from one parent class, the class object, which

is the base class for all objects.

To improve readability, classes in this thesis are formatted in a more readable format.

The object class of the example above is written as follows: Each class defines its own

Class 1 An example definition of a class object.

class CUP (superclasses: object)
slot HANDLE-POSE: The pose of the handle of the cup that can be used

for grasping it.

type and is a sub-type of all its parent classes. Methods are defined in the context of

generic functions. A generic function is a function that analyzes the types of specially

declared parameters and selects methods based on these types and other rules such

as the method combination to use. Then, the matching methods are executed and the

result is computed based on the method combination. To define a generic function,

the macro defgeneric is provided by Common Lisp. The following example shows the

definition of the generic function grasp that is supposed to grasp an object.

( defgener ic draw ( o b j e c t s i d e ) )

Please note that the above declaration of the generic function does not attach any

code. To implement a method for this generic function, the macro defmethod is used:

(defmethod draw ( ( o b j e c t cup ) s i d e ) . . . )

The expression (object cup) used to define the first parameter of the method declares
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that this method should be executed for all instances of class cup (and its subclasses if

no more specific methods are defined) and to bind the corresponding instance in the

lexical context of the method’s body to the variable object.

Besides the definition of classes and simple methods, the Common Lisp Object System

supports methods that are selected based on the type of more than one parameter,

user-defined method combinations, e.g. to execute all methods matching a type and

combining the corresponding result values and meta-classes to change the internal

representation of classes.

Macros. Macros are one unique feature of all Lisp dialects. Common Lisp macros are

similar to normal functions with the difference that they are evaluated at compile

time. Essentially, macros are functions that are applied on Lisp code, transform it and

return the new code. The most important difference of macros to functions is that

they allow the programmer to control the evaluation of code which is in particular

useful for the implementation of domain specific languages.

For instance in Common Lisp, the logical or operator or is implemented as a macro.

It evaluates all forms in its body sequentially until one returns a non-NIL value and

returns that value. No further forms are evaluated. Let us consider the following ex-

ample:

1 ( or n i l ( s e t f a 1) ( s e t f a 2) )

The first expression, nil , evaluates to itself and thus is nil . The second form sets the

value of the variable a to 1 and returns that value. According to the definition of the

or macro, evaluation must stop now, i.e. a will not be set to 2. Internally, the or macro

returns code equivalent to the following listing:
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1 ( l e t ( ( tmp−1 n i l ) )

2 ( i f tmp−1
3 tmp−1
4 ( l e t ( ( tmp−2 ( s e t f a 1) ) )

5 ( i f tmp−2
6 tmp−2
7 ( l e t z ( ( s e t f a 2) )

8 ( i f z tmp−2 n i l ) ) ) ) ) )

As can be seen, the macro must be recursive. It must bind the result of each expres-

sion to a temporary value and expand to nested if expressions. The following listing

shows one possible implementation of the or macro:

1 ( defmacro or (&body forms )

2 ( l e t ( ( va r (gensym ) ) )

3 (when ( f i r s t fo rms )

4 ` ( l e t ( ( , va r , ( f i r s t fo rms ) ) )

5 ( i f , v a r , va r ( or ,@( r e s t fo rms ) ) ) ) ) ) )

As can be seen in the example, macros are defined with the macro defmacro. Param-

eters are specified similar to defun with the difference that nested lambda lists can

be specified that are matched against the lisp code in the body of the macro when it

is used. The identifier &body is just an alias for &rest and indicates that an arbitrary

number of parameters can be passed. In the above example, the list of parameters, i.e.

the body forms of or is bound to the variable forms. Line 2 generates an unused sym-

bol to be used as the name of the required temporary variable to avoid any conflicts

between already existing variables. Line 3 is responsible for only generating code if

there are body forms left in the recursive expansion of the macro. Finally, line 4 and

5 assemble the code the or macro expression should be transformed into. Basically,

the backquote reader macro suppresses evaluation of the following expression. Only

expressions prefixed with a komma are evaluated and the result is inserted at the

corresponding positions in the list. Expressions prefixed with ,@ are evaluated and
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the result is spliced, i.e. the result of such an expression must be a list where each

element is inserted. For instance, `(a ,@( list 1 2 3) b) evaluates to (a 1 2 3 b). Macros

are a widely used tool in CRAM for instance to implement all special forms of the

CRAM Plan Language or for lexically binding variables to inferred variable bindings

with the with−vars−bound macro.

Delayed Evaluation and Lazy Lists. In contrast to languages such as Haskell, Scala,

or Clojure, Common Lisp does not provide built-in support or libraries for delayed

evaluation. However, an extension to implement delayed evaluation is rather simple

since only a proxy object needs to be created that contains a callable object for the

generation of the value. Delayed evaluation essentially allows the programmer to as-

sign a generator function that computes a value when it is needed instead of binding

the value itself to a variable. Essentially, delayed evaluation “freezes” a computational

context in the proxy object, i.e. the code that is using a value can be completely un-

related to the generating code.

Lazy lists are lists where elements are generated by a generator function only when

they are accessed. This allows to define lists of infinite length and perform computa-

tions on them. One application for lazy lists in CRAM are bindings for logical variables

in CRAM’s reasoning component. The system might generate an infinite number of

solutions to a logical query. By returning a lazy list instead of an ordinary list, the

system does not require to limit the set of solutions and only the solutions that are

really processed by the system are generated. To generate a lazy list in CRAM, the

macro lazy−list is provided. The following example shows how to create the infinite

list of all even natural numbers:

Listing 2.1: Lazy list for generating the infinite sequence of natural numbers.

1 ( l a z y− l i s t ( ( n 0) )

2 ( cont n (+ n 2) ) )

The macro expects a list of variable bindings that should be enclosed in the lazy list,

i.e. a list of variables that are required to generate an element of the lazy list and that

need to be updated in each generation step. The format of the variable bindings is sim-

ilar to Common Lisp’s let form, i.e. it is a list with elements of the form (name value).
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In Listing 2.1, only one variable is needed for generating the list, the current number.

In the lexical context of the lazy−list macro, local functions for yielding an element

to the list, for re-evaluating the generator function (i.e. the body of the macro) with

different variable assignments and without generating an element and to end the lazy

list are bound:

• (cont element &rest variable−assignments): Adds the element element to the list. The

generator function is only executed again when the user request a new element

of the lazy list. The additional parameters of the function are the updated vari-

able bindings in the same order as they were specified in the lazy−list macro.

• (next &rest variable−assignments): Does not generate a value but immediately re-

executes the generator function with new variable bindings.

• ( �nish element): Finishes the list with the last element element.

When one of the above functions is called, a non-local exit of the body of the lazy−list

macro is performed. If the body of the macro terminates, i.e. does not call one of the

above local functions, the list is finished.

The user can access the first element of a lazy list using the function lazy−car which

is similar to car in Common Lisp. To expand one more element, the system provides

lazy−cdr which generates a new cons cell containing a new element and the generator

function. In addition, to generate all required elements and return one with a specific

index, the system provides lazy−elt . To expand a complete lazy list the function force−ll

is provided. It essentially converts a lazy list into an ordinary Lisp list. Please note that

if the lazy list is infinite, force−ll will never terminate.

Besides the basic implementation of lazy lists, CRAM also provides equivalents to

Common Lisp’s mapper functions as well as reduce, namely lazy−mapcar, lazy−mapcan,

lazy−fold (the equivalent to reduce), lazy−append and a few other helper functions.

2.1.2 Definition of Terms

Let us consider the following very simple example plan for navigating the robot to a

goal location.
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Listing 2.2: Example navigation plan

1 ( def−goal ( perform ( nav i ga t e− t o ? l o c a t i o n ) )

2 ( pursue

3 (wait− for ∗ nav i ga t i on−goa l− r e a ched ∗)
4 (whenever (∗ na v i g a t i o n− e r r o r−o c c u r r e d ∗)
5 (with−task−suspended n a v i g a t i o n

6 ( f i x− e r r o r ) ) )
7 ( : tag n a v i g a t i o n

8 ( loop r e p e a t do

9 ( update−navigation−command

10 ( ca l cu la te−nav igat ion−command ? l o c a t i o n ) ) ) ) )

The specific properties of the language forms used in the above plan will be explained

in the remainder of this section. We will, however, explain the different terms we use

in this thesis based on the example above. The pursue statement executes its three child

forms in parallel and terminates as soon as one terminates. The wait−for form termi-

nates as soon as the corresponding variable changes its value to true. Both, whenever

and loop in the navigation sub-task never terminate. The whenever form is responsible

for handling navigation errors, for instance if localization is lost, it can temporary halt

the navigation action and execute a specific action for re-localizing the robot. The loop

repeatedly recomputes and sends the command for robot’s controllers based on the

current position and the goal location.

The complete code snippet above shows a plan. Plans are similar to functions or meth-

ods Common Lisp with the difference that they provide enough information for a rea-

soning engine. In particular, the property that characterizes the plan above is that it

contains the goal (perform (navigate−to ? location )) at line 1.

The CRAM Plan Language provides mechanisms for reactivity, i.e. for executing code

whenever some sensor value or a value derived from sensors changes. One example is

the wait−for statement in line 3 that blocks execution until the fluent ∗navigation−goal−reached

∗ turns true. A fluent is similar to fluents in the fluent calculus [Thielscher, 1998] with

the difference that it is not a logical statement or condition but a variable, or, more
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specifically, a variable proxy object. Fluents can be combined by arithmetic operators

such as +, −, ∗ or /. The result of such arithmetic expressions on fluents are so-called

fluent networks.

The basic execution unit of a CRAM plan is a task. A task is a piece of code that can

be executed. Plans combine tasks using CRAM Plan Language forms and constrain

their order of execution. Each task contains a sequence of Common Lisp forms that

are executed when the task is executed. The CRAM Plan Language provides forms

for executing tasks in parallel as well as sequentially with the support for parallel

ordering constraints. In the example above, the (perform ...) statement creates three

tasks, one for each body form. All three tasks are executed in parallel in the lexical

context of their creation. Tasks can be explicitly named using the (: tag name &body

code) special form which binds an instance of the internal task object to a variable

that is lexically bound in the complete plan. In addition, one parent task is created

by the def−goal macro itself and the function update−navigation−command might create

a number of internal tasks.

(perform (navigate−to ?l ))

pursue

wait−for

whenever

:tag navigation

. . .

Figure 2.2: The task tree if the simple navigation plan shown in Listing 2.2.

The tasks in our example form a hierarchy as shown in Figure 2.2, i.e. the three tasks

created by pursue are direct sub-tasks of the task generated by def−goal. Every task but

the top-level task, which is created when the user executes a complete top-level plan,

have exactly one parent task and 0 to n sub-tasks. The tasks that are important for

reasoning, i.e. that contain semantic information, are explicitly referenced in a tree,

the task tree which is defined by this parent-child relationship. Each task in the task

tree can be referenced with a path. For instance, the path to the task named navigation

in the example above is:
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( (TAGGED NAVIGATION) (GOAL (PERFORM (NAVIGATE−TO ?LOCATION) ) ) )

For accessing task objects, for instance to specify explicit partial ordering constraints

or to synchronize on status changes of the respective tasks, the CRAM Plan Language

provides two methods

• (task path) returns the task object with the position in the task tree specified by

the absolute path.

• (sub−task path) is similar to task with the difference that path is a relative path

with respect to the path of the task the sub−task function is executed in.

The rest of this section provides more detailed semantics and implementation details

of the forms and terms introduced above.

2.1.3 Fluents

Fluents are the main mechanism for reacting on changing external input such as sen-

sor data. In common libraries such as GUI libraries or communication libraries, the

most widely used mechanism for reacting on asynchronous input are callbacks. How-

ever, callbacks can be cumbersome to use and require complex synchronization mech-

anisms. In addition, they make it hard to reason about control flow. In contrast, fluents

provide a convenient and strait forward way to implement reactivity.

2.1.3.1 Fluents in CRAM Programs

As already mentioned, fluents provide a convenient way of adding reactivity to a

CRAM program. In essence, fluents are proxy-objects that provide a notification mech-

anism and contain a value. Fluents can be combined to fluent networks which are

fluents themselves. To create a fluent, CRAM provides the method make−�uent. The

following example shows how to create a simple fluent:
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1 ( defparameter ∗ f l u e n t ∗ ( make− f luent : v a l u e 1) )

This binds the variable ∗�uent ∗ to a newly created fluent object that is initialized with

the value 1. The user can read and set the value with the method value, for instance:

1 ( v a l u e ∗ f l u e n t ∗) ; ; −> r e s u l t i s 1

2 ( s e t f ( v a l u e ∗ f l u e n t ∗) 2) ; ; s e t s the f l u e n t to 2

3 ( v a l u e ∗ f l u e n t ∗) ; ; the v a l u e i s now 2

Normally, a CRAM program communicates with a robot through a middleware that,

in the common case, executes an asynchronous callback whenever new sensor data is

sent over the network. Fluent values are changed in these callbacks while the actual

robot control program is executed in parallel. For instance, if the robot moves, i.e.

its location changes, these changes can be received by the CRAM executive and a

callback is executed. In this callback, the fluent that keeps the current position of the

robot can be updated.

The robot control program can wait for a fluent to become non-nil by using the func-

tion wait−for:

1 (wait− for ∗ f l u e n t ∗) ; ; Re tu rns immed i a t e l y i f the f l u e n t

; ; v a l u e i s non−NIL , b l o c k s o t h e rw i s e

As already mentioned, fluents can be combined to so-called fluent networks. In CRAM,

the arithmetic functions +, −, ∗ and / and the comparison functions <, >, eq, eql and

not are overloaded to return a fluent network if at least one of their parameters is a

fluent. For instance, to wait for the value of a fluent to become greater than 5, the

following code can be used:

1 (wait− for (> ∗ f l u e n t ∗ 5) )
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Please note that the expression (> ∗�uent∗ 5) returns a fluent network, i.e. the re-

turn value of that expression is always non-NIL while the actual value of that fluent

network is either NIL or T. For instance, the following when expression will always be

executed, no matter if the fluent’s value is T or NIL:

1 (when (> ∗ f l u e n t ∗ 5)

2 . . . )

To provide more flexibility beyond the pre-defined fluent-network operators men-

tioned above, the system also provides the function �−funcall that behaves like Com-

mon Lisp’s funcall function with the difference that it returns a fluent network whose

value is the result of a call to the function passed to �−funcall . Apart from a function

object, �−funcall takes an arbitrary number of fluent and non-fluent parameters and

the value is re-calculated by calling the function whenever one of the passed fluents

changes its value. For instance, to wait for the square of a fluent value to become

greater than 9, we can use the following code:

1 (wait− for (> ( f l− f u n c a l l #'expt ∗ f l u e n t ∗ 2) 9) )

To execute a block of code whenever a fluent value turns true CRAM provides the

macro whenever. Normally, whenever is used in code blocks that are executed in parallel

to an actual control program. Internally, it is implemented as an endless loop that first

does a wait−for on a fluent, then executes its code body and continues with waiting

for the fluent again.

Finally, to just wait for a fluent to change its value, the special fluent network gener-

ator pulsed can be used. It does not contain a meaningful value but triggers wait−for

only once for each change of the value of the fluent it is monitoring. Pulse fluents

are special because their value is not referential transparent, i.e. it changes as soon

as it is read. Particularly, this implies that pulse fluents should only be instantiated
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temporary, i.e. they should not be bound to variables or passed around in function

calls or return values.

In particular when used together with whenever, it can happen that a fluent changes its

value, i.e. is pulsed, while the body of the whenever form is still running. Whenever a

fluent is updated, a pulse is generated for the updated fluent as well as for all depen-

dent fluents, i.e. all fluent networks derived from it. In the case of fluents constructed

with pulsed, we consider three different cases of handling missed pulses, i.e. pulses

that happened outside a whenever or wait−for form:

• Missed pulses are handled exactly once, no matter how many pulses occurred.

• Missed pulses are always ignored, i.e. they are never handled. wait−for returns

only after the next pulse.

• All missed pulses are handled, i.e. wait-for returns exactly as often as the fluent

value changed.

Let us consider a simple example: the user wants to handle events that are received at

a high frequency, e.g. produced by a tracking system or continuous position updates

of the robot’s localization algorithms. If input data is received at a fixed frequency but

cannot be processed fast enough, the user will either want to handle missed pulses

exactly once or ignore missed pulses completely without queuing the input data. In

this case, the program would bind the most recently received event to a fluent. If

missed pulses are ignored, new events will be processed as soon as possible but al-

ready received data will completely be ignored. If missed pulses are handled once,

the program will process as many input messages as possible, always using the most

recent message but not waiting for a new event to be received. If input data is not

received at a constant rate or if it can be processed fast enough in most but not all

cases, it might make sense to use an input queue and handle all missed pulses since

wait-for will return exactly as often as input data has been received.

2.1.3.2 Implementation Details

In this section we explain the implementation details of fluents and the method wait−for

and the macro whenever.
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Fluents are the most low-level data structure of the CRAM Plan Language. They are

used for implementing higher-level language elements, in libraries and for synchro-

nization. The implementation is based on classical multithreading synchronization

mechanisms, i.e. mutexes [Dijkstra, 1965] and condition variables [Hoare, 1974].

The fluent interface. The data structure for representing a fluent is the base class

�uent . Its definition is shown in Class 2. As can be seen, each fluent can be named.

Class 2 The definition of the class �uent , the base class for all fluents in CRAM.

class FLUENT

slot NAME: The name of the fluent. If not specified, it a unique
symbol is generated.

slot ON-UPDATE: Hash table of callback functions that are executed
whenever the fluent changes its value.

slot PULSE-COUNT: Internal counter to check if pulses happened.

slot CHANGED-CONDITION: Condition variable that is notified whenever
the fluent changes its value.

slot VALUE-LOCK: Mutex to lock the fluent when its value is changed.

In addition, it contains a slot that keeps a list of callback functions for observing

and propagating updates along a fluent network graph. The slots changed−condition

and value−lock are used for synchronizing slot access and to wait for pulses. The pulse

count indicates how often the fluent has been pulsed. As already mentioned, the above

listing shows the base class for all fluents, i.e. it does not contain any data structures

for storing actual data. The reason is that fluents that are storing data are special

and not all fluents really store data. For instance, CRAM implements two flavors of

fluent networks, caching networks which have a data slot and non-caching fluents

that compute their value on demand. The interface for fluents provided to the user is

defined as a number of generic functions:

• The method value that returns the current value of the fluent. It can be com-

puted on demand or just return the value of a slot. The method is required to

be thread safe and is declared as follows:

( defgener ic v a l u e ( f l u e n t ) )
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• The method pulse to notify all fluent-networks and threads that are waiting for

the fluent. It is declared as follows:

( defgener ic pu l s e ( f l u e n t ) )

Changes of the fluent’s value always pulse the fluent.

• The method wait−for that blocks the current thread until the value of the fluent

becomes non-NIL. It is declared as follows:

( defgener ic wa i t− f o r ( f l u e n t &key t imeout ) )

The optional timeout parameter causes wait−for to always return after either the

timeout expired or the fluent’s value turns true. On timeout expiration, wait−for

will return NIL, otherwise it will return T.

• The macro whenever defines an endless loop whose body is executed whenever

the value of the passed fluent is non-NIL. To improve readability, we only show

a simplified version of its implementation that however still keeps the most im-

portant properties of the macro:

( defmacro whenever ( ( c o n d i t i o n− f l u e n t ) &body body )

` ( l e t ( ( f l u e n t , c o n d i t i o n− f l u e n t ) )
( loop do

( wa i t− f o r f l u e n t )

, @body ) ) ) ) ) )

As can be seen, the macro executes its body in an endless loop whenever wait−for

returns. That means whenever never returns unless the user either explicitly calls

return or evaporates the thread in which whenever has been executed, for instance

by running it in a pursue form.
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In addition, a number of methods for registering, removing and accessing callbacks

that are executed on value updates are defined. They are defined only for internal use

though.

The implementation of wait−for. The wait−for method blocks until a fluent’s value

becomes non-NIL. That means the implementation needs to block the current thread

until the value of the fluent changes, check if the value is non-NIL and return to

waiting if the value is still NIL. As can be seen in Class 2, each fluent has a condition

variable and a lock object, i.e. a mutex. When wait−for is called, the fluent blocks on

the condition variable and waits for it to be notified. As soon as the corresponding

wait method for the condition variable (in our case sb−thread:condition−wait) returns,

the value of the fluent is checked and wait−for returns if it is non-NIL.

The pulse method. The method pulse calls sb−thread:condition−broadcast on the condi-

tion variable to notify waiting threads for a change. In addition, it calls all callback

functions that are set in the slot on−update. Update callbacks are function objects that

take exactly one parameter, the current value of the fluent. For instance, if the value

of a fluent is changed, the pulse method is executed and all update callbacks are

executed with the new value of the fluent.

Value fluents. Derived from the base class �uent , we define the most basic imple-

mentation of a fluent, a fluent that is just a proxy object for an arbitrary lisp object.

Its definition is rather strait forward and adds only two slots to the parent class, a

value and the slot test which can be used to control how to detect value changes. That

allows to only signal a pulse if a new value assigned to the fluent is really different

from its previous value. The definition of the class is shown in Class 3. Please note

Class 3 The definition of the class value−�uent .

class VALUE-FLUENT

slot VALUE: The value of the fluent.

slot TEST: Comparison function to test for value changes. The
fluent is only pulsed when a call to this function with
the new and the old value returns NIL.

that this is a simplified version of the actual source code. For readability, the two mixin

classes �−cachable−value−mixin and �−printable−mixin are left out. These mixins are just
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markers for implementing generic readers and printers and to indicate that the flu-

ent’s value must not change without a notifying pulse. This is in particular important

for the implementation of fluent networks which can only cache their values if their

only dependencies are cachable fluents.

Value fluents are the only fluents that can be directly constructed by the user. All other

kinds of fluents are derived from value fluents, e.g. pulse fluents or fluent networks.

For constructing a value fluent, the system defines the function make−�uent that has

the following (simplified) signature:

( make− f luent &key name va l u e )

In addition, it provides a few additional keyword parameters to select the under-

lying fluent class to be used and to control how the fluent should be recorded when

recording execution traces (see Section 3.2.1). Recording of fluents can be disabled

completely or a maximal tracing frequency can be specified.

Fluent networks. Fluent networks are fluents with their value being computed based

on the values of other fluents. A fluent network’s value changes whenever a parent

fluent changes its value. The implementation in based on callback functions that are

executed whenever a fluent value changes, i.e. the fluent is pulsed.

Class 4 Class of fluent networks that directly depend on fluents that are not cachable.

class FL-NET-FLUENT (superclasses: fluent)
slot CALCULATE-VALUE-FUN: The function object to calculate the value of

the fluent.

We discriminate two different kinds of fluents, fluents with values that can be cached

(i.e. cachable fluents) and fluents that cannot be cached. In the current implemen-

tation, only pulse fluents are not cachable. The corresponding classes for fluent net-

works are defined in Class 4 and Class 5.
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Class 5 Class of fluent networks that only depend on cachable fluents and hece are
cachable themselves.

class FL-NET-CACHABLE-FLUENT (superclasses: fluent fl-cacheable-value-mixin)
slot CALCULATE-VALUE-FUN: The function object to calculate the value of

the fluent.

slot VALUE: The cached value of this fluent network.

Both classes contain a slot that is bound to a function object for re-calculating the

fluent network’s value. This function object is executed whenever a fluent the network

depends on changes its value though a callback in its on−update slot.

<

Euclidean distance

Robot Position (x, y, z)

Goal Position (x, y, z)

0.2

Goal reached?

Figure 2.3: Simple example fluent network for a fluent that is true when the robot is
closer than 20cm to its goal.

Figure 2.3 shows a simple fluent network for checking if the robot reached a naviga-

tion goal. The corresponding CRAM code for it is shown in the following listing:

1 (< ( f l− f u n c a l l #' e u c l i d e a n−d i s t a n c e ∗ robot−pose ∗ ∗ goa l−pose ∗)
2 0 . 2 )

The goal position and the robot’s current position are both fluents. They are com-

bined by using the special function �−funcall that returns a new fluent network. The

comparison function < is overloaded in CRAM to return a fluent network if one of its

parameters is a fluent.

Whenever a fluent operator (see Table 2.1 for a complete list of fluent operators) is

used, a new fluent network is created that calculates its value according to the seman-

tics of the operator. Values are re-calculated whenever the network fluent is pulsed.

More specifically, fluent network generation first iterates over all parameters to find
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<, >, =, eq, eql, member,
+, -, *, /, not

Overloaded versions of the corresponding common lisp
functions for creating fluent networks without changing
the semantics.

fl-and Fluent network that holds T if all dependencies are non-
NIL. In contrast to Common Lisp’s and, �−and cannot be
implemented as a macro and does not evaluate to the
last parameter.

fl-or Fluent networks that holds T if any of its dependencies
is non-NIL. In contrast to Common Lisp’s or, it is not a
macro and evaluates all forms.

fl-funcall Returns a fluent network that calculates its value by call-
ing an arbitrary function with the values of all depen-
dencies.

fl-apply Same as �−funcall but with the same signature and s
semantics as apply.

Table 2.1: Functions for creating fluent networks.

dependency fluents. If no fluents are found, the creation function immediately calcu-

lates its value and returns. If at least one fluent is found, it registers a new callback

function in the on−update table that pulses the fluent network. This leads to immediate

re-calculation of the network’s value and notification of all wait−for functions that are

blocking on the fluent network.

Pulse fluents. Pulse fluents are special fluents that change their value to true when

their dependency fluent has been pulsed. They are special because they change their

value on reads, depending on the selected missed pulse handling. For instance, when

handling missed pulses only once, the value of the pulse fluent might be T at the first

read, but NIL at all subsequent reads until the monitored fluent is pulsed again. While

this might not be intuitive behavior it is the only way to implement handling of pulses

that occur outside of a wait−for call. The signature of the fluent operator to create a

pulse fluent is:

( pu l s e d f l u e n t &key ( hand l e−mis sed−pu l s e s : once ) )
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The parameter handle−missed−pulses can be:

:once. For one or more pulses of the dependency fluent, the pulse fluent’s value be-

comes true only once. If the dependency fluent has been pulsed before the pulse fluent

is created, the value is true initially.

:always. The pulse fluent’s value is true exactly as often as the dependency fluent has

been pulsed.

:never. Similar to once with the difference that the pulse fluent’s value is NIL if the

dependency fluent has been pulsed before the pulse fluent’s creation.

The implementation uses a reference pulse count set to the pulse count of the depen-

dency fluent, and a processed pulse count. The class definition of the pulse fluent is

shown in Class 6.

Class 6 Definition of the class pulse−�uent , a special class for handling pulses of fluents.

class PULSE-FLUENT (superclasses: fluent)
slot HANDLE-MISSED-PULSES: Identifier that specifies how to handle

missed pulses. Must be set to either :once, :always or
:never.

slot PROCESSED-PULSE-COUNT: Pulses that were handled already. To de-
cide if a call to wait−for should return immediately, this
value is compared to the slot reference−pulse−count.

slot REFERENCE-PULSE-COUNT: Pulse count of the dependency fluent.

The slot reference−pulse−count is always set to the pulse count of the dependency fluent

and is updated by the on−update callback. Depending on the handling of missed pulses

the slot processed−pulse−count is initialized either by setting it to 0 (for :always and :once)

or to reference−pulse−count in case of :never. The calculation of the pulse fluent’s value is

done whenever the method value is called. The value is true if processed−pulse−count is

smaller than reference−pulse−count. In the case of :always, processed−pulse−count is incre-

mented by one with each call to value. For :never and :once it is set to reference−pulse−count

which leads to a value of NIL in subsequent invocations of the value method.
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2.1.4 CRAM Plan Language Expressions

The CRAM Plan Language is a domain specific language that extends Common Lisp

with special forms for parallel and sequential execution with varying error handling

semantics and for synchronizing, evaporating and suspending threads of execution.

One specific feature is that error handling works even across thread boundaries, i.e.

an exception can thrown in one thread and be transferred to another thread to be han-

dled there. All features of the CRAM Plan Language are implemented in ANSI Com-

mon Lisp using with the addition of a few SBCL specific extensions for multithreading

and synchronization. Lisp’s powerful macro system is used to compile CRAM code di-

rectly to Common Lisp which is then compiled to native machine code by the SBCL

Common Lisp compiler.

This section will discuss the different language forms provided by the CRAM Plan

Language and discuss their properties. Finally, it will discuss the underlying imple-

mentation.

2.1.4.1 Sequential execution

Sequential execution is the standard evaluation mechanism in most imperative, func-

tional, object oriented and logic programming languages, including Common Lisp.

The CRAM plan language extends Common Lisp’s sequential evaluation with addi-

tional exception handling semantics. All forms for sequential evaluation provided by

CRAM’ are discussed in this section.

seq. The form seq is identical to Common Lisp’s progn. It executes each form sequen-

tially and returns the result of the last form. If an error occurs, execution does not

continue to the next form but a corresponding error handler is invoked. The reason

for providing a wrapper instead of using Common Lisp’s progn are mostly historical.

In RPL, the predecessor of the CRAM Plan Language, the form was call seq and the

CRAM Plan Language tries to reimplement RPL as close as possible. The following

example just executes form−1 and form−2 in order and returns the result of form−2:
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1 ( seq

2 ( form−1 )
3 ( form−2 ) )

try−in−order. Some tasks are achieved by trying different algorithms sequentially un-

til one succeeds. The from try−in−order executes the first form and returns its result

if it does not throw an exception. If an error occurs, it continues with executing the

second form until all forms are tried or one succeeds without throwing an exception.

If all forms fail, seq throws an exception of type composite−failure that contains all fail-

ure objects of the failed forms. The following example executes form−1 and returns its

result if form−1 is not failing. Otherwise, it continues with executing form−2:

1 ( t r y− i n−o rd e r
2 ( form−1 )
3 ( form−2 ) )

try−each−in−order. The form try−each−in−order is similar to try−in−order with the differ-

ence that it iterates over a list and binds a variable to each element of that list until

no error is thrown. In other words, instead of trying each sub-form one by one until

one succeeds, it executes the same body for different bindings of a variable until one

succeeds. The following code snipped illustrates how to search for objects at different

locations until it is found:
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1 ( t r y−each− i n−orde r ( o b j e c t− l o c a t i o n ' ( : t a b l e : c oun t e r : cupboard )

)

2 ( or ( f i n d−ob j e c t−a t o b j e c t− l o c a t i o n )
3 ( f a i l ) ) )

The return value of try−each−in−order is the result of the function body if no failure

has occurred. If the body fails for all iterations, an instance of composite−failure that

contains all failure objects is thrown. Please note that try−each−in−order is new in the

CRAM Plan Language and was not provided by RPL.

2.1.4.2 Parallel execution

In addition to sequential execution of forms, the CRAM Plan Language provides spe-

cial support for parallel execution of expressions. Basically, parallel CRAM programs

are translated into programs that use SBCL’s multithreading library sb-thread. Lisp

programs are basically nested S-Expressions which form a syntax-tree where each ex-

pression has exactly one parent expression and every expression can have multiple

child expressions. This hierarchy allows for error handling across thread boundaries.

If a child form throws an error, the exception object is rethrown by the parent thread

object. If an error is rethrown, all child threads that are direct siblings of the par-

ent object are evaporated, i.e. killed. One important property of all CRAM Language

forms that execute their child expressions in parallel is that they must not terminate

unless all of their child threads terminated. This also includes cases where forms are

evaporated. Each form must ensure that if it is evaporated, it also evaporates all its

children. Otherwise, evaporation could lead to lots of parent-less threads that just

consume resources.

par. The CRAM form par allows to execute all forms in parallel. It fails if any child form

fails, i.e. throws an exception, and rethrows the respective condition object in case of

such a failure. par terminates when all child forms finished executing. Essentially, this

corresponds to a fork/join pattern for parallelization. par spawns threads and joins
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all of them to wait for their termination. The following example executes the two

functions function−1 and function−2 in parallel and waits for both to finish:

1 ( par

2 ( func t i on−1 )
3 ( func t i on−2 ) )

par returns the return value of the last form in the par block, i.e. its behavior with

respect to return values is similar to seq.

pursue. In contrast to classical parallel execution and synchronization on the termi-

nation of all threads, the pursue form terminates as soon as one of the child forms

terminates. The other child forms are evaporated. pursue has similar error handling

semantics as par, i.e. it fails if one of the child forms fails and rethrows the condi-

tion object. The most prominent use case for pursue is a monitor pattern, i.e. start two

threads where one monitors some state and finishes if a goal state has been reached

while the other thread executes commands to achieve the goal state. The following

example shows a simple navigation routine that executes and re-calculates commands

to reach a goal until a goal condition (encoded in a fluent) has been reached:

1 ( pursue

2 (wait− for ∗ goa l− r e a ched− f l u en t ∗)
3 ( loop do

4 ( l e t ( ( command ( reca l cu la t e−nav iga t i on−command ) ) )

5 ( send−navigation−command command)

6 ( s leep 0 . 02 ) ) ) ) ; ; To send commands at 50 Hz

If pursue succeeds, it returns the result of the first form that terminated, i.e. the form

that caused the pursue block to finish.

try−all . The try−all form executes all sub-forms in parallel but does not rethrow er-

rors unless all child forms failed. With respect to termination it is similar to pursue.

try−all terminates as soon as one of its child forms succeeds. One use case is the
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execution of different perception algorithms. As soon as one was able to detect an ob-

ject, try−all should terminate while an error should be thrown if all algorithms were

unable to detect the object. In that case, similar to try−in−order, a condition of type

composite−failure is thrown. The following example illustrates the use of try−all :

1 ( t r y− a l l
2 ( d e t e c t−ob j e c t−u s i n g− c o l o r )
3 ( de t ec t−ob j ec t−us ing−dep th ) )

The return value of try−all is the result of the first child form that finished.

2.1.4.3 Error handling

The error handling mechanism of the CRAM Plan Language is based on Common

Lisp’s condition system. It allows for exceptions across thread boundaries since CRAM

Plan Language forms provide a clear parent-child-relationship through the hierarchy

formed by s-expressions.

Failures are a central concept in CRAM programs and are supposed to be used for sig-

naling problems such as “cannot reach object” or “cannot see object”. All CRAM failures

are derived from the base condition class plan−failure and the function fail is used to

signal a plan failure.

In Common Lisp, error conditions can be handled in three ways:

• Perform a non-local exit. In that case program execution continues at the exit

point. This is similar to try-catch-blocks in languages such as Java and C++
where program execution also continues after the catch block if a handled ex-

ception is not rethrown.

• Invoke a restart. This executes a function that also performs a non-local exit.

However, restarts are normally provided by the code that is throwing an error

and are an elegant way to provide a structured API for recovering from failures.
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• None of the above. In that case, the Lisp debugger is invoked and the user can

investigate the stack and manually invoke a restart.

To deal with the highly multithreaded nature of CRAM programs, the error handling

mechanism provided by the CRAM Plan Language is slightly different from Common

Lisp although it is implemented based on Common Lisp’s condition system.

For providing failure handling code, the CRAM Plan Language provides the macro

with−failure−handling . Its signature is defined as follows:

( w i t h− f a i l u r e−h and l i n g (& r e s t hand l e r− c l a u s e s )
&body body−forms )

Then specification of handler−clauses within with−failure−handling is similar to Common

Lisp’s labels or �et macros. First, it expects a list of failure handlers. Each handler

form consists of the type, then the name of a variable the condition object is bound

to in the lexical extent of the failure handling body and then the body forms. The

signature of handler clauses is as follows:

( f a i l u r e− t y p e ( va r iab l e−name ) &body f a i l u r e−hand l i n g−body )

The body forms of failure handlers are executed in an anonymous block, i.e. return

can be used to perform a non-local exit from the with−failure−handling block. Retries

are a very common recovery strategy in CRAM programs. with−failure−handling thus

provides the (local) function retry that is bound in all failure handlers and the actual

body forms. retry restarts the execution of the body forms. If neither retry nor return

is called in failure handlers, the condition object is rethrown and propagates up the

call stack to be handled by the next with−failure−handling form. If none is found, the

debugger is invoked.
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Due to the highly multithreaded nature of CRAM programs, Common Lisp restarts

are not supported currently. Although restarts would work inside a single thread,

it is harder to implement them in order to work across thread boundaries and the

implementation is left to future work.

When the fail function is evaluated, first all thread-local error handlers are executed.

If none of them performs a non-local exit, the error is rethrown in the parent thread

and can be handled there. Rethrowing in another thread causes the original signaling

thread to terminate and the stack that contains information about where the error

was thrown is lost. As already mentioned, failures in CRAM are the preferred way to

signal different kinds of execution errors. However, they are different from Common

Lisp errors which represent runtime errors, failed assertions, type errors etc. While for

CRAM failures, the debugger is only invoked when they have not been handled by any

with−failure−handling form, Common Lisp errors invoke the debugger if they reach the

boundaries of a thread, in addition to being rethrown. This allows for examining the

stack and the local variables of the stack frame where the error has been generated.

2.1.4.4 Tagging, partial ordering and syncrhonization and suspension

One special feature of the CRAM Plan Language is that tasks are first-class objects and

can be bound to variables and interacted with. This allows for performing actions such

as suspending a task or waiting for a task to finish as well as partially ordering tasks.

This section explains tagging of tasks and interactions with task objects. In particular

task suspension requires special handling to deal with code blocks that must no be

suspended (e.g. safety critical code such as low-level control or monitoring code) or

that require code to be executed right before a task is suspended (e.g. stopping a

motor).

with−tags. The with−tags form establishes a lexical context in which task objects gen-

erated from specially marked code blocks are bound variables. The following code

snippet illustrates tagging of tasks and task suspension.
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1 ( w i th− tags
2 ( pursue

3 (whenever (∗ c o l l i s i o n ∗)
4 (with−task−suspended ( n a v i g a t i o n )

5 ( r e c o v e r− f r om− c o l l i s i o n ) ) )
6 ( : tag n a v i g a t i o n

7 ( nav i ga t e− to−goa l ) ) ) )

The with−tags forms uses a code-parser to find tags, i.e. blocks that are started with the

symbol :tag. The symbol following :tag specifies the name of the variable that is bound

to the task object constructed from all following forms in the :tag block. This variable

can then be used by forms such as with−task−suspended or task methods such as status

to get the current status fluent of a task. The internals of tasks will be explained in

the following section.

with−task−suspended. The form with−task−suspended executes a code body with a spe-

cific task and all of its sub-tasks suspended, i.e. sleeping. When with−task−suspended’s

body is finished, the task that was suspended continues with its execution at the point

where it has been suspended unless it uses on−suspension or retry−after−suspension .

without−scheduling. To suppress any CRAM scheduling mechanisms at all, critical

code can be executed in a without−scheduling block. It prevents a task from being evapo-

rated or suspended and should be used with care. Please note that Common Lisp inter-

rupts can still occur. If the user needs to disable them, SBCL’s sb−sys:without−interrupts

macro has to be used.

on−suspension. To execute code right before a task is suspended, for instance to stop a

motor, the form on−suspension can be used. The following code shows how it is intended

to be used:
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1 ( on− suspens ion ( s e t− v e l o c i t y 0 . 0 )

2 ( loop do ( s e t− v e l o c i t y 1 . 0 ) ) )

Whenever a suspension occurs, the on−suspension form is executed to stop the robot’s

motors. As soon as the task is woken up again, the program continues with the loop

and returns to sending repeated velocity commands.

retry−after−suspension . When suspended, in particular low-level code often needs to

unwind, i.e. terminate cleanly. The form retry−after−suspension causes its body to be

completely unwound right before the task is suspended. All unwind−protect forms are

executed. When woken up again, the complete code body is re-executed from the

beginning.

partial−order . Partial ordering of tasks can lead to great performance improvements

compared to purely sequential actions. For explicitly specifying ordering constraints

on parallel tasks, the CRAM Plan Language provides the macro partial−order . The sig-

nature of partial−order is as follows:

( w i t h−p a r t i a l− o r d e r (&body body−forms )

&r e s t o r d e r i n g− c o n s t r a i n t s )

All forms are executed in parallel unless explicitly ordered using ordering constraints.

An ordering constraint has the form:

( : o r d e r c o n s t r a i n i n g− t a s k c on s t r a i n e d− t a s k )

An ordering constraint will prevent the constraint task from being executed until the
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constraining task terminates. The tasks used in ordering constraints must be task ob-

jects. The following example illustrates how the macro is used:

1 ( w i th− tags
2 ( p a r t i a l− o r d e r
3 ( ( : tag task−1
4 ( plan−1 ) )
5 ( : tag task−2
6 ( plan−2 ) )
7 ( : tag task−3
8 ( plan−3 ) ) )
9 ( : o r d e r task−2 task−1 ) ) )

In the example, three tasks are executed. The ordering constraint causes task−1 to be

executed after task−2 terminated. task−3 is unconstrained and is executed in parallel

to task−1 and task−2.

Tagged tasks are one way of getting the task object of a specific piece of code. However,

tags are only visible in the lexical context of the with−tags macro. If partial ordering

constraints should be specified for sub-tasks that are hidden in a different stack frame,

e.g. inside a function that is called from the partial−order form, the function task to get

the task object from an absolute path in the task tree and the function sub−task for task

objects from relative paths are provided by the system. For instance, suppose we do

not want to execute the task task−3 before the (hidden) task navigate of the function

plan−2 finishes. The path to this task would be:

( ( tagged task−2 ) ( plan−2 ) ( tagged n a v i g a t i o n ) )

Using the function sub−task, the corresponding ordering constraint is shown in the

following code snippet:
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1 ( : o r d e r

2 ( sub− task ' ( ( tagged n a v i g a t i o n ) ( plan−2 ) ( tagged task−2 ) ) )
3 task−3 )

Please note that paths in CRAM are specified in inverse order, i.e. the first element

in a path specifies the name of the sub-task to be referenced and the next element

specifies its direct parent.

2.1.4.5 Definition and Execution of CRAM Programs

While it is possible to call normal lisp functions in CRAM programs, they would not

appear in the task tree, i.e. they cannot be used to synchronize on or for reasoning

about plan execution. In order to generate a task tree node and a corresponding task

path entry, in CRAM, functions should be defined using the def−cram−function macro. Its

signature is similar to Common Lisp’s defun macro for defining functions. The following

code demonstrates its use:

1 ( de f−c ram− funct ion n a v i g a t e ( goa l )

2 ( pursue

3 (wait− for ( goa l− r eached goa l ) )

4 ( loop r e p e a t ( send−navigation−command

5 ( ca l cu la te−nav igat ion−command goa l ) ) ) ) )

If the user needs more flexibility, for instance if she is defining new macros that create

code which should appear on the task tree, CRAM provides the macro with−task−tree−node

. The macro is rather complex and allows to generate arbitrary lambda functions to be

executed and added as nodes on the task tree. It will be discussed in Section 2.1.4.6.

All CRAM language extensions require a minimal environment to be set up in order to

execute. This environment includes variables that contain the current task, the path

to the current task object and the corresponding node in the task tree. For executing
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CRAM forms in the Lisp REPL, the system provides the macro top−level. All CRAM

forms, e.g. pursue or par must be executed in the dynamic extent of such a top−level

form. The following example illustrates its use:

1 ( t o p− l e v e l
2 ( par

3 ( branch−1 )
4 ( branch−2 ) ) )

While top−level is convenient at development time, in actual robot control programs

an entry point that is an actual function is required. To define top-level cram functions,

the system provides the macro def−top−level−cram−function:

( de f− top− l e v e l−c ram− f unc t i on p r e p a r e−b r e a k f a s t ( p e r s on s )

. . . )

The semantics are similar to top−level with the difference that the task-tree created

during execution is bound to that function, i.e. it will not be overwritten until the

function is re-executed. Using named top-level functions provides a much more struc-

tured way to execute CRAM code than top−level does and top−level should only be

used when interactively developing an application.

2.1.4.6 Implementation details

The Common Lisp macro system is extremely powerful because, in contrast to for in-

stance C++, Lisp macros are not based on pure text replacement. Instead they are

similar to functions with the difference that they are executed at compile time and

transform Lisp code. Macros enable a programmer to not only extend a programming

environment by adding new functions, methods and classes but also to add new spe-

cial forms that require fine control of the evaluation of code. To implement forms such
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as par or pursue that execute code in parallel, operating system threads need to be cre-

ated from sub-forms before evaluating them. Hence, we need to implement CRAM’s

higher-level special forms as macros.

Algorithm 1 sketches the code the pursue macro is expanded to. Please note that that

the code of the sub-forms are passed to the macro as a nested list bound to a pa-

rameter. The code in Algorithm 1 only shows the result that is executed at execution

time. We use it as an example to show the underlying data structures and how evap-

oration, suspension and, more generally, communication between different tasks is

implemented. As can be seen, when executing pursue, first a set of task objects is

Algorithm 1 The code generated by the pursue macro. It executes all forms in parallel
and terminates as soon as one of the sub-forms terminate.

Ts← ;
for form in sub-forms do

T ← create task for form
Ts← Ts∪ T

end for
while no task in Ts is in a terminal state do

wait for change in the status in any task in Ts
end while
for all T in Ts do

if T is in a terminal state then
S← status of T
R← result of T

else
Evaporate T

end if
end for
if S is :succeeded then

return R
else

throw R
end if

created. For each sub-form of pursue, one task object is created and each task starts

executing immediately. Then pursue starts to monitor the states of all tasks until one

enters a terminal state. Finally, all tasks that did not terminate yet are evaporated. If

the terminated task failed, the failure is rethrown, otherwise, the result of the termi-

nated task is returned.
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Task objects. The underlying data structure for implementing all concurrent CRAM

macros is the task object. Tasks are implemented on top of SBCL’s sb-thread library

and provide the functionality for dealing with failures and return values and for im-

plementing evaporation and suspension. Class 7 shows the definition of the class

abstract−task which is the base class of all task objects in CRAM.

Class 7 The class ABSTRACT-TASK. It is the base class for all task objects.

class ABSTRACT-TASK

slot NAME: The name of the task.

slot THREAD: The thread object of the task or NIL if the task is not
running yet.

slot PARENT-TASK: The task object of the parent task.

slot CHILD-TASKS: The list of child tasks.

slot STATUS: The status fluent of the task. The status must be one
of the following values: : created, :running, :suspended,
:succeeded, : failed or :evaporated.

slot RESULT: List of result values of the task or the condition object
if it failed.

slot THREAD-FUN: The function object of the task or null if it has not
been bound yet.

slot PATH: The path of the task.

slot CODE: The s-expression of the task’s function.

slot CONSTRAINTS: List of constraint fluents. The task is not allowed to
start before all values are non-NIL.

slot MESSAGE-QUEUE: The mailbox of the task. It is used for communi-
cation between the parent task and its children.

A task object can be instantiated with or without a function object bound to the slot

thread-fun and the constructor takes the additional argument :run−thread that indi-

cates if a thread should be started at construction time (default), given a function

object has been specified. The execute method is used to start executing a task object.

If run−thread was set to false when constructing a task, the execute method has to be ex-

ecuted explicitly. Multiple execution of a single task object is not supported by CRAM

and trying to execute a task more than once would result in a runtime error.

Task status and events. When a task is started up, it enters an event loop that al-

lows other tasks to change the execution status of the task. Events are sent to a task
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by adding them to the task’s mailbox, essentially a queue for event objects. During

execution, the task periodically enters the event loop.

Entering the event loop periodically in multithreaded systems that are based on pthread

or similar systems is not completely trivial because there needs to be a way to “inject”

code either whenever an event is sent and needs to be processed or at defined points.

While the former solution is easier to implement by using SBCL’s interrupt−thread

method that allows to interrupt another thread and execute an arbitrary closure

in it, it can cause major problems because a thread might be interrupted at a critical

point, e.g. when it is performing motor control or communicating over the network. In

particular task interruptions right after creation can lead to undefined state because

an operating system thread might be interrupted while it is still initializing. Thus,

in CRAM we use the latter approach. SBCL provides a timeout mechanism through

deadlines for all calls that perform IO. Deadlines are established in the dynamic ex-

tent of a specific code block and when a task blocks on IO and the deadline expires, a

condition is raised that can be handled by the task and invoke the event loop. Then,

the deadline can be deferred and the deadline condition is raised again after the new

deadline expires. The drawback of this approach is that only lisp functions that are

performing IO are interrupted. However, the runtime of tasks that do not terminate

quickly is most often constrained by IO.

The status slot of a task is a fluent to allow to use the fluent mechanism introduced

before for synchronizing on the status of tasks and needs to be set to one of the

following values.

• : created The task object has been created but was not executed yet.

• :running The task is running.

• :suspended The task has been suspended and is waiting for being woken up.

• :succeeded The task terminated successfully.

• : failed The task failed, i.e. an error has been thrown that propagated up the

stack of the corresponding thread object without being handled.

• :evaporated The task has been evaporated, i.e. it was killed during execution. It

does not have a meaningful result value in that state.
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: createdstart :running :succeeded

: failed

:evaporated:suspended

execute

suspend
fail

evaporatewakeup

evaporate

Figure 2.4: Allowed state transitions during the life time of a task object.

Status transitions are always performed in the task’s event handler. Figure 2.4 shows

the allowed state transitions during the life time of a task object and the corresponding

events. The initial state is : created. When the execute method is invoked which happens

directly at creation time, a new operating system thread that executes the function

object bound to the thread-fun slot is created. In addition, the task is registered as

a child task in the slot child-tasks of its parent object. As soon as the thread starts

running, the task enters the :running state. There exist three terminal states, :succeeded

that is entered if the thread terminates nominally, : failed when an unhandled failure

is detected and :evaporated when the task is shut down externally while it is still run-

ning. In addition, the task can enter the :suspended state which indicates that it is not

executing any code but just waiting to be woken up. While transitions to : failed and

:evaporated are caused by explicit events, nominal termination of the thread function

and the transition to :succeeded is not caused by an event.

Implementation of evaporation and suspension. Common implementations of mul-

tithreading libraries do not allow for preemption of threads without explicit support

for it in client code. The reason is that if a thread is terminated, it is important that

the termination happens at well defined exit points in code to prevent undefined be-

havior. For instance, when sending data over a socket, termination must not happen

in the middle of the transmission of a package. Otherwise, communication might run

out of sync.

As already mentioned, scheduling in the CRAM Plan Language is based on events

that are periodically processed by entering the event loop whenever an IO deadline

occurs. One important aspect here is that executing the event handler function is done
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by Common Lisp’s condition system. It does not cause a stack unwind but the handler

is executed in the stack frame of the function that is blocking on IO. In case a task

receives an evaporate event, the event handler performs a non-local exit by invoking

the restart teardown that is established at the main function of the task. The stack is

unwound, all protection forms defined with unwind−protect are executed and the task

terminates with status :evaporated. In addition, the :evaporate event is propagated to

all children of the task to evaporate them as well.

Handling of suspend events is a little more tricky because we need to explicitly unwind

in case the currently executed code is inside a on−suspension or a retry−after−suspension

form. Both forms use a special (dynamically scoped) variable to register an unwind-

handler that executes unwind forms and performs a non-local exit. When a suspend

event is received, the system first checks if an unwind needs to be performed and

executes the corresponding unwind function. Then it blocks on the task’s mailbox to

wait for new events, e.g. a wakeup event. If a wakeup event is received, the event handler

function terminates which causes the original code to continue.

The task tree. The task tree is a data structure that allows for accessing task objects

based on a unique task path and for applying plan transformations, i.e. for replacing

the code that is executed when the control flow reaches a specific point in plan exe-

cution. While the parent-child relationship between tasks and their sub-tasks already

create an implicit tree of task objects, most of these tasks are unimportant for reason-

ing about plans. Plan transformations normally are not required to replace code at

arbitrary locations but at well-defined points such as functions, tags or special macro

forms. In particular plan transformation rules as presented in [Müller, 2008] require

information such as the s-expression that was executed, the binding of parameters and

the task path. Additionally, to support actual plan transformation, i.e. the replacement

of parts of the code of a plan at run-time, a task tree node need to explicitly store code

replacements besides the original code. Class 8 shows the definition of the task-tree-

node class. As can be seen, task tree nodes reference objects of type code. They contain

information such as the s-expression but also the function object that is to be executed

when the corresponding task runs, the parameters to this function object (bound at

run-time, when the task tree node is actually executed) and the corresponding task

object. Class 9 shows the definition of the code class:
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Class 8 The definition of the task-tree-node class. It contains information for rea-
soning about plans, for matching transformation rules and for actually transforming
code.

class TASK-TREE-NODE

slot CODE: An instance of the class code that contains the code of
this tree node.

slot CODE-REPLACEMENTS: A list of code replacements, normally set by
transformation rules. Only the first code replacement
is used but other code replacements might be kept
for keeping a history of plan applied plan transforma-
tions.

slot PARENT: The parent task-tree-node instance.

slot CHILDREN: List of child nodes.

slot PATH: The path of this task-tree-node object in the tree.

Class 9 The definition of the code class. It contains information about the code that is
executed when the control flow reaches its corresponding task−tree−node object.

class CODE

slot SEXP: The s-expression of the code.

slot FUNCTION: The Lisp function object to be executed.

slot TASK: The task object that corresponds to the task−tree−node
of this code object.

slot PARAMETERS: Parameters for the function slot. This slot is only
bound at run-time when the corresponding task ob-
ject is executed.

CRAM language forms such as with−task−suspended and partial−order require task ob-

jects for their operation. These task objects can either be bound to local variables in

their lexical scope, e.g. by using with−tags or they can be acquired using the functions

task that takes an absolute task path and sub−task that takes a relative task path. In

particular partial−order might require to reference task-objects that are not created

yet. However, task and sub−task will create task objects on demand if none could be

found for a given path. If the control flow then reaches the corresponding task tree

node, instead of creating a new task object, the already created object is used.

Currently, only a small sub-set of all CRAM forms creates task tree nodes: def−cram−function

, def−top−level−cram−function and all tags. The reason is that in most cases, a finer
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grained task tree would just complicate reasoning and plan transformations without

any additional benefit.

Task paths are lists that contain elements naming the corresponding task tree nodes.

For instance, a top-level CRAM function with name foo creates the entry ( top−level foo)

in the path. If it calls a CRAM function bar, the path to the function would be:

((BAR)(TOP−LEVEL FOO))

Please note that the path must be read from right to left, i.e. the path part of the

root node of the task tree is always at the right most position. The reason is that

prepending to a list can be done without copying the complete list in Common Lisp

and other functional languages that represent lists by cons-cell like data structures

(i.e. pairs of pointers).

((TOP−LEVEL FOO))

((BAR)(TOP−LEVEL FOO)) ((BAR :CALL 2)(TOP−LEVEL FOO))

Figure 2.5: Code tree of the CRAM program shown in Listing 2.3. The same function
is executed twice. Each execution branch has a unique path.

In one execution run, i.e. in one single execution of a top-level form, task tree nodes

are never re-used. In other words, a task tree node can be executed only once. Other-

wise, a single branch of execution could not be uniquely identified by the correspond-

ing task path anymore. Instead of executing one task tree node multiple times, a new

node is created for each iteration and an iteration specification is added in the task

path. For instance, if the function bar is called twice from the top-level function foo,

the second call will create a new task tree node with path

((BAR :CALL 2)(TOP−LEVEL FOO))

Figure 2.5 shows the complete task tree generated by the code in Listing 2.3.
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Listing 2.3: Simple cram plan that will generate two nodes for function bar in the
task tree.

1 ( de f− top− l e v e l−c ram− f unc t i on foo ( )

2 ( bar )

3 ( bar ) )

4

5 ( de f−c ram− funct ion bar ( )

6 ( do−the−work ) )

In the current implementation, only def−cram−plan, def−top−level−cram−plan, tags and

goals (as explained in Section 2.5.1) create nodes on the task tree. For user-defined

macros that should be visible in the task tree, the system provides the macro with−task−tree−node

. Its signature is shown in the following code snippet:

( defmacro with− task− t ree−node ((& key path−part name

sexp l ambda− l i s t
pa ramete r s )

&body body )

. . . )

The path of a task tree node is generated prepending the current path with the

path−part parameter. The name parameter is used for naming the actual task object

and the sexp parameter allows to specify the s-expression of the code that is executed.

If unspecified, the value of the parameter body is used. In particular when adding

code replacements, it is necessary to provide a mechanism to pass variables in the

lexical context of the code where the with−task−tree−node macro is used to the actual

code. Otherwise, it would be impossible for replacements which are defined in a dif-

ferent lexical environment to access parameters they need. The parameter lambda−list

allows to explicitly bind variables in the lexical context of body to parameters. When a

with−task−tree−node block is executed, a new task object is created that executes body.
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Internally, apply is used to call the task’s function object with lambda−list on the values

specified with the parameters argument.

2.2 Reasoning and the CRAM Prolog Interpreter

In contrast to, for instance, systems like KNOWROB, CRAM does not use an actual

Prolog compiler such as SWI-Prolog [Wielemaker et al., 2012] but implements its

own reasoning engine that is similar to Prolog.

CRAM’s reasoning engine is intended to be used for every reasoning task that needs to

be solved during plan execution, planning, plan parameterization but also in lower-

level components, e.g. process modules. In particular reasoning about plan execution

and designators requires to access Common Lisp data structures such as instances of

classes and structures. In classical Prolog, data must be represented by atoms, num-

bers and predicates. Although it is possible to represent class instances by atoms and

use predicates to bind slot values, this solution is inconvenient at best, not only be-

cause it makes introspection hard. Exporting Lisp data structures to a Prolog run-time

is non-trivial. In contrast, when using a Prolog interpreter that is natively written in

Common Lisp, Lisp data structures can directly be accessed.

Classical Prolog allows for an infinite number of solutions. Normally, queries are ex-

ecuted using a Prolog shell which stops, prints a solution and waits for further user

input. The user then can request the next solution or terminate the query. This mech-

anism is unfeasible when integrating a Prolog reasoning engine in a program. Popular

Prolog compilers such as SWI Prolog provide a foreign function interface that allows

for issuing a query and request solutions subsequently. However, only one query per

thread is possible at a time. In robot control programs, it is often necessary to try

out a different solution for a query after executing one action to find alternatives if

the action failed. For instance, when searching for objects, the Prolog engine can be

used to infer search locations. If an object has not been found at the first location, the

second solution should be tried. Generating all solutions is not always feasible, either

because there exist an infinite number of solutions or calculating one solution is com-

putationally very expensive. The reasoning engine used in CRAM uses lazy lists for

representing all solutions to a query. The complete computational context of a query

is “frozen” in a generator function that is used for generating each single element of
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the lazy list. That way, a call to Prolog can return a data structure representing the set

of all queries and the user can compute one solution after the other, on demand. The

main difference to only allowing for one reasoning engine per thread is that in a single

program, the result of many queries can be bound to variables and new solutions for

any of them can be generated when required and it is even possible to compute one

solution in one thread and the next solution in another thread.

2.2.0.7 Syntax

CRAM’s reasoning engine is a Prolog interpreter completely implemented in Common

Lisp. In contrast to classical Prolog engines, it uses Lisp syntax for Prolog programs

and queries. The following code block shows the implementation of the predicate

member in classical Prolog syntax:

Listing 2.4: The definition of the member predicate in classical Prolog.

1 member (X, [X |_] ) .

2 member (X, [_|Y ] ) :− member (X, Y) .

Classical Prolog distinguishes between facts and rules. Line 1 in Listing 2.4 shows a

fact definition that states that X is a member of a list when it is the first element of

that list. Line 2 shows the definition of a rule that states that X is a member of a list if

it is a member of the list without the first element.

Facts are essentially rules with no rule body, i.e. leaf nodes in the Prolog prove tree.

However, due to Lisp’s prefix notation, there is no syntactical difference between the

two concepts in CRAM Prolog. The corresponding definition of the member predicate

in CRAM’s Prolog engine looks as follows:
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Listing 2.5: The definition of the member predicate in CRAM’s reasoning system.

1 ( de f− f ac t−group member ( )

2 (<− (member ?x (? x . ?_) ) )

3 (<− (member ?x (?_ . ?y ) )

4 (member ?x ?y ) ) )

Apparently, the most important difference is Lisp’s Polish prefix notation. Instead of

putting the parenthesis after the name of a functor, it is specified as the first argument

after the opening parenthesis. Since Lisp is not case sensitive, in contrast to classical

Prolog, variables are indicated by a preceding question mark instead of writing them

upper case. In contrast to classical Prolog, goals in a rule definition are combined by

an implicit and. Additionally, instead of using a semicolon for or as in classical Prolog,

CRAM’s implementation uses the explicit keyword or. For instance, to state that either

A, B or C can be true, we can write the following Prolog goal in CRAM:

1 ( or A B C)

Fact groups are a mechanism for grouping predicates that form basic compilation units

for interactive programming. As can be seen in the definition of the member predicate

above, several variants of the same predicate co-exist in Prolog and they might even

be defined recursively, i.e. reference each other. Recompiling a fact group removes

all predicates previously defined in it and re-adds all predicates in the fact group. If

a predicate is removed, recompilation of the fact group will also remove it from the

Prolog prove environment. Fact groups are defined using the macro def−fact−group. Its

signature and implementation details will be explained in the following section.
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2.2.1 Implementation of the Prolog Interpreter

The core of each Prolog interpreter is the unify function. Unification of two patterns

that contain variables means to find bindings for all variables so that both patterns

are equal. For instance, unification of the patterns (1 a ?y) and (?x a b) will result in

the following set of bindings:

?x = 1

?y = b

Essentially, unification is a generalization of pattern matching where both sides can

contain variables. Unification decides if there exists a solution for assignments of the

unbound variables in both patterns so that both patterns are equal and returns these

bindings.

As mentioned already in the previous section, CRAM Prolog predicates are normally

defined as facts and rules in a fact group. Let us re-consider the definition of the

predicate member in Listing 2.5. Rules are defined with <−. The first expression after

this definition sign is called the rule head and the following patterns are called the

rule body. When a rule is defined, it is added to CRAM Prolog’s database to be used

in the inference process to prove goals.

CRAM’s Prolog interpreter is accessed by the Lisp function prolog which has one manda-

tory parameter, the Prolog goal to prove and one optional parameter for a set of initial

bindings:

1 ( p r o l o g <goa l> [ b i n d i n g s ] )

For instance, to check if an element is a member of a list using Prolog, the previously

defined member predicate can be used as a goal in a call to the prolog function:
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1 ( p r o l o g ' (member 1 (1 2 3 4) ) )

The function tries to prove the goal based on the predicates defined in the system

and returns a list of binding sets if it can find solutions. If not, it returns NIL. The

result of the example above will be (NIL) which indicates that the goal holds and but

bindings were computed since there were no free variables in the goal.

To prove a goal, the CRAM Prolog interpreter essentially performs the following steps:

1. Find all rule heads that can be unified with the goal.

2. For each possible solution of unification, expand the rule body and prove each

sub-goal one by one by unifying them with all rule heads and expanding them.

Accumulate the bindings or backtrack if a sub-goal cannot be proven.

3. When all sub-goals have been proven, yield that specific solution as an element

of the returned lazy list.

To understand the exact inference process, let us consider the goal (member 2 (1 2 3))

that just checks if 2 is a member of the list (1 2 3). The first step is to find all rule

heads that can be unified with it. If the Prolog database only contains the definition

of Listing 2.5, only the second definition can be unified. ?x will be bound to 2 and the

variable ?y to (2 3). The rule’s body is a recursive evaluation of the member rule, this

time with different bindings. Unification will this time hold for both rules definitions.

The first one does not have a rule body and thus a solution was found. Since both

rule definitions match, a choice point is generated, i.e. when a second solution is

requested, the system continues with another recursive sub-goal expansion of member

, this time with ?y bound to (3). Then, no solution cannot be found because none of

the definitions of member match, i.e. we found all solutions for the goal.

2.2.2 Implementation of Predicates

As mentioned already, classical Prolog facts and rules in the CRAM Prolog system

must be defined inside fact groups. Fact groups form the basic compilation unit for
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predicates. The system keeps a database of all fact groups. When resolving a predi-

cate, it searches through that database and tries to find rule heads that can be unified

with the current Prolog goal. When a fact group is recompiled, it completely replaces

its previous version. This is important because in Common Lisp, users often develop

interactively and recompile certain expressions again and again. If the system would

handle predicates separately, it could not decide if the user wants to add a new pred-

icate or which one to replace a predicate is recompiled. Classical Prolog handles this

by considering Prolog files as compilation unit. The basic syntax for the def−fact−group

macro is as follows:

( de f− f ac t−group name (& r e s t e xpo r t e d− f a c t s )
&body f a c t− d e f i n i t i o n )

name is a symbol naming the fact group. Only one fact group with a given name can be

defined since the fact group as a compilation unit is identified by its name.exported−facts

symbols specify predicates that can also be defined in other fact groups. Multiple

predicates can be exported. The reason for enforcing explicit declaration of redefin-

able predicates is to prevent errors caused by predicates that are named equally by

accident. Finally, the fact−de�niton fields contain the definition of the actual facts.

Facts definition have the following form:

(<− ( pred icate−name &r e s t arguments )

&body body )

The rule head always needs to be a list with the name of the predicate to be de-

fined as first element. The rest are optional arguments. All body forms must also be

lists that are unified with rule heads during the Prolog inference process.
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One important feature that is widely used in CRAM’s Prolog interpreter is the easy

integration with Common Lisp. Instead of implementing predicates based on facts

and rules, the system also supports so-called Prolog handlers. A Prolog handler is a

lisp function that is called by the Prolog engine to prove a certain predicate. Prolog

handlers are defined with the macro def−prolog−handler:

( de f−p ro l og−hand l e r ( name ( bdgs &r e s t pa ramete r s ) )

&body body−forms )

The form of the macro is similar to defun with the difference that the first parame-

ter bdgs is always the name of the variable that is bound to the current Prolog prove

environment, i.e. the current variable bindings. The rest of the parameters are bound

to the parameters of the predicate named by name. The lisp function gets the current

set of variable bindings and must return a list of (extended) variable bindings. That

way, the predicate can add choice points and new variable bindings to the current

prove environment. A return value of NIL indicates a failure and the Prolog interpreter

backtracks to the last choice point.

Listing 2.6: The definition of the Prolog handler for the predicates true, false and
lisp−pred .

1 ( de f−p ro l og−hand l e r t r u e ( bdgs )

2 ( l i s t bdgs ) )

3

4 ( de f−p ro l og−hand l e r f a i l ( bdgs )

5 n i l )

6

7 ( de f−p ro l og−hand l e r l i s p−p r e d ( bdgs pred &r e s t a r g s )

8 (when ( apply ( symbo l− f unc t i on pred )

9 (mapcar

10 ( lambda ( va r ) ( va r−va lue va r bdgs ) )

11 a r g s ) )

12 ( l i s t bdgs ) ) )
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Listing 2.6 shows simple examples, the definition of the Prolog handlers for the pred-

icates true and false . true always succeeds and false always fails.

Many built-in predicates and functors, e.g. and, or, �ndall and cut are implemented

as Prolog handlers. However, the implementation of Prolog handlers is rather error

prone since all different cases for bound and unbound variables and unification need

to be handled manually. Thus, the system provides the Prolog handlers lisp−fun which

allows for calling arbitrary Common Lisp functions and bind their return value to

a variable and lisp−pred (see Listing 2.6) to use Lisp functions as Prolog predicates.

Listing 2.7 shows an example how lisp−fun and lisp−pred can be used to interact with

Common Lisp from CRAM Prolog programs.

Listing 2.7: The implementation of the predicate lisp−type for unifying the type of the
value bound to a Prolog variable.

1 ( de f− f ac t−group l i s p− t y p e s ( )

2 (<− ( l i s p− t y p e ? va r ? type )

3 ( bound ? va r )

4 ( not ( bound ? type ) )

5 ( l i s p− f u n type−of ? va r ? type ) )

6

7 (<− ( l i s p− t y p e ? va r ? type )

8 ( bound ? va r )

9 ( bound ? type )

10 ( l i s p−p r e d typep ? va r ? type ) ) )

As can be seen, two versions for the predicate lisp−type are implemented, one for

querying the type of a value bound to the Prolog variable ?var and one for asserting

that the variable has a specific type.
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2.3 Symbolic Plan Parametrization

To make robot control programs as general and flexible as possible, it is important to

defer decisions on parameters such as the location of the robot base to perform an

action as long as possible, as for instance done in least commitment planning [Weld,

1994]. In CRAM plans, plan entities such as actions, locations and objects are specified

using designators. CRAM designators are a compact way of specifying properties of

these entities using key-value pairs. For instance, in CRAM plans, we use the following

set of properties to describe a red cup that is on the table:

( ( type cup ) ( c o l o r r ed ) ( at l o c a t i on−on− t ab l e ) )

where location−on−table is bound to a location designator with the properties:

( ( on counte r− top ) (name k i t c h e n− t a b l e ) )

Basically, each additional key-value pair adds a constraint that limits the space of valid

solutions of the designator. For valid solutions for an object designator that has the

only property (type cup) is any object with the correct type. By adding an at constraint,

the system is free to chose any cup that is at the correct location. Location designators

do not describe single points in space but just define constraints for a location. Any

location fulfilling all constraints must be considered as a valid solution.

2.3.1 Designator Concepts

Currently, CRAM implements three different classes of designators: action designa-

tors, object designators and location designators. While they differ in the way they

are used in the system and converted to lower-level parameterizations for the robot’s
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functional components such as perception or navigation, they share a number of com-

mon properties.

Equation and side effects. Since CRAM programs are normally highly concurrent,

one of the most important properties for all variables and in particular variables that

are shared between concurrent processes is that they are read only for the user. Once

created, an object should not change any of its user visible data slots. This naturally

holds for designator objects as well. Once instantiated, the properties of a designator

object must not change anymore and once resolved, a designator solution must not

change anymore. Instead, if two designators describe the same entity with different

solutions, two separate designators must be created which can be linked together by

equating them. If two designators are equated, they describe the same entity. Often,

multiple solutions might exist for a single set of designator properties that are all

valid. For instance, we can find an infinite number of solutions for a designator that

describes locations on a table. The designator API provides the functionality to request

a new solution if the system decides that a solution is not appropriate for the current

action. If the corresponding API function is used, it returns a new solution for the

designator of interest that has been equated to the original designator.

Effective designators. Designators can be bound to arbitrary data objects. By resolv-

ing a designator, we generate this data object and bind it. Once this binding is estab-

lished, it must not be changed anymore. However, it is not necessary that designator

bindings are generated deterministically. When searching for an object of type cup

twice, the second solution is not necessarily equal to the first one. Not all designators

can be resolved or designator resolution might require external actions. For instance,

the resolution of object designators involves navigation to a location from where an

object might be visible and the invocation of perception routines.

Designators that have a solution bound to it are called effective designators. In addi-

tion to the actual data object, effective designators contain a time stamp for storing

the time when the data object was created, i.e. when the designator turned into an

effective designator.

The temporal ordered set of all designators that are equated to each other allows us

to reconstruct the history of an entity over the execution of a CRAM program and

it allows us to track the system’s believe about object identities. For instance, let us
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consider an object designator that is describing an arbitrary object (i.e. type object)

that is first picked up from the table and then put down at the counter top. Such a

pick-and-place plan first needs to find the object, then grasp it, move to a put-down

location and put down the object. Initially, we describe the object and its location with

designators with the following descriptions:

o0 = (object ((type object) (at l0)))

l0 = (location ((on table)))

Please note that the object designator is a non-effective designator. The robot navi-

gates to a location close to the table and starts searching for objects. If it detects an

object, for instance a cup, a new designator is created and equated to the original des-

ignator. This new instance is an effective designator since the result of the perception

subsystem with lower-level information about the object is bound to the new desig-

nator’s data slot. This designator solution, i.e. the low-level data structure returned

by perception might include 3D models of the object, color information, texture or

whatever is relevant in the context of the CRAM system. The properties of the newly

created designator do not need to be equal to the original designator neither do they

need to include any properties of it. The equate relation only states that two desig-

nators are describing the same entity. In our example, the properties of the newly

created object designator and its location might be as follows:

o1 = (object ((type cup) (at l1)))

l1 = (location ((pose <pose-of-object>)))

The location designator l1 contains the pose of the object as it was detected by the

perception routines. The new object designator contains enough information in its

low-level data structures to enable the perception system to redetect the object and

to allow the grasping routines to compute a grasp and pick up the object. After grasp-

ing the object we know that it is now in the robot’s gripper. The system generates a

new non-effective designator from the object designator used for grasping by copying

all properties but the “at” property. The location is bound to a location designator

describing a location in the robot’s gripper.
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o2 = (object ((type cup) (at l2)))

l2 = (location ((in gripper)))

The location l2 basically states that the object is now connected to the robot’s gripper

and will move together with it. It is not equated to the object’s previous location be-

cause although the object might still be at the location where it was detected, after

grasping its location is semantically different and we want to reflect this in a new,

different, location designator. After putting down the object, again a new object des-

ignator that is equated to the previous one is generated, again with a new location

designator:

o3 = (object ((type cup) (at l3)))

l3 = (location ((pose <pose-of-object>)))

The location l3 is equated to the location designator passed to the put-down plan since

it is a solution for the put-down location. The temporally ordered set of equated object

designators originating from o0 contains information about how the knowledge about

the object referenced in the plan developed over time. Basically, the object designator

o3 not only references the object but also encodes that it is exactly the object that was

picked up and put down by the robot. If the robot should perform subsequent actions

on exactly this object, the object designator o3 has to be used in a plan. If a different

object should be used, a new object designator has to be created that does not contain

any history information.

The Designator Interface. Class 10 gives an overview of the class definition of all

designators. The CRAM designator implementation provides a number of API func-

tions to create, equate and resolve designators. In the following we will give a brief

overview of the API provided by the designators package.

make−designator. To construct a new designator, instead of using Common Lisp’smake−instance

, the user should use the method make−designator. Its signature is as follows:

( make−des ignator type p r o p e r t i e s &o p t i o n a l pa r en t )
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Class 10 The class definition of the class designator which is the base class for all three
currently supported designators.

class DESIGNATOR

slot PROPERTIES: The list of designator properties, i.a. a list of tuples
of key-value pairs that describe the constraints on the
entity represented by this designator.

slot EFFECTIVE: Indicates if this designator is an effective designator.

slot DATA: A pointer to the low-level data structure bound to an
effective designator.

slot TIMESTAMP: The time stamp indicating the resolution time of this
designator.

slot PARENT: The designator this designator has been equated to.

slot SUCCESSOR: The next designator in the chain of equated designa-
tors.

The method returns a newly constructed designator with the given type (either action

, object or location ) and the given properties. If parent is specified, the newly created

designator is immediately equated with it.

make−e�ective−designator. This method should be used to construct a new effective

designator for a given designator. Since a designator is either already effective at cre-

ation time (action and location designators) or is made effective based on an already

created non-effective designator (object designator), the method make−e�ective−designator

always requires a reference designator that serves as a creation template. The signa-

ture of the method is as follows:

( make− e f f e c t i v e−de s i g na t o r r e f e r e n c e− d e s i g n a t o r
&key new−p rope r t i e s da ta−ob j ec t t imestamp )
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The keyword argument new−properties allows to replace the reference designator’s

properties and the mandatory keyword argument data−object sets the data slot re-

quired in all effective designators. The optional timestamp parameter allows to use a

time stamp that differs from the current system time.

reference . The method reference returns the data object of an effective designator. The

data object might be generated at the first call of the reference method by different

resolution methods as explained in Section 2.3.2.

( r e f e r e n c e d e s i g n a t o r )

equate. The method equate has exactly two parameters and equates both designators.

Its signature is as follows:

( equate pa r en t s u c c e s s o r )

desig−equal. The method desig−equal returns T if two designators are in the same set

of equated designators, i.e. if they are describing the same entity. Its signature is as

follows:

( d e s i g− equa l d e s i gna to r−1 de s i gna to r−2 )
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current−desig. The method current−desig returns the newest designator in the set of

equated designators specified by the parameter of current−desig.

( c u r r e n t−d e s i g d e s i g n a t o r )

newest−e�ective−designator . The method newest−e�ective−designator returns the newest

effective designator that has been equated to the designator specified by the method’s

parameter.

( n ew e s t− e f f e c t i v e−d e s i g n a t o r d e s i g n a t o r )

As can be seen in Class 10, the designator class contains the two data slots parent

and successor . These slots are used for implementing designator equation. Basically,

all designators which are equated to each other are members of the same doubly-

linked list, implemented using the data slots parent and successor . The equate method

first searches for the last designator in this parent designator’s list by iterating over

it until it finds a designator which has an unbound successor slot. Then it finds the

first element in the successor’s list, i.e. the designator which has an unbound parent

slot. Finally, the successor slot of the last parent is set to the first successor and the

successor’s parent slot is set to the last parent. That way, the two sets of equated

designators are merged. To avoid circular equations, the system enforces that only

designators are equated which have not been equated yet.
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2.3.2 Designator Resolution

While the public API for using designators is fixed and consistent for all three currently

supported designator types, the designator resolution mechanism is highly flexible

and modular and must be implemented by a user of the CRAM system. Object designa-

tors, action designators and location designators describe entities in entirely different

domains and thus the mechanisms for resolving them are different from each other.

For instance, while action designators can normally be resolved immediately without

requiring any sophisticated knowledge about the current environment, object desig-

nator resolution most often requires interaction with the environment. The robot has

to move close to the believed location of an object and move the robot’s camera in

order to detect the object. Location designator resolution on the other hand often re-

quires deep knowledge about the geometry of the environment and in general much

more valid solutions can be found for a location designator than for, e.g. objects. For

instance we can find an infinite number of solutions for locations on the table while

we have only a low number of cups in a kitchen.

Object Designator Resolution. Object designators describe objects that need to be

detected by a perception system such as ROS’ tabletop object detector 2 or COP [Klank,

2012]. The result of these perception systems is then converted into a new object des-

ignator that is equated to the original designator. The resolution of object designators

thus requires interaction with some of the robot’s sub-systems, including navigation

to drive to a location from which the object can be detected, the robot’s pan tilt unit

to point the camera on a possible location of the object and the actual perception sub-

system. Currently, the only constraint on the implementation of an object designator

resolution mechanism is that the data slot of an effective object designator needs to

be bound to an instance of the class object−designator−data or a class derived from it.

The process of resolving an object designator is normally as follows:

1. Move the robot and its cameras to point to the right location in order to be able

to detect the object.

2http://ros.org/wiki/tabletop_object_detector
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2. Parse the designator’s properties and generate the actual parameters for the

perception sub-system. For instance, select a set of perception algorithms that

are likely to find the object.

3. Call the perception subsystem.

4. Use the output of the perception subsystem (possibly many detections) to select

one result that matches the designator’s properties.

5. Convert the detection result to an instance of object−designator−data or one of its

subclasses.

6. Create a new effective designator from the data instance.

7. Equate the original designator and the new effective designator.

This process must be at least partly implemented in the robot’s high-level control

program since the robot often needs to actively move to be able to detect objects.

This is not necessary for resolving action and location designators.

Action Designator Resolution. Action designator resolution is depending on task

knowledge and reasoning about actions to perform. It is implemented by using the

solutions for the Prolog predicate (action−desig ?designator ? solution ). This allows the

user to implement the process of generating a solution for an action designator com-

pletely in Prolog. When the reference method is called on an action designator, it gen-

erates the lazy list of all solutions for that designator by calling Prolog to find solutions

for the predicate action−desig. If no solution can be found, an error is thrown because

the system does not have any means for resolving the designator. Otherwise, the first

solution is used as a solution for that designator. The remaining solutions are used to

generate equated designators when further solutions for the designator are requested,

e.g. when a submodule that executes a designator decides that the solution is invalid

in the current execution context.

One of the simplest action designators is the action designator for navigating the robot

to a specific location. The following example shows the possible set of properties for

such an action designator:
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a0 = ((type navigation) (goal l0))

l0 = ((to see) (obj cup0))

Suppose that the desired solution for the action designator a0 is the location desig-

nator l0 bound to the goal property. The corresponding Prolog predicate action−desig

can then be defined as follows:

1 ( de f− f ac t−group n a v i g a t i o n− a c t i o n−d e s i g n a t o r ( a c t i o n−d e s i g )
2 (<− ( a c t i o n−d e s i g ? d e s i g n a t o r ? s o l u t i o n )

3 ( des ig−prop ? d e s i g n a t o r ( type n a v i g a t i o n ) )

4 ( des ig−prop ? d e s i g n a t o r ( goa l ? s o l u t i o n ) ) ) )

Please note the use of the helper predicate(desig−prop ?designator ?property). The pred-

icate holds for all properties that are specified in the designator instance bound to

?designator .

Location Designator Resolution. Location designator resolution is the most com-

plex resolution mechanism in the current CRAM system. The reason is that it needs

to be flexible enough to allow for the implementation of different generation mech-

anisms, e.g. simple heuristics, more complex sampling mechanisms or reasoning and

planning. Some generation mechanisms might only generate one solution while oth-

ers might be able to generate an infinite number of locations and the precedence order

of generation mechanisms has to be defined. The system must be modular enough to

allow for plugging in different modules for location generation, e.g. for using a se-

mantic map or for using inverse kinematics or an inverse reachability map to find

locations to reach objects.

The current mechanism for generating poses consists of three steps:

1. Generate a lazy list of solution candidates.

2. Draw one solution candidate.
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3. Verify that the solution candidate is a valid solution. If not, draw another solu-

tion.

The system provides interfaces for registering generation functions and validation

functions. That allows the user to provide libraries that add a certain functionality to

designator resolution, e.g. the use of an inverse reachability map to find locations to

grasp an object.

More specifically, the user can use the function register−location−generator to register

a generator function. Generator functions are functions that are executed one after

the other and that receive the location designator to be resolved as a parameter. They

return a (lazy) list of solution candidates. All results are then concatenated and form

one single lazy list of possible solutions for that location designator.

To specify validation functions, the user can use the function register−location−validation−function

. Such a validation function is a function that receives two parameters, the designator

to be resolved and a solution candidate. The validation function must return one of

the following values:

• : reject The solution is invalid and should be rejected immediately.

• :accept The solution can be accepted. Only if none of the validation functions

returns : reject the solution is accepted though.

• :unknown The validation function cannot decide if the solution is valid or not.

• :maybe−reject The solution is rejected if no other validation function explicitly

accepts it, i.e. if all other validation functions return :unknown.

To validate a designator solution, the system iterates over all registered validation

functions and calls them one after the other. Only if all functions either return :accept

or :unknown, a the solution is accepted as a solution for the location designator to be

resolved. If at least one validation function returns :maybe−reject, the solution is only

accepted if at least one validation function explicitly returned :accept and no function

returned : reject . Otherwise it is rejected.

Both API functions for registering generators require a priority parameter that is used

to control the order of evaluation. A smaller number indicates that the function should
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be evaluated earlier. In particular generator functions need to be ordered because

their return value can be a lazy list with infinite length. Such solutions need to evalu-

ated last because any subsequently generated solutions would not be considered. The

priority parameter for validation functions allows for performance optimization. For

instance, if a function terminates very quickly, it might make sense to evaluate it first,

in particular when it rejects many solutions.

To make the functionality of the system clear, let us consider a simple example. Assume

we want to resolve location designators for the robot to reach a specific object. A

corresponding location designator specification might be defined as follows:

l0 = ((to reach) (object o0))

A location for the robot’s base must be a location that the robot can navigate to, i.e. a

location that is marked as free in a 2D navigation map as used in most localization and

navigation programs, e.g. ROS’ move_base3. Thus, we can define a generator function

that only yields poses that are inside free areas on the 2D map. A second constraint is

that the object’s pose must be reachable by the robot. The validation function might

then use an inverse kinematics module to verify if the object is reachable from that

pose. More specifically, in the example, we define one generator function and two val-

idation functions. The generator function generates poses that are on the free space

and not closer than the robot’s radius to occupied space in a 2D map. The first valida-

tion function just verifies if a pose is in the same set of navigatable poses since other

pose candidates generated by a different generator function might lead to unreach-

able poses or to collisions with the environment. The second validation function calls

inverse kinematics to verify that the object is actually reachable.

2.4 Process Modules

One of the main goals of the CRAM software toolbox is to allow for implementing

general high-level robot control programs that can run on different robot platforms.

The system needs to provide the means for abstracting the specific properties and

interfaces of the actual robot hardware in use. In addition, the system needs to support

3http://ros.org/wiki/move_base
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execution of plans in simulation and projection of plans which is essentially a light-

weight simulation mechanism.

Navigation
Process
Module

Designator Events

Activate Deactivate

Process Status Return Value

Control Inputs

Process
Parameters

Belief
State

Status Signals

Figure 2.6: Process module encapsulating a navigation control process. The input is an
action designator specifying that the action is a navigation action and the
containing the goal location as represented by a location designator, e.g. (a
location (to see) (obj cup)).

One of CRAM’s components is a framework for implementing so-called process mod-

ules. Process modules provide the interface between high-level control programs and

the robot’s hardware. All interaction of the robot with the world thus must be en-

capsulated in process modules. The CRAM Process Modules framework defines a clear

and simple but also flexible interface for encapsulating interaction with the robot’s

hardware. Process modules are started up when the robot starts to execute plans and

shut down in the end. During the robot’s operation, all process modules run in par-

allel to each other and the high-level control program and wait for input in the form

of an action designator. Action designators are symbolic descriptions of the actions

to be performed. For instance, to move the robot to a location specified by the loca-

tion designator l0, a module providing navigation functionality might accept an action

designator with the following description:

a0 = ((type navigation) (goal l0))

Besides the input which must be an action designator, all process modules provide a
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status fluent that allows to query if the module is running, free and waiting for input

or if the last action succeeded or failed. In addition, they can pass a result value to the

calling process, normally the high-level plan that triggered an action. Process mod-

ules return result values similar to common functions. This functionality is mainly

used in process modules such as perception where detected objects are returned to

the calling process. Additionally, a second mechanism is used to allow for transpar-

ently updating knowledge bases and belief states. Process modules send notification

events for each change in the environment they were causing. For instance, each de-

tection of an object generates an object−perceived event and whenever the robot moves

a robot−state−changed event is generated. More complex sequences of events are gen-

erated by manipulation. When grasping an object, the robot might move one arm first

to a pre-grasp location, then to the object to be grasped. Each of these actions causes

one event to notify all process in a CRAM system that the robot changed its state, i.e.

moved. The granularity of events and the frequency in which they are generated is

up to the user’s needs and may vary in different domains.

To implement a process module, the user has to provide at least the following com-

ponents:

1. Action designator resolution methods for all action designators supported by

the process module.

2. The predicates matching−process−module and available−process−module. The predi-

cates hold for all action designators that can be executed by the process module

if it is available in the current environment and on the robot.

3. The actual implementation of the process module. The input is the action desig-

nator and the implementation must emit events using a specific method, on−event

.

Special care has to be taken if the task that sent an input to the process module is

suspended while the process module executes the action. In that case, all actions

triggered by the suspended process must stop as well. If a task is suspended while

it is executing either the method pm−execute or monitor−process−module, the process

modules framework ensures that the process process module cancels the executed or

monitored action and restarts it with the same action designator as soon as the task

is woken up again. That way, given a process module handles cancellation correctly,
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the user can be sure that the robot stops moving as soon as the control program is

suspended and continues when it is woken up again. The library handles non-local

exits, for instance caused by evaporations, in a similar way: actions executed by an

evaporated task are canceled and the process module must stop executing it.

While the basic CRAM Process Module library only defines the interfaces for imple-

menting the process module itself, for starting and stopping it and for sending com-

mands and waiting for results, CRAM contains other libraries that define common

events and common error objects. In this section only the core functionality of pro-

cess modules will be discussed. Events and error objects will be shown in Chapter 3.

2.4.1 The CRAM Process Module Interface

The CRAM Process Module library provides functions for starting and stopping pro-

cess modules, for sending input and for monitoring execution. At the moment, two

implementations for process modules exist, synchronous and asynchronous process

modules. The base class is the class abstract−process−module which is shown in Class 11.

It is mainly used internally for implementing the basic API.

Class 11 The class process−module. It is the base class for all process modules.

class ABSTRACT-PROCESS-MODULE

slot NAME: The name of the module. The name is used to uniquely
identify a process module.

slot INPUT: The input fluent of the process module. Whenever a
new value is assigned, the process module starts to
execute the specified action.

slot STATUS: The status fluent of the process module.

slot CANCEL: A boolean fluent that is used to trigger cancellation.

The status fluent’s value is one of the following:

• : o�ine The process module is not running.

• :running The process module is processing input.

• : waiting The process module is waiting for input.
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• : failed Similar to : waiting with the difference that execution of the most recent

action designator failed.

While the status fluent can be used to monitor the module and, for instance, check if

it has been started up, it is mainly used internally and should not be accessed by the

user.

More important than the definition of the base class is the definition of the API. In the

following we will explain the most important functions for running process modules

and sending input.

pm−run. All process modules need to implement the method pm−run. This method

must not terminate. The systems starts a new operating system thread for each process

module to be run and executed the process module’s pm−run method in it. When the

process module is shut down, its thread object is shut down. This also causes the

pm−run method to be unwound.

with−process−modules−running. The system provides the macro with−process−modules−running

as an easy to use interface for making sure process modules are running the execution

of a body. The following example shows how the macro can be used:

( w i th−process−modules− runn ing
( pr2−manipu la t ion−process−modu le

move−base−nav igat ion−process−module )

( make−breakfast ) )

As can be seen, two process modules, one named pr2-manipulation-process-module

and one named move-base-navigation-process-module are started up before executing

the method make−breakfast. After executing the macro’s body, the two process modules

are shut down. The signature of the macro is as follows:
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( w i th−process−modules− runn ing (& r e s t modu l e− s p e c i f i c a t i o n s )
&body )

Module specifications can either be symbols naming the process modules to be started

up or pairs of the form ( alias process−module−name) to allow for renaming process

modules. While this feature is used rarely, it allows for hot-swapping or replacing the

process modules that are used by a plan in the caller, i.e. it allows for changing process

modules without changing actual plans.

pm−execute. The method pm−execute allows the user to send an action designator to

a process module. Its signature is:

( pm−execute process−module i n pu t−d e s i g n a t o r )

The method verifies that the indicated process module is running and sends the in-

put designator to it. The process module interface does not define at which point

the pm−execute method terminates, i.e. it might block until the action is finished or

terminate immediately to allow for background execution of the action.

monitor−process−module. The method monitor−process−module allows the user to block

until a process module finishes execution. Non-blocking process modules might be

executing multiple designators at the same time and monitor−process−module can either

monitor the execution of all designators or just a specific subset. The signature of the

method is:
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( moni tor−process−module process−module &key d e s i g n a t o r s )

pm−cancel. The method pm−cancel is used to cancel the execution of a single action

designator.

pm−status. To get the current status of a process module, the user can use the method

pm−status. It returns one of the following symbols: :running, : failed , : waiting or : o�ine

.

2.4.2 Synchronous and Asynchronous Action Execution

Although the method pm−execute might block until the process module finished exe-

cuting an action designator, it is not required by the process module interface to do so.

This allows for sophisticated execution patterns where not only one action designator

can be processed by a process module and where the robot can continue executing

its plan until the system infers that it needs to wait for a process module to finish. For

instance, if two sub-plans that are running in parallel need to move one of the two

robot’s arms, in many situations it is possible to execute both action designators in

parallel given they specify motions for different arms.

Synchronous process modules. The simplest and probably most robust implementa-

tion of process modules are synchronous process modules. The corresponding Com-

mon Lisp class in CRAM is process−module. Such a process module can only process

one action designator at a time. The system ensures that callers block until the process

module is free, if it is already processing an action designator. In this implementation,

pm−execute is a blocking call and waits until the process module finishes the action.

In case of an error, it rethrows the error in the calling task. The major advantage of

synchronous process module is that they are easy to reason about by the user. Their

implementation is rather strait forward since the user does not need to deal with syn-

chronization or monitoring of errors. The CRAM process modules library provides the
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macro def−process−module that allows for the definition of synchronous process mod-

ules in a way that is very similar to the definition of normal functions. Listing 2.8

shows the implementation of a simple navigation process module that could, for in-

stance, just send a goal to a ROS navigation node.

Listing 2.8: Very simple implementation of a synchronous navigation process mod-
ule.

1 ( def−process−module n a v i g a t i o n ( i n pu t )

2 ( l e t ( ( g o a l− l o c a t i o n ( r e f e r e n c e i npu t ) ) )

3 ( or ( d r i v e− t o−nav i g a t i o n−goa l ( r e f e r e n c e g o a l− l o c a t i o n ) )
4 ( f a i l ' n a v i g a t i o n− f a i l e d ) ) ) )

Similar to defun, the macro def−process−module requires the name of the process module

as its first parameter. In contrast to functions, process modules do not support arbi-

trary lambda lists but accept only one parameter, the input designator which must be

an action designator. The signature of the macro def−process−module is as follows:

( de f−process−module ( i n pu t−d e s i g n a t o r ) &body body )

In the example above, the input designator is first dereferenced. We assume that the

result is the goal location represented by a location designator. In our example, the

method drive−to−navigation−goal accepts the goal pose which is the result of derefer-

encing the goal location designator. In case it returns NIL which indicates a navigation

failure, the module creates a condition object and throws it.

The user does not need to provide any special handling for cancellation. If a syn-

chronous process module is canceled while running, the system causes a non-local

exit of the process-modules body and executes all unwind forms.
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Asynchronous process modules. While synchronous process modules are easy to

implement and easy to reason about, they might cause major performance flaws. For

instance, if the robot should grasp two objects, one with each arm, it is not required

to execute both actions sequentially if the two objects are reachable for the robot.

Asynchronous process modules also allow for more sophisticated movement schemes

and the combination of several trajectory goals into one smooth motion. Suppose the

robot should reach for a cup, grasp it, lift it and carry it. To achieve a smooth motion

without having the robot to stop after each single action, we can either define one

big macro-action encoded as one single action designator or we can provide a way

to sending the different action designators one by one, store them in a queue and let

the process module combine them. The former solution can be implemented using a

synchronous process module but is much less general since one action designator has

to be defined for each combination of the simple actions. This solution also makes the

high-level plans for manipulation much simpler, i.e. less expressive since the system

only has means to reason about high-level plans. For implementing the latter solution,

process modules must be asynchronous since the pm−execute method must not block to

allow high-level plans to continue executing subsequent actions and send more action

goals that can be combined to one continuous motion by the process module.

To summarize, the implementation of asynchronous process module should show the

following properties to increase plan performance and improve trajectory execution

of manipulation actions:

• pm−execute should not block if it can execute an action designator immediately.

This is the case if the process module is not currently processing any action or

if the new action designator requires the control of a different hardware unit.

For instance, one action designator for the right arm and one for the left arm

might not cause pm−execute to block while two actions for the right arm could

cause it to block.

• pm−execute should not block if the action can be combined with an already pro-

cessed action, e.g. by executing the actions subsequently.

• pm−execute should block if the action cannot be executed yet, e.g. when the nav-

igation process module is active, manipulation might need to wait for the robot
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to stop. pm−execute should terminate in this case as soon as it starts executing

the action.

• The user must be able to check for errors and get return values of a process

module at well-defined synchronization points.

The CRAM Process Modules library implements the above constraints in the class

asynchronous−process−module. Using asynchronous process modules is slightly more com-

plex than using synchronous modules since the complete functionality must be based

on asynchronous handling of input designators. Additionally, a mechanism to decide

if the method pm−execute needs to block must be provided and the user needs to ex-

plicitly handle cancellation.

The implementation of asynchronous process modules provides all methods required

by the interface as defined in Section 2.4.1. However, compared to synchronous pro-

cess modules that can conveniently be defined using the macro def−process−module,

the definition is slightly more complex. Instead of a single macro, the implementation

uses CLOS and the interface that needs to be implemented by the user consists of

three methods:

• (on−input process−module input−designator): This method is executed whenever the

user calls pm−execute on the process module process−module. Please note that even

if inputs arrive in parallel, calls to on−input never happen concurrently. The user

must make sure that on−input terminates because subsequent input designators

can only be processed after the method terminated.

• (on−cancel process−module input−designator): The implementation of this method is

optional. It is called whenever the user executes the method pm−cancel.

• ( synchronization−�uent process−module): This method must return a fluent that in-

dicates if a call to the method pm−execute needs to block. Before actually sending

an input designator to the process module, pm−execute waits for the returned flu-

ent to become non-NIL.

Additionally, two methods for allowing the user to either cleanly terminate a process

module or to trigger a failure are provided:
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• (�nish−process−module process−module &key designator): Signals the successful ter-

mination of the execution of the action specified by designator .

• (fail−process−module process−module error &key designator): Signals a failure while

processing designator . The failure is rethrown when the user callsmonitor−process−module

.

In order to implement an asynchronous process module, the user first needs to create

a new class that inherits from asynchronous−process−module. Then at least the two meth-

ods on−input and synchronization−�uent must be implemented. If actions might run for

a longer time, the user should also implement the method on−cancel to allow for clean

cancellation of actions.

In contrast to synchronous process modules, it is not easily possible to define the be-

havior of asynchronous behavior on suspension of a caller. Since asynchronous process

modules are processing in parallel to actual plan execution, plans need to explicitly

add statements to cancel specific action designators on errors or suspension.

2.5 The CRAM Plan Library

In this section we will explain what CRAM plans are and how they are written. We

will give an overview of the plans that have been implemented in the current system

and how the underlying implementation works.

2.5.1 Transparent Plans

We define CRAM plans as robot control programs that cannot only be executed but

also reasoned about. CRAM plans are carefully designed programs that contain se-

mantic annotations that can be used to infer their purpose in an underlying logic. We

call symbolic plan annotations goals. They describe the purpose of a specific code part

symbolically and the semantics of these symbolic plan annotations is well defined. It

can be used to infer the purpose of certain pieces of code, if they were executed as

expected and for projecting a plan in order to find common flaws in execution. As a

more specific example, let us consider a function that should grasp an object. Instead
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of using def−cram−function, we specify a pattern in a first-order logic that indicates that

the purpose of the plan is that the robot holds the object in its gripper when the plan

finishes. We name the goal “(achieve (object−in−hand ?object))”.

Listing 2.9: Simplified plan for picking up an object.

1 ( def−goal ( achieve ( ob ject− i n−hand ? o b j e c t ) )

2 (with−designators
3 ( ( g r a sp−ac t i on ( a c t i o n ` ( ( type t r a j e c t o r y ) ( to g ra sp )

4 ( ob j ,? o b j e c t ) ) ) )

5 ( l i f t− a c t i o n ( a c t i o n ` ( ( type t r a j e c t o r y ) ( to l i f t )

6 ( ob j ,? o b j e c t ) ) ) )

7 ( l o c ( l o c a t i o n ` ( ( to ex e cu t e ) ( a c t i o n , g r a sp−ac t i on )
8 ( a c t i o n , l i f t− a c t i o n ) ) ) ) )

9 ( at− locat ion ( l o c )

10 ( perform g r a sp−ac t i on )
11 ( perform l i f t− a c t i o n ) ) ) )

A simplified version of the complete plan is shown in Listing 2.9. Please note that for

readability reasons the code snippet does not contain any error handling.

Goal definitions are different from normal function definitions in Common Lisp or the

definition of CRAM functions because the selection of the code to execute is based on

pattern matching instead of simply looking up the function name and executing the

corresponding code. The reason is that similar goal patterns might require different

plans to be executed. For instance, the goal (achieve ( loc Robot ?location)) should move

the robot’s base to a specific location while (achieve ( loc ?object ? location ) requires the

robot to navigate to a location close to the object, grasp it, move to a location to reach

the put-down location and place the object. In CRAM, a goal consists of two parts, the

goal name and a pattern that is called occasion:
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( def−goal ( name &r e s t o c c a s i o n ) &body body )

The occasion can be an arbitrary list with variables being prefixed with a question

mark. Examples for occasions that are defined for the achieve goal include ( loc Robot

?location), ( loc ?object ? location ), (object−in−hand ?object) etc. The complete list of goals

is discussed in Section 2.5.2.

Before defining a goal, it must be declared by using the macro declare−goal. Besides

declaring the goal, the macro allows the user to execute code before the actual goal

code is executed and to prevent execution of any code, for instance in cases where

the goal has been achieved already. The signature of declare−goal is:

( declare−goal ( name (& r e s t o c c a s i o n s ) ) &body body )

The macro is implemented to define a function named according to the declared goal.

First, body is executed in an anonymous block to allow for early exits by using return.

This allows the user implement checks if the goal has to actually execute any code

or if the corresponding occasion already holds. That way, the user has fine control

over the execution of actual goal functions. This functionality is used in the current

implementation to only achieve goals that do not hold yet. For instance, if the goal

(achieve (object−in−hand ?object)) is executed and the object is already in the robot’s

gripper, no additional actions will be performed an the call to achieve will just termi-

nate successfully. In case the code specified in body did not cause an exit by calling

return or an equivalent exit, the function generated by declare−goal tries to select the

actual code to be executed that was defined using def−goal by matching the occasion

specifications against the defined goals. All variables in the occasion specifications,

i.e. all symbols that are prefixed with a question mark, are bound in the lexical scope

of the goal by using the result of the pattern matching step. This approach is similar

to functional languages that support pattern matching, e.g. languages from the ML

family, e.g. Haskell or OCaml.
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Using pattern matching in goals suffers from one problem: which goal to select if

several goals match. CRAM’s implementation behaves similar to other functional lan-

guages in that case. The matching algorithm processes goal patterns in the order of

their definition until one matches. That means the first matching goal is used. Special

care has to be taken when goals with similar occasions are defined in different files

because it might not be clear in which order the files are loaded, depending on how

file dependencies are defined. It is highly recommended that goals for such patterns

are always defined in the same file.

2.5.2 Goals in the Current CRAM System

In this section we will give an overview of the high-level plans and goals that are im-

plemented in the current CRAM system. CRAM provides a complete plan library with

goals for picking up and putting down objects, for opening and closing articulated

objects such as drawers and doors and for perceiving objects and higher-level logi-

cal states (i.e. occasions) in the world. The plans are implemented in a general way

and require four process modules to be implemented: a perception process module,

a manipulation process module, a navigation process module and a process module

moving the robot’s sensor head to in order to allow the perception process module to

find objects.

( loc ?obj ?loc) Make sure that the object specified by the object
designator ?obj is at the location specified by the
location designator ?loc.

( loc Robot ?loc) Make sure that the robot is standing a the location
specified by the location designator ?loc.

(object−in−hand ?obj) Grasp the object specified by the object designator
?obj if not already grasped.

(object−placed−at ?obj ?loc) Place an object that is in the robot’s gripper at the
location specified by the location designator ?loc.

(object−opened ?obj) Make sure that the articulated object specified by
the object designator ?obj is open.

(object−closed ?obj) Make sure that the articulated object specified by
the object designator ?obj is closed.

Table 2.2: Occasions that can be achieved in the current implementation of the CRAM
plan library.
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achieve. The most important goal for expressing changes in the world that are to be

performed by the robot is achieve. Its signature is as follows:

( a c h i e v e o c c a s i o n )

Informally, a call to achieve that terminates successfully indicates that the system be-

lieves that the corresponding occasion holds in the robot’s belief state. A list of occa-

sions defined in the current implementation is shown in Table 2.2. Please note that

achieving an occasion does not necessarily mean that the robot has to execute any

actions. For instance, if the robot knows that an occasion already holds, achieve will

terminate successfully immediately.

at−location . In contrast to achieve, the at−location goal has a different form. It is not

implemented using declare−goal and def−goal but as a macro based on the lower-level

task tree macro with−task−tree−node. The reason is that at−location specifies that a spe-

cific code block must be executed at a specific location. For instance, the following

code preforms a grasp action at the location specified by pick−up−location:

1 ( at− locat ion ( p i ck−up− l o ca t i on )
2 ( achieve ` ( ob ject− i n−hand ? ob j ) ) )

The at−location macro monitors the current location of the robot and only starts to

execute the body forms when the robot is at the specified location. In case the robot

moves away during execution of the body forms, at−location evaporates and restarts

them as soon as the location constraint is established again. This behavior is especially

useful when plans are executed in parallel. For instance if the robot is supposed to

grasp two objects that are both reachable from one location, i.e. the location of the
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robot in one pick-up plan is also a solution for the location designator of the second

plan, both grasp actions might start executing in parallel.

with−designators. Similar to Common Lisp’s let , we define the macro with−designators

. It should be used to create all designators that are used in a plan and establishes

the corresponding variable bindings in the current lexical context. Its signature is as

follows:

(with−designators (& r e s t b ind ing− spec ) &body body )

Bindings in the with−designators macro require a variable name the designator will be

bound to, the class of the designator (e.g. action, location or object) and the properties

of the designator. Bindings are specified as follows:

( name ( c l a s s p r o p e r t i e s ) )

The with−designators macro is important because it allows to find all designators de-

fined and used in a plan. Per default, the macro uses the function make−designator to

create a designator. But to allow for more sophisticated methods to create the desig-

nator, for instance to re-use already instantiated designators, with−designators allows

to replace the create method. This feature is particularly important if designator solu-

tions are generated in a background process in parallel to plan execution by projecting

the plan as explained in Chapter 5.

perceive−state . To decide if a certain occasion has to be achieved or if it holds already,

the robot most often needs to perceive all objects referenced by an occasion. For in-

stance, to check if the occasion ( loc ?obj ?loc) holds, the object referenced by ?obj has

to be detected. The signature of the goal to verify if a certain occasion holds is:
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( perce ive−state o c c a s i o n )

The goal performs all steps necessary to check for the occasion, including moving

the robot’s base, moving the sensors and detecting all objects involved.

perceive−object . All manipulation actions require recent detections of the objects to

be manipulated since objects might be moved by humans or the robot’s self-localization

might drift which means that previous detections might not be accurate enough any-

more. To detect all objects that match an object designator, to re-detect an already

detected object or to find one object that matches an object designator, CRAM pro-

vides the goal perceive−object. The following forms are currently implemented:

• (perceive−object ' all ?obj): Return a list of all (unequated) object designators

that can be found and match the input object designator.

• (perceive−object 'a ?obj): Return one (equated) object designator that matches

the input object designator.

• (perceive−object 'the ?obj): Re-perceive the input object designator. ?obj must be

equated to at least one effective designator. Otherwise an error is thrown. The

goal returns a new, equated object designator if the specified object could be

found again.

perform. The interface between goals and the robot’s hardware is provided by process

modules which are parameterized by action designators. Given an action designator,

the system is able to deduce all process modules that can execute it. This mecha-

nism uses the CRAM Prolog engine and predicates that define the capabilities of all

process modules. The goal perform takes an action designator, infers which process

module should execute it and sends the designator to the respective process module.

Its signature is as follows
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( perform a c t i o n−d e s i g n a t o r )

If multiple process modules can execute the designator, they are tried in the order

of their definition until one process modules successfully executes the action. If all

process modules failed, a composite failure containing all failure objects is thrown.

2.6 Related Work

Domain specific programming languages and language extensions are quite popular in

the context of robotic applications, planning and artificial intelligence. Early examples

are Firby’s RAP [Firby, 1987] and McDermott’s RPL [McDermott, 1993] which is the

direct ancestor of the CRAM Plan Language. In fact, the CRAM Plan Language tries to

closely reimplement RPL with a strong emphasis on the support for modern multi-core

processors and middle wares such as ROS.

Newer examples for domain programming languages particularly used in robotics and

artificial intelligence are URBI and one of its components, urbiscript [Baillie, 2005]
and Euslisp [Matsui and Inaba, 1991]. urbiscript is a dynamic programming language

with a C-like syntax with support for concurrent code constructs similar to RPL and

the CRAM Plan Language, however with different syntax of course, and event based

programming. Euslisp on the other hand is a Lisp dialect that provides geometry rou-

tines to allow for a tight integration of spatial and geometric reasoning. It is does not

provide special constructs for reactivity and concurrent programming.

Besides domain specific languages, state machines are widely used for high-level robot

control. One recent example for a library to implement state machines, including sup-

port for parallel processes is SMACH [Bohren and Cousins, 2010], which is a Python

library.

TREX [McGann et al., 2008], a teleo-reactive executive implemented at the Monterey

Bay Aquarium Research Institute, is a complex and powerful library for integrating

planning, projection of future effects and reactivity.
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The Prolog engine included in CRAM is derived from a Prolog interpreter imple-

mented in Common Lisp as shown in [Norvig, 1992]. However, CRAM extends the

interpreter with incremental computation of Prolog solutions using lazy lists and de-

layed computation. Additionally, the cut operator and mechanisms for easy integra-

tion with Common Lisp through Prolog handlers, i.e. Lisp functions that compute

Prolog solutions and which are invoked by the Prolog engine are provided by the

CRAM Prolog interpreter.

Although CRAM is not a cognitive architecture that tries to mimic the human mind,

it can still be classified as a cognitive architecture since its main purpose is to provide

the tool set to implement cognitive behavior by integrating reasoning, planning and

robot control. Examples for other cognitive architectures are ACT-R [Anderson, 1993]
and Soar [Milnes et al., 1992].

In CRAM, robot actions are implemented using the CRAM Plan Language while rea-

soning is implemented using the CRAM Prolog interpreter. However, the Prolog in-

terpreter is designed to tightly integrate with robot control programs. The intention

behind this approach was to allow for maximal performance and flexibility by using

a compiled full-featured programming language on the one hand but not lose the

power flexibility of modern reasoning engines. Approaches such as Golog [Levesque

et al., 1997] and its successors ConGolog [Giacomo et al., 2000] and cc-Golog [Gi-

acomo et al., 2000] demonstrate more integrated solutions that implement tempo-

ral calculi, namely the situation calculus in Prolog and use it for controlling robotic

agents. However, Golog and its derivatives are restricted to pure symbolic reason-

ing and are restricted to Prolog data structures. Handling of time, i.e. actions with

durations, synchronization and parallelism is problematic. However, cc-Prolog adds

a waitFor statement inspired by the corresponding RPL function which enables it to

deal with actions that have a duration.

2.7 Discussion

In this Chapter, we gave the implementation details of the CRAM core components,

namely the CRAM Plan Language, the CRAM Reasoning Engine, Designators, Process

modules and the CRAM plan library. We have shown how these components are in-
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tended to be used to implement cognitive behavior on robotic agents and how these

components fit together.

The CRAM Plan Language is the basis for implementing CRAM plans and the CRAM

plan library and provides a domain specific language for expressing highly parallel

control programs. The CRAM designators library provides a powerful mechanism for

describing symbolic plan parameters and translating them to actual commands that

can be executed by robotic agents. Designators are highly extensible and flexible and

allow for integrating different reasoning mechanisms and most importantly integrate

with the CRAM Reasoning Engine. CRAM’s Prolog engine is especially designed for

integration in programs, i.e. it allows for multiple queries in parallel and for the incre-

mental generation of solutions. While CRAM plans as implemented in the CRAM Plan

Library are highly general and not specific to a single robot platform, Process Mod-

ules provide a generic interface for communicating with the actual hardware and are

highly platform specific.
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CRAM Reasoning Extensions
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Parametrization Belief State
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Geometric

Reasoning

Besides providing a powerful domain specific programming language and libraries

for implementing cognitive high-level executives for robotic agents, one of the most

important features of CRAM is the tight integration of different reasoning engines

and the executive. On the one hand, CRAM’s reasoning systems have full access to

all knowledge provided and gathered by the executive and on the other hand, using

CRAM’s reasoning mechanisms for decision making during plan execution is a core

part of CRAM’s executive.

One of CRAM’s core libraries is a full-featured Prolog engine, entirely written in Com-

mon Lisp. A description of the Prolog engine can be found in Section 2.2. In this

section, we will give a more detailed description of extensions and applications of the

reasoning engine, including spatial and physics-based reasoning, the representation

of the robot’s belief state in CRAM and reasoning about plans and plan execution.
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The work presented in this Chapter has been published previously in [Mösenlechner

and Beetz, 2009], in [Mösenlechner et al., 2010] and in [Mösenlechner and Beetz,

2011].

3.1 Physics-Based Reasoning

A robot that is operating in a complex, dynamic environment needs to make many

decisions while performing its tasks, for example, which objects to use in order to

fulfill its goals, where to search for these objects, where exactly to place them and

where to stand to be able to perceive, grasp or put them down. Classical hierarchical

architectures for implementing mobile agents such as the 3T architecture [Bonasso

et al., 1997] use a symbolic planner on the top-most level. In such planners, the rep-

resentation of the environment is purely symbolic which makes the planning problem

feasible but abstracts away from many important aspects. For instance, occlusions are

hard to reason about on a purely symbolic level although the visibility of objects is a

hard constraint for being able to manipulate an object.

The variation in pick-and-place actions is minimal, given a robust implementation of

the different sub-actions and the integration of a powerful reasoning engine which

allows to avoid symbolic planning at all in many cases. CRAM provides a physics-

based reasoning engine that integrates a geometrically accurate representation of the

world to allow for inferring plan parameters based on the current state of the world,

visibility, stability and reachability.

In this section, we will describe extensions to CRAM’s reasoning engine that integrate

geometric aspects of the environment. Although these extensions allow for finding

objects that are reachable for the robot from its current location or for finding all vis-

ible objects, these extensions do not provide the functionality to generate solutions

for poses that fulfill certain such properties. However, an extension to location desig-

nators as presented in Section 2.3 will be shown in Chapter 4.

The idea behind the implementation of CRAM’s geometric reasoning engine is to cou-

ple CRAM’s symbolic reasoning engine with a geometrically accurate world database

and compute the truth values and bindings of predicates on demand, whenever the

reasoning engine needs to prove a specific predicate. When performing pick-and-place
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tasks in changing environments, the most important aspects to take into account in

order to infer plan parameters are stability, reachability and visibility.

Stability basically means that the robot and objects should not be placed at locations

where they would be colliding with other objects and where they are standing stable,

i.e. not flipping over. Reasoning about stability is not only important when placing

objects on supporting planes such as table tops or drawers but also when stacking

objects. For instance, being able to infer which objects can be stacked and in which

order (e.g. cups can be stacked on plates but not the other way around) opens up

many opportunities for plan optimization.

Since robots in our domain are mainly performing manipulation tasks, reasoning

about reachability is clearly another important feature that needs to be supported.

The robot needs to be able to infer if an object is reachable when it is standing at

a specific location and it needs to be able to infer if grasping the object is possible

at all or if the object is blocked by other objects standing in the way. While motion

planning [Latombe, 1991] solves the problem of deciding if and how an object is

reachable and grasp planning [Saxena et al., 2008, Hsiao and Lozano-Pérez, 2006]
allows to find stable grasps for picking up an object, both operations are computation-

ally extremely expensive. However, as one of the fundamental applications of CRAM

is its use in robot executives, decision making needs to be fast. This is one reason for

not implementing or integrating full motion and grasp planners. Instead, the system

relies on simple heuristics and inverse kinematics calculation for only a few key points

to allow for fast decisions although sacrificing correctness. However, this is normally

not a serious problem because the robot’s execution uses a motion planner or a similar

component which will signal an error that is handled by the executive in case an ob-

ject really is not reachable. In fact, the CRAM reasoning system tries to find solutions

for which it is likely that a motion planner will find a valid solution quickly.

Reasoning about visibility is probably one of the most important features CRAM pro-

vides. In order to detect objects, the robot needs to be able to see them. When placing

objects the robot needs to be able to infer if an object will occlude other objects that

are needed later in a plan. The implementation in CRAM’s reasoning component is

based on off-screen rendering. The basic idea is to render a scene from the robot’s

perspective and check if an object is visible, how much of it is visible and which ob-

jects are occluding it. The rendering engine accesses the internal representation of the
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robot’s environment to get 3D models of objects and their position in order to render

an exact representation of the robot’s belief about the world.

The system integrates the Bullet physics engine 1 to implement predicates such as

stable or contact for stability reasoning and to store a geometrically and physically ac-

curate representation of the robot’s environment. For inferring facts about visibility,

the system uses OpenGL to render the world database and to reason about reachabil-

ity, the system uses standard inverse kinematics (IK) solvers provided by many robot

software packages including ROS.

Predicates to interact with CRAM’s world database

(world ?w) Unifies ?w with a world database.

( assert ?w (object ?t ?n ?p . ?_)) Asserts an object of type ?t and name ?n at pose

?p.

( assert ?w (object−pose ?n ?p) Moves the object named ?n to pose ?p.

( retract ?w (object ?o)) Retracts an object ?o from the world database

?w.

(object ?w ?n) Asserts that the object with name ?n exists in

world ?w.

(object−pose ?w ?n ?p) Unifies ?p with the pose of object named ?n in

world ?w.

(object−type ?w ?n ?t) Unifies ?t with the type of the object named ?n.

Predicates to interact with the robot model

(link−pose ?w ?r ?l ?p) Unifies ?p with the pose of the robot link named

?l of the robot model named ?r.

Predicates to reason about stability

(contact ?w ?o1 ?o2) Holds if objects ?o1 and ?o2 are in contact in

world ?w.

( stable ?w ?o) Holds for all objects ?o that are stable in world

?w.

( stable ?w) Holds if all objects are stable in world ?w.

(above ?w ?o1 ?o2) Holds if the object named ?o1 is above the ob-

ject named ?o2 in world ?w.

1http://bulletphysics.org/
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(below ?w ?o1 ?o2) Holds if the object named ?o1 is below of the

object named ?o2 in world ?w.

(supported−by ?w ?t ?b) Holds if the object named ?t is supported by the

object named ?b.

Predicates to reason about visibility

( visible−from ?w ?p ?o) Holds if the object ?o is visible from pose ?p.

( visible ?w ?r ?o) Holds if the object ?o is visible in one of the

cameras of the robot object named ?r.

(occluding−objects ?w ?p ?o ?occ) Unifies the list of object names that are occlud-

ing the object named ?o with ?occ. ?p is either

the name of a robot object or a specific pose

from which the scene is observed.

(occluding−object ?w ?p ?o ?occ) Holds for all objects ?occ that are occluding the

object named ?o.

Predicates to reason about reachability

(reachable ?w ?r ?o) Holds if the robot ?r can reach object ?o.

(reachable ?w ?r ?o ?m) Holds if the robot ?r can reach object ?o with

all manipulators specified by the list ?m.

(blocking ?w ?r ?o ?b) Holds for each object ?b that is blocking the tra-

jectory to grasp object ?o.

(blocking ?w ?r ?o ?m ?b) Holds for each object ?b that is blocking the tra-

jectory to grasp object ?o with manipulator ?m.

Table 3.1: Predicates used to perform physics-based inferences

In the remainder of this section, we will explain the predicates for reasoning in an ac-

curate three-dimensional representation of the world and how they are implemented.

A list of basic predicates can be found in Table 3.1.
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3.1.1 Physics Engine Integration and the World Database

To implement the Prolog world database and predicates that reason about physics,

the CRAM reasoning engine integrates the Bullet physics engine. Bullet is an industry

strength, widely used and well maintained physics engine with its main application

in computer games. New simulation environments for personal robotics applications,

for instance Morse2 and Gazebo3 use it already or plan to use it soon. However, game

physics engines also have limitations, mostly caused by their original application do-

main, computer games where accuracy was always less important than nicely looking

effects and good performance. Bullet, like other game engines such as ODE4, has prob-

lems with simulating closed kinematic loops that happen, for instance, when grasping

objects. Also, the simulation of small objects is relatively unstable. Fortunately, in the

CRAM reasoning system, dynamics simulation of actual grasps is not really required

and the instability problem can be overcome by scaling the complete world. Essen-

tially, it is more important for the CRAM reasoning engine to predict that an object

will flip over than where exactly it will fall. The authors in [Weitnauer et al., 2010]
show that parameter such as friction can be tuned to improve simulation accuracy

though.

The implementation of CRAM’s physics reasoning engine is split up into three layers

of abstraction:

1. A wrapper library for Bullet in Common Lisp. The library consists of a C++ part

that wraps all classes and methods required from Bullet into a C library that is

linked into Common Lisp using SBCL’s foreign function interface. Additionally,

a Lisp library is implemented to provide a native look and feel of the wrapped

Bullet library. It defines Lisp classes and methods similar to Bullet’s classes and

integrates with Lisp’s garbage collector.

2. A Common Lisp library that adds more semantics to the Bullet library. This in-

cludes different object classes that contain more meta data than Bullet requires,

for instance names, collections of rigid bodies to represent whole objects, the

grounding of objects in Knowrob’s semantic map, etc. Additionally many utility

2http://www.openrobots.org/wiki/morse/
3http://gazebosim.org/
4http://www.ode.org/
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functions are provided for instance for loading objects from other ROS compo-

nents and files.

3. Predicates that provide the interface for spatial reasoning and reasoning about

physics. These predicates access the functions, methods and classes of layer 2.

The physics engine. For dynamic simulation of rigid objects, a physics engine needs

to provide data structures for storing rigid bodies, their parameters required for simu-

lating dynamics and their current dynamics state. In each simulation step, these data

structures are updated according to the rules of the physics engine.

Since reasoning about visibility, reachability and other geometric properties requires

at least some of the object properties which are also required by the physics engine

such as the position of the object or its three dimensional model, CRAM uses and

extends Bullet’s data structures directly as a world database.

Besides classes for collision checking and a constraint solver to compute how rigid

bodies that are connected to each other through joints behave, a Bullet world class

requires a gravity vector. It provides methods for adding new rigid bodies and for

removing them and for performing one simulation step. A rigid body is essentially

a data structure that represents an object. The rigid body data structure contains

the object’s motion state, i.e. the object’s position in the world. Additionally, the a

rigid body object contains the mass and the inertia matrix of the object required for

dynamics simulation, the object’s current linear and angular velocities and a list of

collision shapes. Additionally, Bullet’s rigid body class provides interfaces for changing

the object’s simulation and collision behavior, i.e. it allows for disabling or enabling

simulation of the object and to configure which objects can collide with which other

objects. For collision checking, each rigid body must provide a collision shape. The

following (incomplete) list shows the most important collision shapes supported by

Bullet. They are all available in CRAM’s physics-based reasoning engine:

• Box: this shape represents a box defined by a length, width and height.

• StaticPlane: a static plane of infinite size. It is defined by a normal and a constant

representing the plane’s distance from the origin.

• Sphere: a sphere, defined by specifying a radius.
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• Cylinder: a cyllinder defined by the width, length and height of its bounding

box.

• Cone: a cone defined by a radius and a height.

• CompoundShape: compound shapes allow to combine different collision shapes

to one. That way it is possible to construct complex collision shapes for rigid

bodies that consist of several shapes. The positions of the child shapes relative

to their rigid body’s pose are fixed.

• ConvexHull: a convex hull shape is a set of points that define the convex hull of

the object. Usually, the points are the vertices of a three-dimensional mesh.

Additionally, Bullet provides support for constraints, i.e. joints to connect several rigid

bodies. Although joints are important for simulating the dynamics of a robot since

they essentially represent the connection between two parts of the robot and the point

where motor forces are applied, they are not really important for most reasoning tasks

in CRAM.

The representation of objects. While CRAM’s world representation includes Bullet’s

complete world representation, it extends the Bullet data structures with the concept

of objects. Objects are sets of rigid bodies that semantically belong to each other.

For instance, the different parts of a robot (i.e. the robot’s links) compose the ob-

ject “robot”. They need to be positioned independent of each other. Since this is not

possible by using compound collision shapes, multiple rigid bodies must be used.

Class 12 The definition of the class object that is the base class for all objects in CRAM’s
reasoning world.

class OBJECT

slot NAME: A (unique) symbol naming the object.

slot RIGID-BODIES: A hash table that maps rigid body names to instances
of Bullet’s rigid body class.

slot POSE-REFERENCE-BODY: The name of the object’s main body. It is
used to determine the pose of the object. Per default,
this rigid body is used by the object’s pose method.

slot WORLD: A pointer to the world instance this object belongs to.
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The definition of the class object is shown in Class 12. It is the base class for more

complex objects required for the reasoning tasks that come up when executing pick-

and-place actions on robots, for instance semantic maps [Tenorth et al., 2010a]. In

CRAM’s reasoning engine, semantic maps are classes that are derived from the class

object and extend it with a reference to the semantic map as it is stored in OWL [Bech-

hofer et al., 2004] and provided by KNOWROB. The reasoning system additionally

provides support for articulated objects, i.e. objects that have, for instance, doors or

are drawers, and can be opened and closed. The class robot−model is another class

derived from object that represents robots. A robot consists of links and joints that are

normally defined outside the reasoning system. In ROS, they are usually defined us-

ing URDF5, an XML specification with information about the robot’s kinematic chain,

sensors and links, including their 3D models and inertia. Links essentially correspond

to rigid bodies in Bullet and joints connect these links. However, since the CRAM rea-

soning system does not require dynamic simulation of the robots, joints specified in

URDF files are not added to the corresponding Bullet representation but are just used

for calculating forward kinematics and for positioning the links. Although the robot

model collides with other objects, it is essentially represented as a static object that is

not simulated by the physics engine.

Grasping and releasing objects is the most important action in pick-and-place tasks.

Since in particular game physics engines often have problems simulating kinematic

chains and since we do not perform any dynamic simulation of the robot model in the

CRAM reasoning engine, the robot−model has explicit support for attaching objects.

When we want to express that an object is grasped by the robot, we explicitly connect

it to a specific link of the robot model object. This has two effects:

• The system disables physics simulation for the object to prevent it from.

• Whenever the link the object is connected to moves, the object is moved accord-

ingly.

The system defines an additional object class that should be used for household ob-

jects such as knives, forks, cups and so on. These classes represent additional semantic

information that is needed for our reasoning tasks. For instance, in general, collisions

between objects and in particular between the robot and other objects, are not de-

5http://ros.org/wiki/urdf
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sirable. An exception are household objects that are either standing on objects of the

semantic map or stacked on each other. Additionally, objects such as a cup can have

additional semantic properties defined by an object hierarchy in a knowledge base.

For instance a cup also is of type container.

Storing and restoring the world. When using the CRAM’s world representation for

reasoning, it is important to not change the global world database to avoid destroying

the current representation of the world. Additionally, we want to be able to make snap-

shots of the world to analyze previous states of the world and integrate them in rea-

soning. To implement these features, the system provides mechanisms for storing the

complete static and dynamic state of the world and later restoring it. When storing the

world database, for each object the list of all its rigid bodies, their positions and their

linear and angular velocities is stored. Additionally, the reference to the bodies’ colli-

sion shape, the mass and inertia of the object and its collision properties are stored.

In Bullet, collision shapes cannot change once instantiated. It is therefore allowed to

reuse collision shapes in several rigid bodies and different world instances. Since col-

lision shapes can be reused and are not serialized when storing a world database, this

operation is relatively fast and can be used in the reasoning engine without a signifi-

cant negative impact on the overall performance of the Prolog engine. All predicates

for physics-based reasoning require an explicit world database instance bound to a

variable and perform simulation in a copy of that world database.

3.1.1.1 Prolog predicates for physics-based reasoning

The main interface for the user to interact with the Bullet based world database are

predicates implemented in CRAM’s Prolog interpreter. To allow for reasoning in differ-

ent world databases in the same Prolog code, all predicates that use information from

a world database have an explicit world variable. However, the system has a default

world database that is used when a predicate’s world variable is unbound. Similar to

Prolog’s fact database, the physics-based reasoning engine provides assert and retract

to add, update and remove objects or change their position. For instance, to create a

cup at a specific location, we can evaluate the following Prolog expression:
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( as se r t ?w ( o b j e c t mesh cup ((−1 .8 2 .0 0 . 912 ) (0 0 0 1) )

: mesh mug : mass 0 . 2 ) )

The expression looks rather complex, but to add objects, the system needs at least

to know where to put the object, what type it is, how the object should be named, its

mass and some additional information about the object type. In the example above,

we add a new mesh with name cup. The mesh is indicated by the symbol mug and the

mass is set to 200 grams.

The signature of the assert predicate for changing the world database is as follows:

( as se r t ? wor ld ? f a c t )

Currently, ?fact can be bound to a number of different patterns that allow for adding

objects, changing object poses, changing joint states of robot objects and attaching

objects to links on the robot.

Adding and changing objects. The most important interaction with the environ-

ment is the ability to add objects and update their location. For instance, integration

of perception makes extensive use of the assertion of new objects or updates their

location if necessary. The corresponding fact for asserting new objects is:

( as se r t ?w ( o b j e c t ? type ?name ? pose . ? a r g s ) )

Note that if ?w is unbound, the default world database is used. ?type must be bound

to a symbol naming the type of the object to be added. The supported object types

and the required additional arguments are shown in Table 3.2. The ?name variable is

mandatory and must be a symbol specifying the object’s name in the database. This
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name must be unique since it is used to reference the object in predicates. The vari-

able ?pose is also a mandatory parameter that can either be a list of the form

((x y z) (ax ay az aw)), i.e. a vector and a quaternion, or a specific Common Lisp ob-

ject representing a pose. ?args are type specific parameters such as the object’s mass

or the extents of for instance a box.

Type Parameters Description

box mass, size Box with specified mass and 3D

vector size.

static-plane normal, constant Static plane according to the spec-

ified parameters normal and con-

stant.

sphere mass, radius Sphere with the given mass and

radius.

cylinder mass, size A cylinder with the given mass and

bounding box specified by size.

cone mass, radius,

height

A cone with the given mass, radius

and height.

point-cloud points A static point cloud constructed

from points.

mesh mass, mesh, color,

disable-face-culling

An object created from a mesh

identified by mesh, mass and color.

The mesh identifier can either be

a URI or a symbol for a mesh alias,

e.g. mug, plate or pot. disable-face-

culling can be used to fix broken

face winding order.

cutlery mass, color,

cutlery-type

Add cutlery of type knife or fork,

the specified mass and color.

urdf urdf, color Add a URDF model (i.e. a robot)

from a parsed robot description

file bound to urdf.
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semantic-map urdf Add a semantic map. If specified,

urdf is used for visualization, but

the links need to be grounded in

KNOWROB’s semantic map. If not

specified, all semantic map objects

are just visualized as boxes.

ros-household-object mass, model, color Adds an object from the ROS

household object database6. The

model indicated by name is added

with color and mass

Table 3.2: Currently supported object types and their parameters that can be asserted in
the CRAM reasoing world database.

As can be seen in Table 3.2, some objects require a mass parameter and some do

not. Objects without a mass parameter or objects for which the mass is set to zero are

static objects, i.e. no dynamic simulation is performed. They are only collision objects.

Although URDF files might contain inertia and mass information for some parts of a

robot, these parameters are ignored. The reason is that the goal of the system is not

to provide a complete dynamic simulation of the robot but to allow for light-weight

reasoning.

Once an object has been added to the world database, the only allowed interaction

with it is changing its pose. In other words, an object cannot change its type after it

has been created. The pose of an object can be updated as follows:

( as se r t ?w ( ob j e c t−pose ?name ? pose ) )

The variable ?name has to be bound to the name of the object as specified when the

object was asserted and ?pose is the object’s new pose. It can be either a list with lists

6http://wiki.ros.org/household_objects_database
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containing the coordinates and the rotation of the object or a pose object, similar to

the assertion of objects.

To remove objects from the world database, the system provides a retract predicate

that acts on world databases. The signature for removing objects is:

( r e t r ac t ?w ( o b j e c t ?name) )

After the retraction form has been evaluated, the object matching the specified name

will be removed from the specified world database.

Updating a robot object. Robot objects are somehow special because the robot is a

central concept in reasoning about actions, visibility and reachability. Although the

robot object inherits all properties from the class object, it extends it by the concept

of links and by support for attaching and detaching objects.

Specifically, to update the robot’s state in a world database from the position of the

real robot’s joints, the system provides a special assertion form:

( as se r t ? wor ld ( j o i n t− s t a t e ? robot−name ? j o i n t− s t a t e s ) )

The variable ?robot−name needs to be a symbol that names a URDF object. The variable

?joint−names needs to be a list with tuples containing the name of the joint to set and

the position as a number. For instance, to set the joint with name “torso_lift_joint” of

the robot object pr2, the following assert expression can be used:

( as se r t ?w ( j o i n t− s t a t e pr2 ( ( " t o r s o_ l i f t _ j o i n t " 0 . 33 ) ) ) )
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Dealing with manipulation is one of the most important aspects in the reasoning sys-

tem. Since the system is not simulating the robot itself but only uses physics simulation

to prove specific aspects and because physics engines are relatively bad in particular

at handling grasping, the CRAM reasoning system provides explicit support for at-

taching and detaching objects to the robot’s links. Whenever a robot link moves, all

attached objects move accordingly. To attach an object in a specific world database,

the following assertion form can be used:

( as se r t ?w ( a t t a ched ? robo t ? l ink−name ? ob j e c t ) )

Similar to joint state assertions, the variable ?robot has to be bound to the name of a

robot object. ?link−name specifies the name of the link the object should be attached

to as defined in the URDF file corresponding to the object. Finally, the variable ?object

has to be bound to a symbol naming the object that is to be attached.

To detach an object from the robot, the reasoning system provides a retraction for the

attached relation respectively. Its signature is as follows:

( r e t r ac t ?w ( a t t a ched ? robo t ? o b j e c t )

The effect is that the object instance bound to ?object is detached from all links of

the robot object ?robot. If ?object is unbound, all objects will be detached. To detach a

specific object from a specific link or to detach all objects from a specific link, a second

version is provided:

( r e t r ac t ?w ( a t t a ched ? robo t ? l ink−name ? ob j e c t ) )
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If ?object is unbound and ?link−name is bound, all objects connected to the link are

detached.

Querying the world database. Often, it is required to enumerate all objects and

iterate over them, to verify if an object for a given identifier exists, what the type of

an object is, if it is a household object, i.e. an object that can be manipulated or what

its pose is. The CRAM reasoning system provides a number of predicates to query

information about objects in the database.

The predicate object holds for each object name in the database. It allows for querying

all objects and for checking if a given name references an existing object in a world

database. Its signature is as follows:

( o b j e c t ? wor ld ?name)

To assert or query the type of an object or all pairs of object names and the correspond-

ing type, CRAM provides the predicate object−type with the following signature:

( ob j e c t− t ype ? wor ld ?name ? type )

Please note that an object can have several types. One solution for an object type

is always the CLOS class of the object, for instance robot-object or household-object. In

addition to being a household-object, a mug also has type mug. For normal household

objects such as cutlery, the additional types are defined in the methods that are re-

sponsible for adding the object when the ( assert ?w (object ...) ) predicate is used. Ad-

ditionally, the system supports creating objects from ROS’ household objects database.

Besides the 3D meshes, the database also contains semantic tags describing the dif-

ferent types of household objects. The object−type predicates uses these if possible to

generate additional solutions.
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Specifically for getting all types of a household object, CRAM provides the predicate

household−object−type with the following signature (similar to object−type):

( househo ld−ob j ec t− t ype ? wor ld ?name ? type )

The predicate only holds for objects that are sub-classes of household-object.

For accessing the pose of an object, the predicate object−pose is provided (similar to

the corresponding assertion). The signature is as follows:

( ob j e c t−pose ? wor ld ?name ? pose )

The predicate unifies the pose of the object’s reference body with the variable ?pose.

To check if a robot object has a specific link or to enumerate all links of a robot object,

the predicate link with the following signature is defined:

( l i n k ? wor ld ? r obo t−ob j e c t ? l i n k )

Finally, for getting the pose of a specific link of a robot object, the system provides the

predicate link−pose with the following signature:

( l i n k−po s e ? wor ld ? r obo t−ob j e c t ? l i n k ? l i n k−po s e )

This predicate is in particular useful for querying the pose of sensor frames, as re-

quired for instance for visibility reasoning.
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Basic predicates for physics-based reasoning. The main predicates for physics-

based reasoning are predicates for querying contacts between objects and for infer-

ring stability. Contacts are proven by using Bullet’s collision detection engine. Bul-

let provides classes and methods for querying so-called collision manifolds, i.e. data

structures that contain the contact points of two colliding objects. The predicate for

representing contacts between two objects in CRAM’s reasoning engine is contact with

the following signature:

( con t a c t ? wor ld ? ob jec t−1 ? ob jec t−2 )

It holds for all colliding objects in the world database ?world. Since some objects and

most importantly the robot and the environment based on a semantic map consist of

many links, a second version of the contact predicate is provided that allows for rea-

soning about collisions between two objects with a specific link name. The link can

be either part of the first object or of the second object. Its signature is as follows:

( con t a c t ? wor ld ? ob jec t−1 ? ob jec t−2 ? l i n k )

If both objects have several links one solutions for each link is generated. To explicitly

state that only the links of one object should be considered, the predicate link can be

used.

As mentioned already, the implementation of the predicate is based on collision man-

ifolds provided by Bullet’s physics engine. Depending on the value of the two object

variables and optionally the link, either all contacts, all contacts of a given object or

only the contacts between two specific objects are taken into account. More specifi-

cally, if both objects are unbound, the list of all manifolds, i.e. of all contacting rigid

bodies is used and reduced to the actual object instances that are colliding. Then, so-

lutions for all contacting objects are generated. If only one object variable is bound,

only contact manifolds that contain rigid bodies of this specific object are used. If both
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object variables are bound, the system simply verifies if the two objects are colliding

with each other. If the second version with a link is used, additionally solutions for

all contacting links (which are represented as rigid bodies internally) are generated.

Otherwise, two objects are considered to be in collision if any of their rigid bodies

collide.

The predicate stable is based on comparing the pose of a single object in two world

databases where one world database is the original database and the other one a

copy of it after simulating the world for a specific number of seconds (currently 5).

If the difference in the pose of an object is above a specific threshold, it is considered

unstable. The signature of the stable predicate is as follows:

( s t a b l e ? wor ld ? o b j e c t )

An alternative implementation of the stable predicate with the following signature

for asserting that the complete world, i.e. all objects, are stable is provided:

( s t a b l e ? wor ld )

The implementation uses the predicate object−pose−di�erent that holds if the pose of

an object is different in two world databases. Its signature is as follows:

( o b j e c t−p o s e−d i f f e r e n t ?world−1 ?world−2 ? o b j e c t )

The stable predicate for a specific object first copies the world database. Then it calls

the Bullet function simulate on it to advance the world for five seconds. Finally, the pose

of the object in the original world and the simulated world are compared. Listing 3.1

shows the implementation of this version of the stable predicate.
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Listing 3.1: The implementation of the stable predicate for a specific object.

1 (<− ( s t a b l e ? wor ld ? o b j e c t )

2 ( wor ld ? wor ld )

3 ( cop i ed−wor ld ? wor ld ? copy )

4 ( s imu l a t e ? copy 5)

5 ( o b j e c t ? wor ld ? o b j e c t )

6 ( not ( o b j e c t−p o s e−d i f f e r e n t ? wor ld ? copy ? o b j e c t ) ) )

As can be seen, first a valid world database is asserted, followed by a predicate that

creates an exact copy of the world database by serializing it and deserializing the re-

sult into a new database object. The next step is to simulate the copied world. The

predicate object holds for every object. If the variable ?object is unbound, it creates a

choice point for each object in the world to iterate over all objects. If it is bound, the

predicate object only holds if the object actually exists in the world database. The final

step is to verify that the object did not move during simulation.

Figure 3.1: Unstable scenes in the initial configuration (left) and after simulating for
0.5 seconds. In the top row, a mug is standing on the edge of a plate, in the
bottom row, the plate has been placed on a mug.
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Figure 3.1 shows a visualization of the world database before and after simulation of

two unstable scenes.

Higher-level physics-based predicates. Based on the predicates defined in the pre-

vious paragraph, some higher-level predicates for reasoning about simple spatial re-

lations and the supporting relation are defined. The supported−by predicate holds for

all pairs of objects where object A is standing stable on another object A, i.e. where

object A is supported by object B. The predicate supported−by is defined as follows:

1 (<− ( supported−by ? wor ld ? top ?bottom ? l i n k )

2 ( wor ld ? wor ld )

3 ( con t a c t ? wor ld ? top ?bottom ? l i n k )

4 ( above ? wor ld ? top ?bottom ? l i n k )

5 ( s t a b l e ? wor ld ? top )

As can be seen, the relation holds if two objects are in contact with each other and

one is above the other one. Additionally, the supported object needs to be stable.

The system also provides the predicates above and below that hold if the bounding

boxes of two objects overlap and the z value of one object is greater than the z value

of the other object or smaller respectively. The signatures of the predicates are as

follows:

( above ? wor ld ? ob jec t−1 ? ob jec t−2 )

( below ? wor ld ? ob jec t−1 ? ob jec t−2 )

Please note that the predicate below is just implemented using the above predicate.

If object-1 is above object-2, then object-2 must be below object-1.
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Various helper and debugging predicates. For debugging purposes, the CRAM rea-

soning system defines several predicates to visualize and simulate the world.

• (debug−window ?world): creates a new GLUT7 OpenGL window that visualizes the

world database bound to the variable ?world. The user can navigate in the world

using the mouse. Most of the screenshots showing the system are created using

the debug−window predicate.

• (simulate ?world ?t): calls Bullet and simulates the world for the specified amount

of time (in seconds). Note that this predicate changes the world database by

updating object positions according to the physics engine, i.e. this predicate is

not side-effect free.

• (step ?world ?dt): performs one simulation step with length ?dt in seconds. This

predicate is not side effect free either.

• ( simulate−realtime ?world ?dt): Simulates the world and slows down simulation to

achieve simulation in realtime. Realtime here means that one second simulation

time corresponds to exactly one second real time. In contrast, simulate simulates

as fast as possible. The main purpose of this predicate is debugging.

3.1.2 Visibility Computation

Reasoning about visibility and occlusions is probably one of the most important and

still least addressed aspects in planning and action execution. Although it might be

possible to reason about stability on a purely symbolic level by defining naive physics

rules, reasoning about visibility without taking into account the geometry of objects

and the environment is hard at best. One reason is that not all objects that are occluded

or that are occluding other objects are not necessarily specified explicitly in actions.

For instance, an object that is placed on the table by the robot might occlude other

objects that were not directly involved in the put-down action. This is one variation

of the frame problem [McCarthy and Hayes, 1969]. Another reason is that not only

the camera parameters and the location of the camera but also the 3D model and

properties of the algorithms that are used for detecting objects influence the overall

7http://www.opengl.org/resources/libraries/glut/
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success of object detection. For instance, some algorithms might be able to detect an

object if only 80% of it are visible while others need a complete view of the object,

maybe even without any other objects too close. Figure 3.2 shows an example scene

where only the mug and the pot are visible for the robot but not the bowl.

Figure 3.2: Example scene with a table, the robot and tree objects: a bowl (white), a mug
(blue) and pot (black)

The CRAM reasoning system provides two predicates for reasoning about visibility:

visible and occluding. The implementation of both predicates is based on OpenGL.

The basic idea is to render all objects in the world database with each object in a

different color. The viewpoint is set to one of the robot’s sensors. By counting pixels

and comparing the number of pixels that were seen and the number of pixels that

should belong to the object, we can compute the percentage of an object’s visibility.

Computing the visibility of an object. The underlying functionality for implement-

ing all predicates for visibility reasoning is provided by a single Lisp function, calculate-

object-visibility. The function requires the world database, the object of interest, the

camera position, and some camera parameters such as its size and field of view as

input and returns how much of the object is visible as a percentage as well as the list

of occluding objects. To work properly, the algorithm needs three rendering runs:

1. Render the object with the camera centered on it to calculate how many pixels

of the object should be visible.
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2. Render only the object from the actual camera pose to calculate a mask of the

object in the camera image.

3. Render the complete scene from the actual camera pose.

Figure 3.3: Generated images to infer the visibility (and occluding objects) of the pot.
Top left: rendered scene from robot perspective; top right: the pot centered;
bottom left: only the pot; bottom right: the complete scene, every object has
a unique color. The pot is (partly) occluding the bowl.

The result of these rendering runs is shown in Figure 3.3. The first rendering run is

required to know how much of the object should be visible. For instance, if the object

is standing behind the robot, i.e. if it is not visible in the camera sensor at all, just

rendering the object with the actual camera position would lead to zero pixels visible

but still to 100% visibility if we didn’t calculate how many pixels should be visible by

pointing the camera directly on the object.

The second rendering run generates a binary mask where pixels that belong to the

object are set to one and the other pixels to zero. All pixels that are inside this mask

but that do not belong to the object belong to objects that are occluding the object of

interest.

The third rendering run draws each object in a different color with lighting disabled.

By counting pixels inside the mask of the second rendering run that belong to the
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object of interest, the system can compute the percentage of the object’s visibility. All

pixels that belong to other objects and are inside the mask are occluding the objects

and are returned in the list of occluding objects.

Predicates for visibility reasoning. The CRAM reasoning framework provides four

predicates for reasoning about visibility, visible-from, visible, occluding-object and occluding-

objects. The signature of the visible−from predicate is as follows:

( v i s i b l e− f r om ?wor ld ? camera−pose ? o b j e c t )

The predicate holds when the percentage of visible pixels is above a certain threshold

when the scene is seen from a specific pose, the camera frame. Although this threshold

is depending on the sensor and the algorithms used on a real robot, we consider it suf-

ficient in most cases to use a fixed threshold of 90%. Similar to most other predicates,

if the variable ?world is unbound, the default world database is used. The variable ?

camera−pose must be bound since the system is unable to iterate and backtrack over

all possible (6D) poses due to exploding computational complexity. The variable ?

object can be left unbound. If it is bound, the predicate just verifies if an object is

visible from a specific pose. If unbound, the predicates generates a choice point in

the Prolog prove tree with solutions for every visible object. However. in the current

system, enumerating all visible objects is rather expensive since for each object, the

three rendering runs are required. By using a more specialized implementation of this

variant of the predicate, the computational complexity can be reduced though. To just

compute all visible objects, it is sufficient to execute the first rendering run for each

possible object, leave out rendering run two and execute the third rendering run only

once.

Often, the user just wants to query if an object is visible by the robot or which objects

are visible without explicitly specifying the camera pose. The CRAM reasoning system

provides the visible predicate for that case with the following signature:
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( v i s i b l e ? wor ld ? r obo t−ob j e c t ? o b j e c t )

It relies on an additional predicate camera−frame which needs to be implemented in the

robot’s knowledge base that allows to query the names of the robot’s sensor frames.

The visible predicate is implemented as follows:

1 (<− ( v i s i b l e ? wor ld ? robo t ? o b j e c t )

2 ( wor ld ? wor ld )

3 ( r obo t ? robo t )

4 ( camera−frame ? robo t ? camera−frame )

5 ( l i n k−po s e ? wor ld ? robo t ? camera−frame ? camera−pose )
6 ( v i s i b l e− f r om ?wor ld ? camera−pose ? o b j e c t ) )

As can be seen, the predicate camera−frame is used to find the name of all camera

frames. Then the current pose of a camera frame is queried by using the link−pose

predicate. Finally, the system uses the visible−from predicate to assert visibility of an

object.

The predicate occluding−objects allows to infer the list of objects that are occluding a

specific object. The signature of the predicate is as follows:

( o c c l u d i n g−ob j e c t s ? wor ld ? camera−pose ?obj−name ?

occ lud ing−names )

As in most other predicates that access a world database, the variable ?world can be

either bound or unbound with the default database being used in case it is unbound.

?camera−pose must be bound. The variable ?obj−name can be unbound which generates

solutions for each object. If bound, the variable ?occluding−names must be the exact list

of objects that are occluding the object referenced by ?obj−name.
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The predicate occluding−objects is polymorph over the second variable. If it is not bound

to a Common Lisp pose object, it must be a symbol naming a robot object. In that case,

similar to the visible predicate, the predicate camera−frame is used to find all sensor

frames of a robot object and find the occluding objects for each of the frames.

To check if a single object is occluding another object, the CRAM reasoning system

additionally provides the predicate occluding−object with the following signature:

( o c c l u d i n g−ob j e c t ? wor ld ? camera−or−robot ? ob j ? o c c l ud i ng−ob j )

Please note that in contrast to occluding−objects, the predicate occluding−object will fail

if there are no occluding objects while occluding−objects will yield an empty list. That

means if the user wants to verify that there are no occluding objects, she can either

write

( not ( o c c l u d i n g−ob j e c t ? wor ld pr2 mug ?o ) )

or assert that the list of occluding objects is empty:

( o c c l u d i n g−ob j e c t s ? wor ld pr2 mug ( ) )

3.1.3 Reachability Reasoning

Besides stability and visibility, the third important aspect when performing actions

in an unstructured and complex environment is reasoning about reachability. More
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specifically, that means that the robot needs to be able to evaluate locations and verify

if objects are reachable, infer which objects are reachable and if other objects might be

in the way when reaching for an object. Motion planning [Latombe, 1991] and grasp

planning [Berenson et al., 2007] is a well studied area in mobile robotics. However,

while motion planning algorithms are able to generate collision free paths, the prob-

lem is hard and computationally extremely expensive. Since one goal of the CRAM

reasoning system is to provide a fast system to be used for decision making at runtime,

finding solutions that lead to high success probabilities of a plan is sufficient. More

specifically, the CRAM reasoning system is used to generate solutions for plan param-

eters such as locations for the robot base to stand while executing an action for which

it is likely that grasp and motion planning that is used when actually executing an

action will succeed. If planning really happens to fail, the system is able to backtrack

and generate a new solution for which motion planning is retried.

To improve performance, we make several assumptions in the CRAM reasoning frame-

work:

1. Avoid grasp planning by defining a fixed set of object specific grasps. For in-

stance, for grasping a mug, side, front and top grasps are used. For grasping a

plate, only side grasps are valid.

2. Avoid motion planning by approximating planned trajectories by a low number

of trajectory key points.

3. Instead of searching for completely collision-free solutions, rely on motion plan-

ners that are used to execute actual grasping actions. With state of the art sen-

sors, motion planners are robust enough to find a collision free path to reach

an object although the link configurations corresponding to the trajectory key

points used in reachability reasoning are in collision with objects.

The CRAM reasoning system implements two predicates for reasoning about reach-

ability, reachable and blocking. Both are based on using inverse kinematics calculation

to find joint angles to reach for an object. The exact pose to reach is defined by the

center of the object’s bounding box, a grasp which is essentially the orientation of the

gripper and a tool vector.
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Valid grasps for reasoning. The CRAM reasoning system relies on a number of pre-

defined standard grasps for reasoning about reachability. Many household objects are

rotationally symmetric or almost rotationally symmetric. Examples include glasses,

cups and plates. This property implies that many grasps are similar and equally good.

On the other hand, the set of valid grasps highly depends on the type of the object.

For instance while the robot might be able to grasp a cup from the front, a side or

from the top and only one arm is needed, for plates the robot needs to use side grasps

and two arms. To be as general as possible, the system uses a knowledge base where

information about the grasps that should be used for reasoning and the grasps that are

valid for picking up an object are defined by predicates. A grasp is a full pose defined

by two components, the grasp orientation and the tool vector defining a direction and

the distance between the robot’s gripper frame and the pose to reach. In the current

system, the actual grasps are not object specific, i.e. the system always uses a subset

of initially defined grasps for calculating poses to reach an object.

gripper frame

tool frame

Figure 3.4: The default tool frame relative to the PR2’s gripper frame.

For objects that are smaller than the robot’s gripper, the robot always reaches for the

object’s center, using a so-called tool. The tool length is adjusted if the bounding box

of the object is bigger than twice the default tool length to account for the fact that

only the robot’s gripper frames should penetrate the object. More specifically, given

the center of an object’s bounding box defined by the pose matrix O, the actual pose
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P to reach is calculated based on the grasp orientation matrix G and the tool vector
~t. It is defined as follows:

P = O(G~t)−1 (3.1)

The definition of grasps and the tool length is highly robot specific. The tool vector

is constant, i.e. it is used for all grasp orientations. Figure 3.4 shows the default tool

frame with a tool vector of length 0.2 and no rotation relative to the PR2’s gripper

base frame. For the PR2, we define four grasps, two side grasps, one front grasp and

one top grasp. The side grasp to use is selected based on the arm the reasoning system

is generating solutions for.

Figure 3.5: Side and top grasp and front grasp used for reasoning about reachability.

Figure 3.5 shows the three grasps that are allowed for grasping a cup with the right

arm. The corresponding orientations in the robot’s gripper frame are defined as fol-

lows:

• Top grasp: rotation of -90 degrees around the Y axis.

• Side grasp left: rotation of 90 degrees around the Z axis.

• Side grasp right: rotation of -90 degrees around the Z axis.

• Front grasp: no rotation.

The default tool vector that is used for small objects is:

~t =







0.2

0.0

0.0






(3.2)
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As can be seen, the gripper’s main axis is along X and the default tool length is 20cm.

As mentioned already, if the object’s bounding box is twice as big as the tool length,

i.e. bigger than 40cm, the default tool length is scaled to ensure that only the robot’s

gripper links are in contact with the object to be grasped.

Predicates for reasoning about reachability. To reason about the manipulation of

objects, we define two concepts, reachability and blocking objects. For stating that an

object is reachable, which objects are reachable for the robot or with which arms

an object can be reachable, the system provides the predicate reachable. It is defined

in two versions, one including the arm with which the object is reachable and one

without that information. The two signatures are as follows:

( r e a c h ab l e ? wor ld ? robo t ? o b j e c t )

( r e a c h ab l e ? wor ld ? robo t ? o b j e c t ? arms )

The implementation is based on the calculation of inverse kinematics, i.e. the prob-

lem of finding positions for the robot’s joints to reach a given pose. In case of the PR2,

the ROS system provides the respective functionality. The predicate holds if the object

?obj−name can be reached by the robot ?robot−name from its current location. All vari-

ables can be either bound or unbound. If the variable ?world is unbound, the default

world database is used. In the second version, the variable ?arms is bound to a list of

symbols that indicate the arms that are required for reaching the object. If multiple

combinations are possible, the second version of the reachable predicate has several

solutions. For instance, when asserting the reachability of a cup, two solutions can

be generated, one with ?arms bound to (: left ) and one with ?arms bound to (: right ).

When reasoning about the reachability of a pot which requires two arms to grasp it,

only one solution will be generated with ?arms bound to (: left : right ). In contrast, the

first version of reachable will have only one solution if a specific object can be reached.

That means while the first version only asserts which objects are reachable or if a spe-

cific object is reachable, the second version can be used to find out with which arms

the object can be reached.

A simple implementation of the reachable predicate might perform the following steps:
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1. Get the pose of the object to be reached.

2. Get all valid grasps and required arms.

3. Based on the grasp and the bounding box of the object of interest, compute

the pose for the gripper link to reach (with the base frame for the IK solver as

reference frame).

4. Verify that there exists a solution for inverse kinematics.

This implementation is sufficient for robots that do not have a movable spine that is

excluded from the default kinematics chain used for inverse kinematics computation.

However, robots such as the PR2 can lift their torso by about 33cm which influences

the reachability of certain poses. Unfortunately, the additional torso joint (a sliding

joint), is not included in the PR2’s inverse kinematics solver. The consequence is that

the reachable predicate needs to try inverse kinematics solutions with different values

for joints that are not part of the kinematic chain. As part of the system’s knowledge

base, we define the predicate robot−pre−grasp−joint−states which yields solutions for

joint states to apply before doing the actual inverse kinematics computation. Since

asserting joint states changes the world database, the reachable predicate must first

copy the database and perform all steps for inferring reachability based on that copy

in order to avoid any unwanted side effects. For the PR2, we define three joint states

for the robot’s spine, the spine lowered completely (value of 0), the joint in the middle

(value of 0.165) and the spine at its uppermost position (value of 0.33).

Besides predicates for reasoning about object reachability, the system provides lower

level predicates for asserting that the robot can reach a specific point or a 6D pose in

space. In contrast to full 6D poses, points do not contain an orientation. For verifying

if a point is reachable or for inferring arms that can be used to reach a specific point

in space, CRAM provides the predicate point−reachable with the following signature:

( p o i n t− r e a chab l e ? wor ld ? robo t ? po i n t ?arm )

The only variable that is required to be bound is the variable ?point since the Prolog
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inference process is not able to generate a possibly infinite number of points in space

as solutions. The implementation of the predicate iterates over all possible grasps

and uses the default tool to verify if an inverse kinematics solution exists for reaching

the point. For asserting the reachability of a specific pose, we define the predicate

pose−reachable with the following signature:

( po se− r e achab l e ? wor ld ? robo t ? pose ?arm )

In contrast to point−reachable, this predicate does not need any grasps since a pose

already contains an orientation. The predicate only holds if an inverse kinematics

solution could be found to reach the pose ?pose with ?arm. Please note that similar

to point−reachable, ?pose needs to be bound while the other variables can be left un-

bound.

The CRAM reasoning system is also supposed to be used to evaluate potential poses for

the robot to stand in order to manipulate objects. Although the system is not designed

to perform grasp or motion planning, we still can make certain statements regarding

the quality of such a pose. For instance, locations from which the robot can reach

an object that should be picked up without being in collision with any other objects

is surely preferable to locations where the robot would collide with other objects.

The same holds for selecting the arm to use for picking up an object. Please note

that the system does not reject locations where the robot is in collision with other

objects because a sufficiently good motion planner can still be able to find a collision

free path for reaching an object. However, preferring solutions where the robot is in

collision with less or preferably no objects, motion plans will be much simpler and

the computational time for finding such a motion plan will be shorter.

To reason about and query for blocking objects, the CRAM reasoning system defines

the predicate blocking. Similar to reachable it comes in two versions, one with an arm

parameter and one without. The signature of the two predicates is as follows:
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Figure 3.6: Computation of the blocking predicate for the cup. The top row shows the IK
solutions for the three possible grasps for the right arm and the bottom row
shows the corresponding solutions for the left arm. The robot is in collision
with the pot when using the right arm, so the pot is considered a blocking
object.

( b l o c k i n g ?w ? robo t ? o b j e c t ? b l o c k i n g−ob j e c t )
( b l o c k i n g ?w ? robo t ? o b j e c t ?arm ? b l o c k i n g−ob j e c t )

The first version generates solutions for any object that the robot is colliding with

when reaching for ?object and binds the names of the blocking objects to ?blocking-

object. One solution for each blocking object is generated. Please note that the system

will collect all blocking objects for all usable arms and grasps but each blocking object

will only lead to one solution although it might be blocking for different grasps.

The second version generates solutions specific for one of the robot’s arms. That way, it

is possible to compare the sets of blocking objects for different arms and, for instance,

select the arm with the smallest number of blocking objects.

If the user needs a complete list of blocking objects instead of different solutions,

the functor setof can be used. The following example shows how to get the set of all

blocking objects when reaching for the object named mug with the right arm:
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1 ( s e t o f ? b l o c k i n g−ob j e c t
2 ( b l o c k i n g ? wor ld pr2 mug : r i g h t ? b l o c k i n g−ob j e c t )
3 ? b l o c k i n g− ob j e c t s )

Please note that in contrast to reachable, blocking generates separate solutions for

each arm independent of how many arms need to be used to grasp an object.

The implementation of the blocking predicate is slightly more complex than reachable

since it needs to perform collision detection. This is done using the contact predicate. In

contrast to reachable for which inverse kinematics calls are sufficient, blocking needs to

assert the joint states returned by inverse kinematics computation before performing

collision checking. To avoid changing the user’s world database, it therefore needs to

copy the world and perform its computations in that copy.

3.1.4 Belief State Representation using CRAM’s World Database

In order to use the geometric world database introduced in this section for decision

making during plan execution, the plan execution environment needs to update and

keep it consistent with the environment. As explained in Section 2.4, process modules

provide the interface between high-level plans and the robot’s hardware and percep-

tion routines. Only process modules are allowed to change the robot’s state or the

environment and all perception routines are also encapsulated in process modules.

To notify all parts of a CRAM system about changes, process modules send events

that contain symbolic information about the corresponding change.

Essentially, process modules can gather information about the world through sensors

and perception algorithms running on sensor data, they can move the robot’s links,

i.e. cause changes in the robot’s joint states, or they can interact with the environment

by grasping objects and releasing them again. Additionally, the robot can open and

close doors and drawers, i.e. change the state of articulated objects. For each of these

possible interactions, CRAM defines an event that contains additional information

about the change, for instance which object has been detected and by which sensor

or the opening angle of an articulated object. For keeping CRAM’s world database
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consistent, the system subscribes to these events and performs the corresponding as-

sertions in the database. For instance, when the robot grasps an object, two events

will be generated, one for notifying the system that the robot moved, i.e. that its links

changed their position, and one for indicating that the object is attached to the robot’s

gripper now which means if the robot moves, the object will move accordingly. In the

following, the currently defined events and the implementation of the corresponding

event handler for updating the default world database are explained.

robot−state−changed. Whenever the robot changes the position of one of its links or

whenever it changes its location in the environment, process modules are supposed to

send the event robot−state−changed. Please note that the maximal frequency of events

is not restricted. However, the rate of events should be kept as low as possible to save

computational resources and memory. For instance, in the current implementation,

the navigation process module sends only one robot−state−changed event after the nav-

igation process finished. Manipulation only sends events after an arm trajectory has

been executed. Besides a time stamp, the robot−state−changed event does not provide

any additional information.

If the reasoning system receives a robot−state−changed event, it re-initializes the posi-

tion of all robot links from the robot’s joint states and the localization module. In a

ROS system, TF8 is used which provides the complete set of transformations between

different coordinate frames in the ROS ecosystem.

object−attached. As mentioned already, when manipulating objects, it is important

that the system has information about the objects in the robot’s gripper at a given

point in time. For instance, to decide which arm to use for grasping an object or if it

is possible at all to grasp a specific object, for instance for bi-manual manipulation,

information about attached objects is important. If the robot changes its state, all

attached objects must move accordingly to keep the world database consistent. The

corresponding event in CRAM is the event object−attached. The event contains infor-

mation about the object that has been attached (i.e. the object designator), the name

of the link it has been attached to and a symbol naming the manipulator it has been

attached to, for instance : left or right .

8http://ros.org/wiki/tf
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The corresponding action to be executed when an object−attached event has been re-

ceived is the attached assertion as defined above:

( as se r t ? wor ld ( a t t a ched ? robo t ? l ink−name ? ob j e c t ) )

Please note that in the predicate above the variable ?object must be a unique symbol

identifying the object to be attached while the object bound to the event is an object

designator. The event handler has to translate the designator to the corresponding

object instance in the world database. An object designator might reference different

object instances over time. However, the data slot in an effective designator must ref-

erence an instance of type object−designator−data which contains an object identifier.

The object−perceived event must provide a mechanism to map this identifier to an ac-

tual instance name in the world database and the same mechanism must be used by

the handler for the object−attached event.

object−detached. The implementation of the object−detached event is similar to object-

attached. The events contain the same data. In fact, in the current implementation,

both events are derived from the same base class object−connection−event. The imple-

mentation of the event handler retracts the attached relation using the corresponding

retraction as defined above:

( r e t r ac t ? wor ld ( a t t a ched ? robo t ? l ink−name ? ob j e c t ) )

The same mechanism for mapping the object designator in the event to the name

of the object instance in the world database used in the handler for attaching objects

is used in the object−detached event handler as well.

object−articulation−event . Robots operating in human environments might be able

(and required) to open and close articulated objects such as drawers, cupboards or

a refrigerator. The CRAM system therefore defines an event for signaling changes to
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these objects. The corresponding event is called object−articulation−event and contains

the object designator of the articulated object for which the articulation state changed

and the new opening distance, either an angle for doors or a linear distance for draw-

ers. This data is then used to change the joint state of the corresponding object in the

world database.

object−perceived. Whenever an object has been perceived, the event object−perceived is

sent by the perception subsystem. Besides the object designator of a newly perceived

object, the event object contains an identifier of the sensor that sent it. While this in-

formation is not required for updating the world database, it still is useful for instance

to evaluate the quality of the received data. The designator referenced in this event

must always be an effective designator, containing a reference of type object-designator-

data.

One particular problem that has to be solved for a robust and consistent representation

of the robot’s environment is entity resolution, also known as anchoring. It is basically

the problem of deciding to which instance in the robot’s (symbolic) belief about the

world a specific object detection belongs. For instance, if the robot knows the location

of two cups that are standing next to each other and a new detection of just one cup

is received, the system needs to decide if it should create a new object instance or

if it should update its belief about one of the two cups. In the latter case it needs to

decide which cup to update. The problem of entity resolution is hard and still not

completely solved. However, CRAM implements simple heuristics based on overlaps

and knowledge about the algorithms used for detecting objects.

Let us assume the robot has a large database of 3D models of objects and the percep-

tion system can detect the objects that are in this database. If any object is detected,

the handler for the object−perceived event first asserts a new object instance with the

corresponding 3D model stored in the model database. Then the system uses the

contact predicate to check for overlaps. If two objects with identical type, i.e. with the

same 3D model, are overlapping, the system retracts one of the two instances and

equates the designator of the new object with the designator of the old object to in-

dicate that they are both referencing the same object. This approach assumes that

the self-localization of the robot is relatively accurate and that that object detection
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leads to fairly accurate poses, too. These assumptions are valid for the PR2 using a

3D sensor such as the Kinect and a sufficiently distinguishable set of objects.

To account for objects that have been moved externally, the system also needs to

remove object instances that should have been visible but could not be detected any-

more. With sensors such as the Kinect, it is possible to find clusters of points that are

on a supporting plane with considerably few false positives and false negatives. We

thus assume that if an object could not be found with this very simple detection algo-

rithm, it is not present in the world anymore or it significantly changed its position.

Using the visible predicate, the system can infer which objects should be visible taking

into account occlusions and sensor parameters such as the visual field or a maximal

detection distance. That way, it can decide which objects need to be removed from

the database.

Unfortunately, although in most cases perception is able to find point clusters that cor-

respond to objects on supporting planes, it is not always possible to get the 3D model

of the object, either because the object is not in the database or due to sensor noise

or other problems of the perception algorithm. In these cases, the system can still tri-

angulate the detected point cloud and assert it in the world database. While dynamic

simulation, i.e. stability reasoning is not possible for these objects, the 3D models can

certainly be used for visibility reasoning and for inferring occlusions. These triangu-

lated point clouds can even be used to infer if they can be used as supporting planes

when assuming the corresponding objects are static (see Figure 3.7).

3.2 Reasoning about Plan Execution

Besides providing mechanisms for representing the robot’s environment on a geomet-

ric level and for reasoning in this geometric representation, a second important aspect

to implement cognitive capabilities in robots is the semantic understanding of plans

and reasoning about them. To enable a robot to infer if a plan or sub-plan was success-

ful, i.e. if it achieved its intended effects, and for detecting unintended side-effects of

generated plans, it is important to have means for reasoning about plan execution.

Connecting changes in the belief state of the robot to actions it executed is not only

important for debugging and analyzing plan execution after actions have been per-

formed but also for predicting possible outcomes of a plan using plan projection and
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Figure 3.7: Scenes with objects being triangulated from raw point cloud data. The top
row shows the camera image and the bottom row a visualization of the cor-
responding world database. As can be seen, only half of the pancake maker
is visible for the robot and has been triangulated. The picture shows the ini-
tial state with the box standing left behind the bottle and a later detection
where the box has been moved externally. The system retracted the original
instance of the box and asserted a new instance at a different location.

simulation to analyze and process the simulated results. Also, detailed information

about the execution of a plan can be used to generate large sets of training data for

learning. Learned models can then be used again for decision making inside plans.

Similar to reasoning about stability, visibility and reachability, the interface for rea-

soning about plans and plan execution is implemented as CRAM Prolog predicates

that query the underlying lower-level data structures. These lower level data struc-

tures for reasoning about plan execution are called execution trace which can also be

stored on a hard disk for later use.
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Figure 3.8: Plan execution and recording of execution traces. The task tree and the in-
ternal state of the CRAM plan execution environment (including the belief
state) are logged and stored in an execution trace.

3.2.1 Representation of Execution Traces

As mentioned already, execution traces are basically special knowledge bases on which

predicates are implemented, for instance to infer the purpose of plans or to make

inferences based on what the robot was believing at a certain point in time. Essentially,

the execution trace consists of three parts:

1. The task tree that is generated during plan execution.

2. The values of all fluents at any point in time. This also includes the status fluents

of tasks.

3. A time line. It is a sequence of events and the corresponding world states.

Figure 3.8 shows an overview of the generation of execution traces during plan exe-

cution.

The task tree. As shown in Section 2.1.4.6, executing a plan always generates a

task tree, i.e. a tree data structure with instances of type task−tree−node. Plan exe-

cution unfolds the tree, i.e. whenever a declarative form such as a goal (e.g. achieve
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or perceive−object), at−location or a plan function is executed, a new node in the task

tree is created. The task tree is generated independent of the recording of execution

traces and is not only used as part of the execution trace but also for accessing task

instances for instance for synchronization using the partial−order macro or calls to

wait−for or whenever on a task status fluent. The execution trace contains a serialized

version of this task tree.

Recorded fluents. The recording of fluents is more complex because in contrast to

the task tree data structure, fluents change their value over time. That means that the

CRAM library for recording execution traces needs to provide the functionality to store

all values a fluent had over time together with the corresponding time stamp. Fluents

already provide a callback mechanism that is used to implement fluent networks that

need to update their value when a fluent in the fluent network changes its value. More

specifically, the implementation of the setter for the fluent value executes all on−update

callbacks. Fluent recording hooks into that mechanism by registering a callback that

stores fluent values in a database. However, special care has to be taken when storing

the fluent value because fluents can be bound to arbitrary objects such as class or

structure instances, lists or arrays that might be altered by the user. Although side

effects in CRAM are strongly discouraged, there is no way in Common Lisp to prevent

the user from using them. The recording framework for fluents thus needs to make a

deep copy of fluent values as soon as a value change happens.

Events and the timeline. The ability to reason about the relation between plans

that were executed and the effects in the world (and in the robot’s belief state) is

one of the most important requirements for execution traces in CRAM. Besides the

task tree which contains, in combination with the recorded fluent values, all informa-

tion about plan execution, representing the belief state and changes in it is a second

crucial part in CRAM’s execution trace framework. Although fluents can be used to

represent the robot’s belief and in particular changes in it, they lack semantic informa-

tion and grounding in an underlying logic. Instead, process modules as introduced in

Section 2.4 signal world updates by generating events. The CRAM execution trace li-

brary subscribes to these events and records them. Additionally, the belief state based

on the geometric world database as introduced in Section 3.1 allows for more sophis-

ticated reasoning and decision making during plan execution. The same events used

for updating the world database are also used in the execution trace. By storing the
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current world database whenever such an event is received, snapshots of the robot’s

belief are taken. The temporally ordered sequence of events and the corresponding

world database instances form a timeline. The timeline is used to relate effects in the

environment, or rather in the robot’s belief, to the corresponding parts in the plan.

Persistent storage of execution traces. Execution traces contain a huge amount of

valuable information that is not only useful for debugging and verifying if a plan had

the intended effects. Additionally, this data can be used by learning algorithms, for

instance to learn failure models or decision functions. Many programming languages

already provide the functionality to serialize data structures and store them in files.

For instance, Python provides the pickle module. Unfortunately, Common Lisp does

not have built-in support for marshalling. A number of third party libraries can be

found however. The CRAM execution trace uses the library cl-store9 which provides

support for different back ends and is sufficiently flexible and extensible.

The execution trace of a CRAM plan contains the task tree with references to low-

level thread objects and closures, the world representation with references to a Bullet

based world state and fluent values over time with references to arbitrary Lisp objects.

Some information, such as thread handles or closures are not relevant for later reason-

ing about plan execution while lazy lists generated by all CRAM reasoning modules

hold important information. All information in the execution trace is encapsulated in

the class episode−knowledge. Besides information about the start and end time of the

recording, it contains a reference to the task tree object and a reference to a hash

table containing all fluents and their value.

While using default serialization handlers for all CLOS objects, the system defines

various special handlers which are necessary because cl-store has no means for se-

rializing closures. For task objects, only the name of the task’s status fluent and the

result value of the task is stored. Code objects store only the s-expression of the ex-

ecuted code, the task object and the arguments passed to the task tree node. Lazy

lists are slightly harder to serialize because it is not possible to store the complete

computational context to allow for generating additional elements after serialization.

Although not a perfect solution, the system thus converts lazy lists to ordinary lists. In-

stead of expanding the complete list which might either be computationally expensive

9http://common-lisp.net/project/cl-store/
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or run into infinite loops for an infinite number of elements, lazy lists are just cut, i.e.

the generator function is removed and the resulting lists contain only elements that

have been computed so far. Storing the Bullet based world database is rather com-

plex since the original Lisp classes contain numerous native system pointers to foreign

C++ objects which cannot be stored. Fortunately, the mechanism for storing a world

database already generates CLOS classes that mostly contain serializable pure Lisp

data. However, for performance reasons and because Bullet allows to re-use them,

it still contains references to Bullet shape objects which cannot be serialized easily.

Special handlers allow for storing complete meshes or other objects though.

3.2.2 Querying Execution Traces

Accessing the execution trace in CRAM works similar to accessing the geometric world

database explained in the previous section. We define predicates for representing as-

pects of plan execution and to represent the relation between tasks, their parameters,

their results, errors or changes of their status. Since time is an important aspect, we

add a temporal calculus to the pure first-order logic representation we used so far. The

predicates to reason about the task tree together with temporal predicates to reason

about timelines provide the tool set to reason about plan execution.

Reasoning on timelines. Occasions have been introduced in Section 2.5.2. An occa-

sion is a logical expression describing the state of the world at a certain point in time.

It is grounded by predicates in the CRAM reasoning system and hold over intervals

in time. Additionally, we define the concept of events that indicate changes in the

(believed) world states, i.e. occasions can only change their truth value when events

occur. Events are sent by process modules, i.e. they are not generated by high-level

plans but by low-level components of the executive that directly interact with the

robot’s hardware and environment. This is an important property because that way,

the world states that are to be achieved (by high-level plans) are separated from the

actual interactions with the environment. While high-level plans can be executed con-

currently, events are always generated sequentially and, per definition, do not have a

duration.
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To access the timeline that is stored in an execution trace, CRAM provides the predi-

cate execution−trace−timeline with the following signature:

( e x e c u t i o n− t r a c e− t im e l i n e ? t r a c e ? t i m e l i n e )

The variable ?trace must be bound to a valid execution trace object. The predicate

then unifies the variable ? timeline with the timeline in the execution trace.

To reason about timelines which basically represent the robot’s belief state during plan

execution and changes in it, we define two predicates. The predicate holds allows for

asserting occasions and their duration. It is defined as follows:

( ho l d s ? t i m e l i n e ? o c c a s i o n ? t ime )

The variable ? timeline must be bound to a valid timeline object. The occasion must

be bound to a valid Prolog expression that is proven on specific instances of the Pro-

log world database at specific points in time. It can contain free variables. The variable

?time is used to control which world states on the timeline have to be considered. It

needs to be bound to a pattern of one of the following forms:

• (at ?t) Prove the occasion at a specific point in time indicated by the time stamp

?t. The implementation basically loads the world database that was valid at ?t

and tries to prove the occasion using that database.

• (during ?t−1 ?t−2) Prove the occasion in all different valid world databases in the

interval specified by [?t−1, ?t−2). The holds predicate succeeds if the occasion

could be proven in at least one world database. If the occasion contains free

variables and the value of the variables changes between world instances, choice

points are generated.
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• (throughout ?t−1 ?t−2) Prove the occasion in all different valid world databases

in the given interval. The holds predicate succeeds only if the occasion could be

proven in all world databases with the same assignment of (free) variables. If

the occasion holds in all world databases but some variable assignments change

or if the occasion does not hold in at least one world database, holds fails.

With these tree variations of the holds predicate, it is possible to express occasions in

the belief state of the robot and relate them to goals. For instance, we defined achieve

to only terminate successfully if the robot believes that the corresponding occasion

holds in the robot’s belief at this time. Suppose the occasion of an achieve expression

is ( loc Cup Table), i.e. the cup should be on the table and the achieve terminated at

time stamp 30.15. The corresponding holds expression for verifying that the occasion

really holds is:

1 ( ho l d s ? t i m e l i n e ( l o c Cup Table ) ( at 30 . 15 ) )

Please note that the ? timeline variable needs to be bound to a valid timeline object.

It can be left unbound when the user intends to use holds during plan execution to

use the default timeline of the current execution episode. Outside of the CRAM exe-

cution context of a plan however, the default timeline is unbound and for each new

execution episode, a new timeline is started.

To assert the occurrence of events on the timeline, the CRAM execution trace library

implements the predicate occurs with the following signature:

( o c cu r s ? t i m e l i n e ? even t ? t ime )

The predicate states that an event pattern ?event was sent by a process module at

time stamp ?time. Although events are instances of CLOS objects on the lowest level,

they are converted to logical patterns that can be matched by CRAM’s reasoning sys-
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tem when an execution trace is recorded. Table 3.3 gives a summary of the event

patterns currently supported by CRAM.

(robot−state−changed) The robot or one of its links moved
(object−attached ?obj ? link ) An object has been attached to one of the

robots links, e.g. by grasping it.
(object−detached ?obj ? link ) An object has been detached from a robot

link, e.g. by opening the gripper.
( object−articulation−event ?obj ?distance ) An articulated object (e.g. door, drawer)

has been opened or closed.
(object−perceived ?obj ?sensor) An object has been perceived in one of the

robot’s sensors.

Table 3.3: Event statements.

The implementation of occurs is much simpler than holds because events do not have

any temporal extent and no handling of time intervals is necessary. The implemen-

tation of the predicate basically iterates over all (temporally ordered) pairs of event

patterns and the corresponding time stamps and unifies them with the two corre-

sponding variables in the occurs predicate. For instance, the following example shows

how to find all objects that were detected by the robot during plan execution:

1 ( o c cu r s ? t i m e l i n e ( o b j e c t−p e r c e i v e d ? o b j e c t ?_) ? t )

The variable ? timeline has to be bound to a valid timeline object. The result of this

predicate will be a set of solutions with pairs of object designators and the time stamps

when they were detected.

Reasoning about fluent values. Fluents are a powerful tool to represent values that

change over time. Not only do they allow for waiting for value changes, for imple-

menting synchronization and reactive code. They also enable CRAM to store the com-

plete history of their values over time. In particular, fluents are heavily used internally

for implementing synchronization mechanisms in task objects. Their main use case in

execution traces is therefore to store the history of a task’s state and the transitions

between them. All fluents have a unique identifier that is used to access them in the
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execution trace. The predicate to access the value of a fluent at a specific time is

�uent−value−at with the following signature:

( f l u e n t− v a l u e−a t ? t r a c e ? f luent−name ? va l u e ? t ime )

Apart from ?trace, none of the variables in the above example need to be bound but

one important property on the binding of the variable ?value has to be noted. The

value will not be referentially equal (i.e. equal using the Common Lisp eq function)

to any of the fluent’s values as referenced in a CRAM program, at least if the value is

not a simple type such as a number. For execution traces that were stored in files, this

is clear. However, in online execution traces, the reason is that in order to deal with

side effects on fluent values, the system has to make a shallow copy of all objects and

therefore, while the copied objects contain the same data as the original object, they

do not share the same reference.

Reasoning on the task tree. The predicates presented so far allow for accessing the

robot’s belief state and querying changes in it but they do not access the task tree to

provide a relation to the actual robot control programs. CRAM implements predicates

to access data of task objects that are referenced in the task tree, i.e. that contain

semantic annotations, predicates to reason about their relation (e.g. parent/subtask),

predicates to access the value of designators and predicates for querying failure ob-

jects.

To assert that a variable is bound to a task object or to enumerate all tasks, CRAM

provides the predicate task with the following signature:

( t a s k ? t r a c e ? t a s k )

It holds for each task object that is stored in the corresponding execution trace.
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The system only stores a subset of tasks on the task tree, including tasks with semantic

annotations and tagged tasks. Only these tasks can be accessed by the task predicate.

Semantic annotations are either created by goals, i.e. procedures created with def−goal

or special macro forms such as at−location. To access the semantic annotation of a task,

CRAM implements the predicate task−goal with the following signature:

( t a sk−goa l ? t r a c e ? t a s k ? goa l )

The variable ?trace has to be bound to an execution trace object while the variable

?task can be either bound or unbound. The variable ?goal is unified with the goal pat-

tern of a task. For instance, let us consider the definition of the pick-up sub-plan:

1 ( def−goal ( achieve ( ob ject− i n−hand ? o b j e c t ) )

2 . . . )

When it was executed successfully, the following expression will hold on the corre-

sponding execution trace

1 ( t a sk−goa l ? t r a c e ? t a s k ( a c h i e v e ( ob ject− i n−hand ? o b j e c t ) ) )

If ?task is unbound, all tasks that grasped an object will be solutions. Additionally,

the object designator of the grasped object will also be bound in the corresponding

solutions.

Besides the goal of a given task object, other interesting aspects are the start and

the end time of the task and its result. In case of a failure, the actual failure object

is relevant as well. The corresponding predicates for accessing these task properties

are:
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• (task−status−at ?trace ?task ?status ?time) Query the status of a task at a specific

point in time.

• ( task−start ?trace ?task ?time): Query the start time of the task, i.e. the time

stamp where its status transitioned to :running the first time.

• (task−end ?trace ?task ?time): Query the end time of a task, i.e. the time stamp

where its status transitioned to a final status (either :succeeded, :evaporated or

:failed).

• (task−outcome ?trace ?task ?status ): Query the final status of the task.

• ( task−result ?trace ?task ? result ): Access the return value of a task. This predi-

cate only holds if the task succeeded.

• ( task−failure ?trace ?task ? failure ): Query the failure object thrown by the task.

This predicate only holds if the task’s final status was :failed.

Besides the properties of task objects, a second and probably more important aspect

is reasoning about the relations between tasks. This includes assertions about the task

tree, i.e. parent-child relationships and reasoning about concurrency and potentially

conflicting resources. The hierarchical relationship between tasks is interesting be-

cause it allows to make statements about the purpose, intentions and roles of certain

plan parts. Informally, the intention of an achieve goal is to make its occasion hold

in the world. The intention of a perform goal is to execute an action on the robot’s

hardware, the intention of a perceive goal is to verify occasions and detect objects

using the robot’s sensors and the intention of at−location blocks is to only execute the

body of the expression at a certain location. On the other hand, the purpose of a task

is to contribute to the fulfillment of the intention of its parent tasks.

In CRAM we define two predicates to express the relation between a task and its child

task, subtask to assert the relation between a parent task and its direct child task, and

subtask which holds for all direct and indirect sub-tasks of the parent task, i.e. will hold

for the transitive hull of all sub-tasks. The signature of the two predicates is similar:
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( sub ta sk ? t r a c e ? t a s k ? sub− task )
( sub ta sk+ ? t r a c e ? t a s k ? sub− task )

Similar to all other predicates that are computed based on an execution trace, the

variable ?trace has to be bound to an execution trace object. The other variables can

be either bound or unbound and choice points are generated in the reasoning engine

for the different solutions of the relation. For instance, if we bind ?task to an object that

has two children which again have two children, the predicate subtask will generate

two different solutions while the predicate subtask will generate six solutions.

Helper predicates for accessing data structures. In addition to the predicates for

basic reasoning about the robot’s belief state and plans, a plan normally utilizes other

data structures, particularly designators, failure objects and rarely instances of other

CLOS classes. CRAM provides a few helper predicates to access these data structures.

For instance, designators are normally used as parameters for goals and can therefore

be bound to variables by the task−goal predicate and failure objects can be accessed

using the task−failure predicate.

As explained in Section 2.3, designators are objects that contain key-value pairs sym-

bolically describing the entity referenced by the designator and an optional data slot

which is called the designator solution. Different designators that are referencing the

same entity are equated and form a chain of designators representing the history of

an entity in the robot’s belief. To access different solutions at different points in time,

CRAM provides the predicate designator−solution−at with the following signature:

( d e s i g n a t o r− s o l u t i o n− a t ? d e s i g n a t o r ? s o l u t i o n ? t ime )

Please note that the execution trace does not provide a complete list of designators,

i.e. it is not possible to enumerate all designators. The reason is that designators are

only referenced by goal patterns or the with−designators CRAM form and do not have

an explicit name as fluents do. Therefore, no execution trace object has to be provided
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and the ?designator variable has to be bound in the designator−solution−at predicate. Ad-

ditionally, it is important to access the symbolic description of referenced entities at

specific points in time. For that, CRAM provides the predicate designator−property−at

with the following signature:

( d e s i g na t o r−p r ope r t y−a t ? d e s i g n a t o r ? p r o p e r t y ? t ime )

The predicate asserts a designator property at a specific point in time and can be used

to enumerate all properties at a specific point in time or all time stamps at which a

property is part of the designator’s description. More specifically, based on the variable

?designator , the predicate designator−property−at first queries all designators equated

with it during the course of actions recorded in the execution trace. Then it finds

the designator that belongs to the time stamp specified by the variable ?time. Finally,

all solutions are generated for which the variable ?property matches the designator’s

properties.

Failure objects do not have any temporal extent, i.e. once an instance is created, it will

not change over time. Therefore, all predicates related to accessing failure objects do

not require a time variable. The most interesting aspect of failure objects is its type.

To access it, CRAM provides the predicate failure−type with the following signature:

( f a i l u r e− t y p e ? f a i l u r e ? type )

The predicate unifies the failure object’s Lisp type with the variable ?type. To access

different slots, common CRAM reasoning utilities such as lisp−fun can be used.
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3.2.3 Examples for Reasoning on Execution Traces

The reasoning mechanisms defined in this section provide a powerful way to inves-

tigate what the robot did, when it did it, why it did it and what the believed state

of the world looked like. In this section, examples to demonstrate the expressiveness

of the predicates for querying the execution trace will be presented. In the following

examples, let us assume the robot executed a table setting plan that included several

pick-and-place actions.

To find all locations where the robot was standing while picking up an object, we

query all at−location goals that were executed in the context of an object−in−hand goal

and access the respective location designator. The following code snippet shows the

corresponding Prolog code:

1 ( and ( ta sk−goa l ? t r a c e ? task−1 ( a c h i e v e ( ob ject− i n−hand ?_) ) )

2 ( sub ta sk+ ? task−1 ? task−2 )
3 ( t a sk−goa l ? t r a c e ? task−2 ( a t− l o c a t i o n ? l o c ) ) )

If we want to find out if the robot grasped a specific object, for instance a plate,

and the initial location of that object, we can make the following query:

1 ( and ( ta sk−goa l ? t r a c e ? tsk−1 ( a c h i e v e ( ob ject− i n−hand ? ob j ) ) )

2 ( t a sk−goa l ? t r a c e ? tsk−2 ( p e r c e i v e− o b j e c t ? ob j ) )

3 ( sub ta sk+ ? t r a c e ? tsk−1 ? tsk−2 )
4 ( task−end ? t r a c e ? tsk−1 ? t1 )

5 ( task−end ? t r a c e ? tsk−2 ? t2 )

6 ( d e s i g na t o r−p r ope r t y−a t ? ob j ( type p l a t e ) ? t1 )

7 ( d e s i g na t o r−p r ope r t y−a t ? ob j ( a t ? l o c ) ? t2 ) )

First, we find all pick-up plans and bind the variable ?obj to the object designator

used for grasping. Then we find all sub-plans that were perceiving that object to find
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the point in time where we definitely know the pose of the object. Then we need to

query the end times of the two tasks in order to query their designator properties at

the respective time stamps. Finally, we assert that the designator references an object

of type “plate” and query the location designator describing the location of the object

right after detecting it. Please note that if the goal perceive−object failed to find the ob-

ject, the query for the designator properties would fail as well and the above example

would not yield any solutions.

To find all locations the robot navigated to, we can query all perform goals with ac-

tion designators describing navigation actions. The following code snipped shows the

corresponding Prolog query:

1 ( and ( ta sk−goa l ? t r a c e ? t a s k ( per fo rm ? a c t i o n ) )

2 ( task−end ? t r a c e ? t a s k ? t )

3 ( d e s i g na t o r−p r ope r t y−a t ? a c t i o n ( type n a v i g a t i o n ) ? t )

4 ( d e s i g na t o r−p r ope r t y−a t ? a c t i o n ( goa l ? l o c ) ? t ) )

This query will have multiple solutions, one for each location the robot navigated

to.

Another interesting aspect of plan execution are failures. For instance, to find all pick-

up tasks that failed, we can use the following query:

1 ( and ( ta sk−goa l ? t r a c e ? t a s k ( a c h i e v e ( ob ject− i n−hand ?_) ) )

2 ( task−outcome ? t r a c e ? t a s k : f a i l e d ) )

Often, the system is able to recover from single pick-up failures. In that case the query

above would not hold since recovery takes place in the achieve goal object−in−hand.

However, object−in−hand contains multiple calls to perform which might have failed.

To find all pick-up goals that succeeded but required several attempts to pick up the

object, we can make the following query:
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1 ( and ( ta sk−goa l ? t r a c e ? tsk−1 ( a c h i e v e ( ob ject− i n−hand ?_) ) )

2 ( task−outcome ? t r a c e ? tsk−1 : succeeded )

3 ( sub ta sk+ ? t r a c e ? tsk−1 ? tsk−2 )
4 ( t a sk−goa l ? t r a c e ? tsk−2 ( per fo rm ? ac t ) )

5 ( task−outcome ? t r a c e ? tsk−2 : f a i l e d ) )

When executing a complex plan with a high number of steps, it is possible that one

action invalidates a goal that has been achieved previously. Although all individual

plan steps succeeded, the overall outcome of the plan would still be wrong in that

case. Using the execution trace, we are able to detect such errors. Each plan has one

single top-level task, the task that does not have a parent task itself. To check if any

goal that should have been achieved does not hold in the end of the top-level plan,

we make the following query:

1 ( and ( t o p− l e v e l ? t r a c e ? t t )

2 ( task−end ? t r a c e ? t t ? t )

3 ( sub ta sk ? t r a c e ? t t ? sub )

4 ( t a sk−goa l ? t r a c e ? sub ( a c h i e v e ?o ) )

5 ( not ( ho l d s ? t r a c e ?o ( at ? t ) ) ) )

As can be seen, we use the occasion of achieve goals and verify that the goal actually

holds in the robot’s belief state when the top level plan finished reusing the goal oc-

casion in the holds predicate. Since holds is implemented based on the physics-based

world database which is updated from events generated by perception and low-level

actions, we can verify if the goal actually holds by just using knowledge of the timeline

and not the task tree. To summarize, this example shows how the semantic annota-

tion of plans using occasions is used to automatically query the robot’s belief state in

order to verify that a plan actually lead to the its asserted behavior. This allows to

detect flaws that are hard to detect using common error signals such as exceptions

since sub-plans are not analyzed separately but the complete course of action is taken

into account.
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3.3 Related Work

In robotics, qualitative reasoning and more specifically reasoning about collisions and

the geometric constraints of the robot and its environment, has been used heavily in

particular for motion planning [Latombe, 1991]. The combination of motion plan-

ning with symbolic planning methods has been shown in [Zickler and Veloso, 2009],
[Ruehl et al., 2010] and [Dornhege et al., 2009]. One interesting aspect of [Dornhege

et al., 2009] is that the applicability of symbolic actions is verified using geometric

reasoning. This approach is similar to our approach of implementing Prolog predicates

based geometric reasoning to resolve them on a sub-symbolic level.

The work presented in [Zickler and Veloso, 2009] shows the integration of dynamic

aspects in planning using a physics engine. General purpose physics-based simula-

tion using a tableaux based reasoning system is shown in [Johnston and Williams,

2008]. However, the limitations of this system are that no reasoning about visibility

and perspective taking is possible.

A system to reason about perspective taking and visibility in the context of human-

robot interaction is shown in [Marin et al., 2008].

The authors of [Kunze et al., 2011] present a system for extensive reasoning about

robot action execution on a very detailed level. Complete action sequences are simu-

lated and all important aspects of action execution are recorded. Prolog is then used

to perform reasoning on the recorded execution scenarios. The use of a physically ac-

curate simulation environment can lead to very accurate results, although limited by

the accuracy of the underlying physics engine and the modeling detail of the robot and

the environment. This approach is computationally very expensive since all aspects

of action execution including control loops and perception are modeled.

As shown in [Weitnauer et al., 2010], the accuracy of commonly used physics engines

such as Bullet, can be improved by automatically adapting simulation parameters. The

authors have shown that the accurate prediction of actions using physics engines is

feasible.

The placement of objects based on spacial relations specified in natural language has

been presented in [Coyne and Sproat, 2001]. There, the authors use predefined areas,

so called spacial tags to resolve properties such as on or under.
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Once a system can reasoning about the execution of its actions, it becomes capable of

answering questions about the internal data structures, the course of action and the

decision making process that leads to the executed sequence of actions. The only sim-

ilar system the author knows about that runs fully integrated on a robot platform and

is able to reflect about itself is the GRACE system [Simmons et al., 2002] which gave

a talk about itself at a conference on artificial intelligence. This included information

about it’s capabilities and the tasks being executed.

Meta-level architectures such as a Prolog interpreter implemented in Prolog clauses

[Sterling and Shapiro, 1994] show some similar characteristics as the reasoning sys-

tem presented in this work. Programs are interpreted as data that can be reasoned

about. Thus, aspects of the interpretation are made explicit. But in contrast to these

systems that are applied on disembodied problems inside a more or less static prob-

lem domain specified as facts in knowledge bases, our system allows to reason about

plans that are executed on a robotic platform that acts in a complex and dynamic envi-

ronment. Our system allows to handle uncertain knowledge and beliefs, and grounds

the knowledge representation in the underlying data structures of the robot.

The first order representation described in this paper can be compared to Temporal

Action Logics (TAL) [Doherty et al., 1998]. Whereas TAL’s authors define a language

for reasoning about action and change, we add a concept of intention. That means,

we not only describe what happened but also what the robot wanted to achieve.

Runtime analysis of programs and their execution behavior is heavily used in Just-In-

Time compilers such as the Java Virtual Machine for hot-spot optimization [Arnold

et al., 2004]. There, program execution has to be recorded and analyzed as well,

though on a much lower level than the work presented in this chapter.

3.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we explained the integration of geometric reasoning and symbolic

reasoning by implementing predicates such as stable, visible and reachable using a

physics engine, off-screen rendering of the scene from the robot’s perspective using

OpenGL and inverse kinematics computation. The approach shown in this work allows

for quick inference and combines the advantages of symbolic reasoning with more
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accurate mechanisms that are based on a geometrically accurate representation of the

environment. The system is used for maintaining a concise internal representation of

the world which is used to execute geometric reasoning tasks and for fast predictions

of the effect of actions.

In addition to reasoning about geometric aspects of the environment, we presented

how reasoning about plan execution is implemented. Reasoning about the actions the

robot executed, either in reality, in simulation or when projecting a plan is crucial for

finding flaws in the robot’s actions in order to avoid or repair them.
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The physics based reasoning system introduced in Chapter 3 allows for computing the

truth value of predicates but also to generate solutions that satisfy a specific Prolog

expression. However, the generation of solutions is limited to purely symbolic variable

bindings. For instance, while it is possible to iterate over all sensors of the robot and

verify if an object can be seen in one sensor to find all sensors in which an object

is visible, the system cannot generate locations for the robot’s base from which the

object can be seen. The reason is that the set of sensors is symbolically defined and is

rather small while the set of all possible 6D-poses is of infinite size which means that

the computational complexity explodes. On the other hand, when executing plans on

a robot, parameters such as the locations for putting down objects or for the robot

to stand when performing actions is an important but also hard task that needs to be

solved for robust and flexible action execution.
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The CRAM system provides a non-optimal sampling based solution for generating lo-

cations that satisfy a set of symbolic constraints. In contrast to motion planning which

tries to find a path of poses from a starting pose to a goal pose, CRAM generates goal

poses for placing objects or the robot’s base. Parameter generation in CRAM is sup-

posed to be used at run-time. This implies that it needs to be as fast as possible without

any negative impact on the execution time of plans. Additionally, for constraints such

as reachability, visibility or the stability of poses, it is hard to define objective func-

tions for optimization algorithms. Most often, finding a suitable solution fast is more

important and also more feasible than finding a provably optimal solution.

The system described in this chapter is an extension to location designators as intro-

duced in Section 2.3 and is integrated using the interfaces defined for location desig-

nators as explained in Section 2.3.2. The resolution of a location designator is divided

into two steps, a generation step and a verification step. Generators yield sequences of

solution candidates in the form of lazy lists and verification functions accept or reject

solutions.

Informally, the generation of a pose, for instance for the robot to reach the cup, is

resolved as follows:

1. Generate a two-dimensional grid based on the location designator constraints

with values greater than zero for all potentially valid solutions. The grid should

approximate the solution space of the designator properties but does not nec-

essarily need to be completely correct. It is a map representing the solution

density of a specific cell where greater values represent more solutions for a

specific constraint.

2. Use the grid as a probability density function to generate random samples.

3. Use heuristics to resolve the orientation and Z coordinate (height) of the gen-

erated pose. For poses for the robot to stand, this is always zero, i.e. the pose

will always be on the floor.

4. Use the physics-based reasoning system to prove that the solution is valid.
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As can be seen, the first three steps generate a solution candidate while the last step

verifies that the candidate is a valid solution with respect to the location designator

to be resolved.

In this chapter we will first describe the system for constructing the two-dimensional

grids representing valid poses from the symbolic constraints specified by location des-

ignators. Then we will explain the code API and the currently implemented grid gen-

erator functions together with the corresponding validation functions.

The work presented in this Chapter has been published previously in [Mösenlechner

and Beetz, 2011] and in [Mösenlechner and Beetz, 2013].

4.1 Density Maps for Sampling Solution Candidates

Since backtracking over a possible infinite number of poses to find solutions in a Pro-

log inference process is not feasible, a different mechanism that has the potential

to find valid solutions quickly is important. Location designators contain constraints

for the described locations on a symbolic level while, on the other hand, solutions

required by the CRAM executive need to be sub-symbolic values, e.g. poses. The con-

straints specified with designators normally restrict the solution space but still leave

many potentially valid solutions. For instance, let us consider the following location

designator:

( l o c a t i o n ( ( on counte r− top ) ) )

It constrains the solution space of all points that are on any counter-top in the robot’s

environment. Figure 4.1 shows a density map for the above designator in TUM’s

kitchen lab. It can be seen that two areas are counter tops and all locations on them

are equally valid. The process of resolving location designator properties and gen-

erating poses (i.e. positions and orientations) in space is split up into three parts in

order to deal with the computational complexity of the six-dimensional space of poses

(three dimensions for the position in space and three for the orientation) and to make
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Figure 4.1: Density Map for locations on a counter-top. The red areas indicate values
in the density map that are greater than zero meaning that these points are
potential solutions for locations on counter tops.

Orientation

z
y
x Density Map

Height generator

Orientation generator

Figure 4.2: The different generator functions to generate a (sampled) pose in three di-
mensional space, including its orientation.

a sampling based approach feasible. As mentioned already, the generation of a pose

consists of three steps: sampling points from a two-dimensional probability distribu-

tion generated from a combination of density maps, the generation of the z-coordinate

by a different generator function that can either be based on heuristics, sampling or

a combination of both and the generation of the orientation of the pose by a third

generator that can be just a heuristic or also be based on sampling as shown in Fig-

ure 4.2. This section will provide the concepts and reasoning related to the first part,

sampling based on density maps.

To generate solution candidates, the first step is to convert designator properties, i.e.

the symbolic key-value pairs of the designator’s constraints to a probability density
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function that can be used by sampling algorithms. A valid solution for a designator

must satisfy all constraints. In other words, the current system does not support or

combinations but only and combinations of constraints. If a solution does not sat-

isfy one of the constraints it cannot be a solution for the designator. Density Maps,

i.e. two-dimensional matrices of positive real numbers allow for representing spacial

constraints such as on, in but also to represent locations from which objects can be

reached to a certain extent. Additionally, they can be merged easily and they can be

easily converted to valid probability density functions to be used for sampling. Each

entry in the density map matrix corresponds to a grid cell in the x-y-plane of the

robot’s environment. Values of zero indicate that the corresponding grid cell cannot

be a solution for the designator to be resolved and values greater than zero indicate

potential solution candidates. A greater value indicates a greater probability of the

corresponding cell to be a valid solution and therefore increases the probability of the

corresponding cell to be selected as a solution.

In our very simple example of locations on a countertop, the corresponding density

map is generated by first finding all countertops using a semantic map of the envi-

ronment. Then these objects are projected down to the x-y-plane and all cells that

are inside a counter top are set to equal values greater than zero while all other cells

are set to zero. The density map is converted to a probability density function by nor-

malizing its values. To form a valid probability density function, all values must sum

up to one and since the density map is a discrete grid, the normalization operation is

rather simple. First, the sum of all values is computed and then each value is divided

by this sum.

More complicated designators, i.e. designators with more constraints, are resolved by

first generating several density maps and then combining them. As an example, let us

consider the following example designator:

( l o c a t i o n ( ( to s e e ) ( to r each ) ( ob j Cup1 ) ) )

It describes a location for the robot’s base from which it can see and reach the object

instance named Cup1. To resolve it, three density maps are generated: one represent-
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(a) All locations the robot can drive to. (b) All locations from which the cup is vis-
ible.

(c) All locations from which the cup is
reachable.

(d) Combination of all three density
maps.

Figure 4.3: The three different density maps and the resulting density map that are gen-
erated by the designator description( location ((to see) (to reach) (obj Cup1

))). As can be seen, the example scene consists of a cup and a pot that is
standing close to the cup with the pot occluding the cup.

ing all locations that the robot can drive to, one representing all locations from which

the robot probably can see the object and one from which it is likely to be able to reach

the object. Figure 4.3 shows the three distributions. To combine them, the three den-

sity map matrices are multiplied component-wise which removes all cells that contain

a zero in either of the three density maps. After normalizing the resulting density map,

samples drawn from the resulting distribution will satisfy all constraints of the above

designator.

One important property of our approach based on the combination of multiple proba-

bility density functions is its flexibility and extensibility. The system allows to add new

functionality by just loading the corresponding libraries without requiring the user to

execute initialization functions. The current system provides some rather general im-

plementations that are purely based on ROS and not specific to a robot platform,
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but also modules that exploit more knowledge about the environment or the robot.

One example for the former case is a density map implementation based on a two-

dimensional map of the environment. This map is provided by ROS in any case since

it is used for localization and was build using SLAM. Examples for the latter case are

density maps using a semantic map provided by Knowrob to resolve locations on ta-

bles, in cupboards, etc. but also to provide a similar functionality as the occupancy

grid based density map. CRAM also provides a robot specific density map to resolve

reachability. The corresponding module uses an inverse reachability map [Zacharias

et al., 2007] to only include locations from which a specific pose can be reached by

the robot. The specifics of the different density map providers will be discussed in

Section 4.1.1.

4.1.1 Implementation of Density Maps

In its current state, CRAM provides a number of density map generators for different

designators including designators describing poses on tables, in cupboards, in the

refrigerator or in drawers as well as designators describing locations for the robot to

stand to reach or to see specific objects or poses. In this section, we will explain the

different generator functions and their grounding in detail.

4.1.1.1 Occupancy Grid Based Density Maps

Since mobile robots need to localize themselves in their environment these systems

usually already provide two-dimensional occupancy grids (i.e. maps) containing all

(known) obstacles. Figure 4.4a shows an example map used in the TUM kitchen lab.

In particular, this map contains information about areas that are known to be free, i.e.

that the robot can drive on, and about obstacles. We use this information to resolve

designators for the robot to stand since one of the (implicit) constraints of such desig-

nators is that, when standing at the corresponding location, the robot must not be in

collision with anything in the environment. The corresponding density map contains

non-zero values at all cells in the occupancy grid that are marked as free and that are

not closer to a cell marked occupied than a certain threshold. Figure 4.4b shows the

density map that is generated from the occupancy grid shown in Figure 4.4a. Please
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(a) Example of an occupancy grid used by the
robots for self-localization based on laser
sensors.

(b) Density Map generated from the occu-
pancy grid shown in Figure 4.4a.

Figure 4.4: Occupancy grid used by navigation and the corresponding density map for
representing locations the robot can navigate to.

note that the density map can contain areas that are not reachable by the robot. In

other words, the density map can consist of multiple unconnected areas.

Currently, only designators to reach or to see objects are used to position the robot’s

base. The following list shows the corresponding designator properties:

• (to see) (obj ?object)

• (to reach) (obj ?object)

• (to execute) (action ?action)

The occupancy grid based density map module matches any designator that has these

properties and adds the corresponding density map to the designator resolution pro-

cess.

4.1.1.2 Density Maps using a semantic map

In high-level plans, locations are specified symbolically. This not only includes lo-

cations for the robot to stand, but also locations for searching for objects and for

putting them down. In a human kitchen environment, the objects of interest are nor-
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mally stored in cupboards and drawers or stand on counters or tables. To be able to

resolve these symbolic descriptions of locations in the environment, CRAM integrates

a semantic map [Pangercic et al., 2012] provided by KNOWROB [Tenorth and Beetz,

2013]. The semantic map is a knowledge base that contains all objects of interest

in the robot’s environment. Besides these object instances, it also provides the geo-

metric information required to resolve locations or even generate an environment for

simulation. It includes the dimensions of the object and their location in space and

information about sub-parts and the connecting joints and their properties, includ-

ing joint limits and rotation axis. One of the most important aspects is that object

instances are grounded in an underlying knowledge base of concepts, specified in

OWL. For instance, to find a location to store the milk, the system can infer that milk

is perishable and perishable goods should be stored in a refrigerator.

To understand the information that needs to be provided by the semantic map, let us

consider a few examples for location designators that are commonly used in CRAM

high-level plans. The following list gives an overview of the corresponding designator

properties and which features of the semantic map need to be used.

• (on <owl type>): The location needs to be on objects of the corresponding owl

type. This can include tables and counters. To generate the corresponding den-

sity maps, the respective OWL instance needs to provide a position, width and

height.

• ( in <owl type>): Restrict locations to areas that correspond to objects of the spec-

ified type. The density maps are similar to the on relation but a different heuris-

tics for generating a height value (i.e. the z-coordinate) must be used.

• (name <instance name>): Restrict the generated density map to a specific instance

in the semantic map, identified by its name.

Currently, the shapes of all objects of interest provided by the semantic map are rect-

angular which simplifies density map generation. To implement the corresponding

density maps, the system needs to set the values of all density map cells that belong

to the projection of the corresponding semantic map objects on the x-y-plane to nu-

meric values greater than zero. More specifically, to resolve a location that is only

constrained by the on or in property, the system first queries the semantic map for the

set of all matching objects. Then it iterates over all objects and sets the value of each
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(a) The semantic map of the TUM kitchen
lab.

(b) Density Map of the property (on
counter−top)

(c) Density Map of the property ( in
drawer)

(d) Density Map of the properties
(counter−top drawer) (name "
Counter205")

Figure 4.5: Different density maps generated from Knowrob’s semantic map.
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density map entry that is inside the rectangle defined by the object’s position and its

size along x and y. For designators that contain a name property the density map is

generated from only one object instance, but the underlying mechanism is the same.

Figure 4.5 shows a few examples for different density maps and the corresponding

designators.

4.1.1.3 Density Maps for visibility

Density Maps generated from existing maps such as an occupancy grid or the semantic

map only reuse existing information. Visibilty is more complex because, in order to

be accurate enough, the corresponding density map needs to take into account the

position of the sensors relative to the robot, including its height, but also occlusions

caused by other objects. Density Maps for visibility need to have non-zero values in

cells from which a specific object or coordinate is visible. To solve this problem, CRAM

uses OpenGL’s depth maps. To generate a density map indicating poses from which a

specific object, e.g a cup on the table, can be seen, the system places OpenGL’s camera

at the location of that cup. Then, four images are rendered with the camera pointing in

four directions (0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦). Rendering only includes objects that might be

occluding the object of interest, i.e. the object itself and the robot are not rendered.

The resulting depth maps are then translated into a density map. In other words,

instead of checking visibility for all possible camera positions, the system solves the

inverse problem, i.e. which areas around the object are occluded by clutter.

Figure 4.6 shows a visualization of the resulting depth maps where the different

shades of gray indicate different distances from the object for which a visibility density

map should be computed.

Based on the depth maps, a density map is generated. Since objects are visible only

within a certain range, say two or three meters, the density map does not need to be

extremely big. With a resolution of 5 centimeters per cell and a size of the density map

of 5x5 meters, the overall size of the density map is 100x100 cells. The density map

is positioned with the object for which visibility should be computed in the center.

For the sake of simplicity, we define the coordinates of the object of interest to be

(0, 0). The top left corner of the density map has the coordinates (−2.5,−2.5) and
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.6: OpenGL depth maps generated by rendering the scene from the location of
one of the cups in four directions (0 degrees, 90 degrees, 180 degrees and 270
degrees).
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the bottom right corner has the coordinates (2.5, 2.5). To compute the density of a

cell, the system performs the following steps:

1. Render the scene in all four directions with a camera opening angle of 90 de-

grees. The resolution of the depth maps is the size of the density map, e.g. if it

is 100x100 cells, the depth images will have the same size.

2. For each cell, compute which of the four rendered depth images to use.

3. Compute the indices of pixels to take into account. Robots such as the PR2 can

move their torso up by about 30cm. That means a range of pixels has to be taken

into account.

4. Compute the cell values by counting all cells with a depth value greater than

the density map cell’s distance from the center of the density map divided by all

pixels in the depth map that are taken into account.

The density map generated from the depth images shown in Figure 4.6 can be seen

in Figure 4.7.

Although the generation based on depth maps is relatively simple, the most tricky

part is the computation of the row and the indices of the pixels in the depth map to

take into account. Given the x- and y-coordinates of a cell in the density map, the

corresponding depth map is selected by checking the angle between the cell and the

origin (i.e. the center of the density map). If it is between −45◦ and 45◦, the first

depth map is used, if it is between 45◦ and 135◦, the second density map is used, etc.

Since the density map size and the size of the depth images are identical, each cell in

the density map can be computed from a subset of a single column in the depth map.

The column is computed as follows:

c =
x
y
∗

sizex

2

The variable c specifies the column index, i.e. the x-coordinate of pixels in the depth

map to take into account for computing a specific cell. Please note that x and y are

not the coordinates of the density map cell but the corresponding coordinates mapped

into the respective depth map. For instance, if we want to compute the column index
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Figure 4.7: Density Map generated from the depth maps shown in Figure 4.6.
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in depth map 1 (angle range 45◦ to 135◦), the density map cells at (x , y) need to be

mapped to (y, sizex − x) when computing the column index.

Which pixels of a given row to take into account for computation of a density map

value depends on the possible positions of the camera. If the camera is always at a

fixed height on the robot, only one single value in the depth map has to be taken into

account. However, if the camera can be moved up and down as it is the case for the

PR2, several values might be included in the computation, depending on the distance

of the density map cell from the origin (the closer it is the more pixels need to be

considered). For density map cells that are most distant from the origin of the density

map, one pixel in the depth map will correspond to the resolution of the density

map since the size of the depth maps and the density map are set to be equal. If a

density map pixel is closer to the origin, the number of depth map entries to take

into account will change respectively. For instance, if the camera can be moved up

and down between a height of hmin and hmax , the object is at a height of hob j and the

distance of the density map cell from the center of the density map is d, the minimum

and maximum column index to use for calculating the density map value is computed

as follows:

rmin = arctan

�

hmin − hob j

d

�

∗ sizey

rmax = arctan

�

hmax − hob j

d

�

∗ sizey

Algorithm 2 shows the algorithm for computing visibility density maps. The resulting

density map has its center in the center of the object (or location) for which the

visibility density map should be generated.

Visibility density maps are currently only generated for the following designator prop-

erties:

• ((to see) (obj <object designator>)

• ((to see) ( location <location designator>)
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Algorithm 2 The algorithm for generating a visibility density map based on previously
rendered depth maps in all 4 directions around the object of interest.

Ds← {Rendered depth maps in all four directions}
C← empty density map with size

�

sizex , sizey

�

for y from −1
2sizey to 1

2sizey by resolution do
for x from −1

2sizex to 1
2sizex by resolution do

D← SelectDepthMap(Ds, x , y)
d ← ‖(x , y)‖
c← ComputeColumn(x , y)
rmin← ComputeRow(d, hmin − hob j)
rmax ← ComputeRow(d, hmax − hob j)
v← 0
for r from rmin to rmax do

if D(c, r)> d then
v← v + 1

end if
end for
C(x , y)← v/ (rmax − rmin)

end for
end for
return C

It can be seen that the generated visibility density map as shown in Figure 4.7 has

values of zero in its center around the object. The reason is that in this area, the

minimum and maximum indices to be taken into account fall out of the generated

depth images. Although this could be fixed easily by rendering a fifth depth image

facing upwards, it is considered to not be a serious problem since the robot cannot be

standing too close to the object anyway. The reason is that possible locations of the

robot’s base are limited by other factors such as the size of the robot’s base and the

table the object of interest is standing on.

4.1.1.4 Density Maps for reachability

Besides visibility, reachability is a second important aspect when generating locations

for the robot to stand since most of the robot’s actions are related to either picking up

or putting down objects. Finding a location from which an object is reachable at least

requires some sort of inverse kinematics computation to check if an arm configuration
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for reaching the object exists at all. Classic approaches for finding such poses are the

computation of reachability inside a limited area around the object of interest by sub-

dividing it into cells and checking if there is a solution for inverse kinematics or the

use of precalculated inverse reachability maps, for instance as shown in [Diankov,

2010].

Essentially, the problem that needs to be solved is to find a location for the robot’s

base given a pose in world coordinates the robot’s arm should be moved to. If the

pose is well-defined, i.e. a full six dimensional pose in space, the simplest solution

is to compute inverse kinematics solutions for a complete area around the pose to

reach until a solution for inverse kinematics could be found. This approach works

fairly well if many valid solutions can be found but might become computationally

relatively expensive if no solution is possible since all cells on a grid around the pose

to reach has to be tried. However, reachability can be precalculated.

CRAM uses simplified reachability maps because, in order to satisfy the reachable

predicate, the system does not do any grasp planning but uses only four predefined

grasps. This restricts the number of required orientations in the reachability map and

allows to generate smaller maps. More specifically, in the case of one top grasp, one

front grasp and two side grasps, the reachability map is generated only for orienta-

tions around the Z axis for the side grasps and the top grasps. This is a too strong

simplification for replacing inverse kinematics computations completely by reachabil-

ity maps but reduces the space requirements drastically. Since the system is supposed

to generate pose candidates that are later verified, this restriction is not a problem in

our special case.

A density map for reachability should have values greater than zero for all density map

cells from which a certain pose, point or object is reachable. To generate such a map,

it requires a reachability map, i.e. a three-dimensional map where each cell stores

with which orientations it is reachable by the robot, with the root link of the arm’s

kinematic chain in the map origin. From this map it is relatively simple to generate an

inverse reachability map, i.e. a three-dimensional map that stores at which locations

the root link of the kinematic chain can be placed to be able to reach the origin.

Generation of the reachability map. If we wanted to use reachability maps only for

resolving the reachable predicate, generating it with only the four grasp orientations
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would be sufficient. However, we want to generate an inverse reachability map for

which we need more orientations. Thus, we compute the map for 16 orientations, 8

orientations for side grasps and 8 orientations for top grasps.

Algorithm 3 The algorithm for computing a reachability map.
Os← {Orientations of 8 side grasps and 8 top grasps}
R← Empty reachability map with size

�

sizex , sizey , sizez

�

for z from −1
2sizez to 1

2sizez by resolution do
for y from −1

2sizey to 1
2sizey by resolution do

for x from −1
2sizex to 1

2sizex by resolution do
for o in Os do

if FindIKSolution((x , y, z) , o4) then
R((x , y, z), o)← true

else
R((x , y, z), o)← false

end if
end for

end for
end for

end for
return R

Given the set of orientation of the grasps and a (robot specific) size of the three di-

mensional map1, the map is generated by simply iterating over all cells. For each cell,

an inverse kinematics solver is called for each of the possible grasp orientations. If a

solution can be found, the system marks the position of the cell with the correspond-

ing orientation as reachable. Figure 4.8 shows the reachability maps for the PR2 for

its both arms.

The algorithm for computing the reachability map for the later generation of an in-

verse reachability map can be seen in Algorithm 3.

Generation of the inverse reachability map. In order to generate a density map

for reachability, the system needs to compute an inverse reachability map. As men-

tioned already, instead of marking which cells are reachable by the robot, the inverse

reachability map marks from which cells the origin can be reached. To generate the

inverse map, the system iterates over all cells of a three-dimensional grid around the

origin. For each cell, it computes if the origin is reachable. The corresponding check
1For the PR2 2m× 3m× 1.25m.
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Figure 4.8: Reachability maps for the PR2’s two arms.

uses the previously computed reachability map. Since the robot can be rotated, the

check for the origin’s reachability from a specific pose requires several look ups in the

reachability map. Since our simplified map contains only a restricted set of rotations,

to check if the origin is reachable from a specific pose, we need to perform one check

per orientation. The index vector in the reachability map for reaching the origin from

a pose P is the inverse of P. Thus, we can mark a point p in the inverse reachability

map as valid if there exists (at least) one orientation o for which the corresponding

entry in the reachability map indexed by the inverse of the pose constructed from

point p and orientation o.

Algorithm 4 shows the algorithm for computing the inverse reachability map.

Figure 4.9 shows the inverse reachability map for reaching the origin with the PR2’s

left arm. As can be seen, the origin can be better reached from locations above the

origin which is consistent with the generated reachability maps.

Generation of the reachability density map. The construction of a density map is,

in the simplest case where a complete pose to be reached is specified, just copying the

inverse reachability map and normalizing it. However, often, the system does not have

knowledge about the actual object to grasp yet or does not have any information about

the grasp to use. Therefore, the density map is generated based on how many orien-

tations at a specific point are reachable. More specifically, the value of a density map

cell is computed by counting how many orientations at the goal point are reachable

if the robot would be standing at a specific density map cell and finally normalizing

the value, i.e. dividing it by the overall number of possible orientations. Algorithm 5
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Figure 4.9: Different visualizations of inverse reachability maps for the PR2’s left arm.
The colored spheres indicate locations for placing the root of the manipu-
lator’s kinematic chain from which the origin can be reached. A red color
indicates that more orientations exist from which the origin can be reached,
blue indicates less orientations.
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Algorithm 4 The algorithm for computing an inverse reachability map from a reach-
ability map as generated by Algorithm 3.

R← Reachability map
size←max

�

sizex , sizey

�

I ← Empty inverse reachability map with size (size, size, sizez)
Os← Orientations in R
for z from −1

2sizez to 1
2sizez by resolution do

for y from −1
2sizey to 1

2sizey by resolution do
for x from −1

2sizex to 1
2sizex by resolution do

for o′ in Os do
if ∃o ∈ Os R

�

(−x ,−y,−z) , o−1o′
�

= true then
I ((x , y, z) , o′)← true

else
I ((x , y, z) , o′)← false

end if
end for

end for
end for

end for
return I

shows the algorithm for generating the reachability density map and the resulting

reachability map for reaching a cup on the counter top is shown in Figure 4.10.

In the current implementation, reachability density maps are used for designator res-

olution if one of the following property combinations is present in a location desig-

nator:

• ((to reach) (obj <object−designator>)∗)

• ((to reach) ( location <object−designator>)∗)

• ((to execute) (action <manipulation action designator>)∗)

All versions allow for the specification of multiple objects, locations or action desig-

nators for reaching multiple destination poses. The resulting pose will be a pose from

which all objects or poses are reachable or from which all actions can be executed. In

case of a location to execute a specific action, several key trajectory points might be

considered for the generation of the density map. For instance, for opening a drawer,

these key points are the start and the end pose of the gripper to open the drawer.
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Figure 4.10: Generated reachability density map for reaching the cup on the counter
top.

Algorithm 5 The algorithm for generating a reachability density map as shown in Fig-
ure 4.10. The algorithm uses an inverse reachability map generated with Algorithm 4.

I ← Inverse reachability map
C ← Empty density map
z← zob j − zcm

Os← Valid goal orientations
for y from −1

2sizey to 1
2sizey by resolution do

for x from −1
2sizex to 1

2sizex by resolution do
for o in Os do

if I ((x , y, z) , o) = true then
C(x , y)← C(x , z) + 1

end if
end for
C(x , y)← C(x , y)/length (Os)

end for
end for
return C
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For picking up an object, only one key point is defined, the end point of the reaching

trajectory. The system uses the predicate trajectory−point with the following signature

to query all required trajectory points of a specific action:

( t r a j e c t o r y− p o i n t ? a c t i o n−d e s i g n a t o r ? pose ?arm )

The predicate holds for each pose for a specific arm given an action designator. The

system then collects all solutions for a specific action designator and combines the

resulting reachability maps to find locations from which all points are reachable.

4.1.1.5 Spatial relations

In particular when using information intended to be understood by humans, for in-

stance when using the world wide web for plan generation, locations are often speci-

fied using spatial relations such as “left of”, “right of”, “near” or “behind”. The mecha-

nism for generating locations based on density maps is flexible and powerful enough

to allow for the resolution of such spatial relations. The basic idea is to implement con-

text specific density maps based on the spatial relation to be resolved and combine

them.

Spatial relations are expressed as designator properties. In its current state, CRAM

supports the following set of relation specifiers:

• ( left−of <obj>)

• ( right−of <obj>)

• (in−front−of <obj>)

• (behind <obj>)

• (near <obj>)

• (far−from <obj>)
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As can be seen, all designator properties related to spatial relations require a refer-

ence object as parameter. These designator properties can be combined to define, for

instance, relations such as “between” (right of one object and left of another object)

or “right of and behind”. For instance, a location designator for the location of a mug

in a table setting scenario could be defined as follows:

( ( at p lace−1 ) ( f o r mug) ( r i g h t− o f p l a t e ) ( beh ind p l a t e )

( c on t e x t t a b l e− s e t t i n g ) )

A location for a knife in the same table setting scenario can be specified as follows

respectively:

( ( at p lace−1 ) ( f o r k n i f e ) ( r i g h t− o f p l a t e )

( c on t e x t t a b l e− s e t t i n g ) )

The result of designator resolution strongly depends on context. For instance, when

setting a table, the viewpoint is defined by the table and the seating location at the

table while a command such as “grasp the mug right of the plate” is either relative to

the location of the human giving the command or the robot itself.

Density Maps for directional spatial relations. Directional spatial relations sup-

ported by CRAM are, as mentioned before, “left of”, “right of”, “in front of” and “be-

hind”. To be resolved correctly, all relations require a reference object and a target

object. In the context of table setting, one way for inferring the reference coordinate

system for directional spatial relations is to use the supporting object (most often a

counter or a table). More specifically, humans tend to use well-defined locations for

placing the objects involved in table setting and spatial relations are relative to the

location where a human would sit at the table. A good heuristic for defining the refer-

ence coordinate system is to use the closest edge of the supporting object. Figure 4.11
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Figure 4.11: Different coordinate systems inferred based on the closed edge on the sup-
porting object.

shows two examples for different reference coordinate systems inferred based on the

supporting object.

In the reference coordinate system, we can define four density maps, one for each

directional relation. The density maps are inspired by membership functions of fuzzy

sets as presented in [Dutta, 1989]. The basic idea is to construct a density map that

contains high values for locations close to the exact spatial relation. For instance, for

“left-of”, all locations that exactly satisfy the relation are along a vector parallel to the

y-axis originating in the center of the reference object. Additionally, the distance from

the reference object is taken into account. The further away a location is from the

reference object, the bigger is the allowed deviation from the reference vector. Values

that are on the wrong side of the reference object are set to zero in the density map.

A density map value for a point o in the density map is computed as follows.

• Transform the point into the reference coordinate system with the reference

object in its origin and the coordinate axis aligned as shown in 4.11.

• Compute the ratio of either the x or y component of the transformed point to

its length and take the absolute value. For relations left of or right of, the y

component is taken, for behind and in front of, the x axis is considered.

• Set all values on the wrong side of the reference object to zero. For relations left

of and behind, the y or x component of the vector must be greater than zero to
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Figure 4.12: Density Maps for resolving the spatial relations “right-of” and “behind”.

be on the right side and for right of and in front of they must be smaller than

zero respectively.

Algorithm 6 shows the corresponding computational steps.

Algorithm 6 The algorithm for generating density maps for the directional spatial
relations “left-of”, “right-of”, “behind” and “in-front-of”.

T ← Transform into the reference coordinate system
p′← T p
if Relation = “left-of” then

if p′y > 0 then
return p′y/ |p

′|
end if

else if Relation = “right-of” then
if p′y < 0 then

return −p′y/ |p
′|

end if
else if Relation = “behind” then

if p′x > 0 then
return p′x/ |p

′|
end if

else if Relation = “in-front-of” then
if p′x < 0 then

return −p′x/ |p
′|

end if
end if
return 0

The above steps yield values between 0 and 1 with values directly along the reference

axis set to 1. Figure 4.12 shows to examples of such density maps.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.13: Density Maps for resolving the “near” and the “far” relations.

Density Maps for distance relations. CRAM supports two distance relations, far and

near which are both based on relatively simple heuristics. To find locations that are

near a reference object, a threshold for the maximal allowed distance is inferred from

the context and the objects involved. The density map for the “near” relation is then

assembled from the following two density maps:

• A density map with values of 1 for all locations closer than the threshold to the

reference object.

• A Gaussian with its center on the reference object to bias the sampling algorithm

in order to prefer locations closer to the reference object.

Additionally, locations directly on the reference object are cut out, i.e. set to zero since

these locations would cause a collision between the reference object and the object

to be placed. Figure 4.13a shows a density map representing the “near” relation.

The “far” relation is resolved in a similar way. Locations are considered to be far from

a reference object if they are further away than a specific threshold but closer than

another threshold. Figure 4.13b shows an example for a density map to generate poses

far from one of the plates.

4.2 Generation of Height and Orientation Values

Density Maps provide a two-dimensional grid with information about the validity of

the corresponding point as a designator solution. However, designator solutions are
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poses, i.e. they consist of a three dimensional point and an orientation. The informa-

tion that is missing from pure density maps, i.e. the Z coordinate of a point and the

orientation of the solution are generated using separate mechanisms that are either

based on heuristics, on sampling or a combination of both.

Generation of height values. In our scenario, locations for the robot’s base are gen-

erally on the floor, i.e. they need to have a Z value of zero. Locations for objects on

the other hand are normally on supporting planes such as on the bottom board of

a drawer or a counter top. When stacking objects, the Z coordinate is normally de-

termined by the upper boundary of the supporting object’s bounding box. If multiple

solutions are possible, for instance if searching for locations in drawers without spec-

ifying the drawer instance to use, the height value is randomly chosen from the list of

possible height values. To summarize, in the current implementation, height values,

i.e. the Z coordinates of the generated poses, are set to zero for all poses for the robot,

i.e. for poses to see, to reach or to execute and generated from the upper boundary of

the bounding box of the supporting object for poses on or in other objects, including

semantic map objects.

Generation of orientation values. Generation of orientations is not only based on

the location sample generated from density maps and the height value generator but

also on the context and the objects involved.

For orientations to see or to reach, the system generates a sequence of orientations

and lets the verification step of location designator resolution select an appropriate

orientation. One reason for this approach is that when combining multiple reacha-

bility density maps, for instance when searching for a location from which several

objects can be reached, the best orientation for the robot’s base is different from the

optimal orientation when grasping a single object. A second reason is that if the object

is standing relatively far away from the boundary of its supporting table, it might be

necessary to turn the robot’s base to move the robot’s arm closer to the object. An

optimal solution in this case might require relatively expensive planning and exact

geometric knowledge about the shape of the supporting table which might not be

available if only 3D point cloud data can be used.

To generate multiple orientation candidates, the system first computes the angle be-

tween the X axis originating in the point generated by sampling from the density map
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and the vector from that point to the object of interest. Based on this reference ori-

entation, a fixed number of orientations are generated that range from the reference

angle minus a certain value to the reference angle plus a certain value. The current

system generates five different orientations from −25◦ to 25◦ around the reference

angle.

The generation of object orientations not only depends on the objects to be placed

but also on context. We distinguish between rotationally symmetric (or almost sym-

metric) objects such as plates, glasses but also mugs in most cases. For these objects,

orientations do not really matter and thus the generated orientation is set to iden-

tity. Please note that in cases of objects for which orientation does not matter, the

robot’s put-down routines are free to ignore the orientation of the put down location

completely. That means that in most cases related to these objects, the orientation

is ignored by most robot components anyway. For other objects such as silverware,

orientation does matter in many cases but is highly context specific. For instance, in

the context of clean up tasks where the silverware is put in the correct drawer, the

orientation is defined by the orientation of the drawer. In case of table setting tasks,

the orientation is determined by aligning the object with the supporting entity, too.

However, since different place settings for different seating locations are required,

the orientation of the place setting is used. If the context indicates that the object

just needs to be put down to a temporary location and picked up later again, the

orientation does not matter. Thus, in these cases, a random orientation is chosen.

4.3 The Density Map Generator API and Implementation
Details

CRAM provides a library for generating density maps and for integrating them into

location designator resolution. Location designators provide the functionality to reg-

ister generator and validation functions. The CRAM density map library registers a

generator function with the following functionality:

• Use the CRAM Prolog interpreter and the predicate desig−density−map to generate

an instance of the class location−density−map given the designator to be resolved.
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• Select a sampling algorithm, e.g. random sampling by interpreting the density

map as a probability density function or by taking entries with the greatest val-

ues first.

• Generate a lazy list of poses by drawing samples from the density map using

the sampling algorithm and using the height and orientation generators.

On the lowest level, the library provides a class for representing density maps and

the required generators and for computing the actual density map. On a higher level,

the user is supplied with a Prolog API that allows for integrating density maps with

the resolution mechanism of designators. This section will describe the two APIs and

show how they are implemented and how they can be used.

4.3.1 The Internal Representation of Density Maps and

Generators

Class 13 gives an overview of the slots of the class location−density−map which is the cen-

tral data structure for representing density maps and for generating samples. As can

be seen, the class inherits from density−map−metadata which provides slots for storing

the density map’s width, height, its origin i.e. the coordinates of its upper left corner,

and its resolution i.e. the size of each density map cell.

The density map API provides a few methods for registering generator functions, for

computing the density map, for accessing it and for generating samples. The following

list gives an overview of the most important API functions:

register−cost−function . Registers a density map generator function under a given

name. A generator function can either be a function object, e.g. a lambda function

or a reference to a function obtained by the #' reader macro, or an instance of the

class density−map−generator. This class can be inherited to allow the user to apply differ-

ent density map generation strategies. For instance, in case a normal function object is

passed to register−cost−function , it is wrapped into an instance of function−density−map−generator

which is a class that inherits from density−map−generator. The function must accept

exactly two parameters, the x and y coordinate of a density map cell and return a

positive floating point number representing the density value of the cell. Calling a
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Class 13 The class location−density−map. It contains all data required for generating
three-dimensional poses based on the density map and for combining multiple density
maps.

class LOCATION-DENSITY-MAP (superclasses: density-map-metadata)
slot DENSITY-MAP: Two-dimensional matrix for storing the generated

density map.

slot DENSITY-MAP-GENERATORS: A sequence of generators. They are
called sequentially and their output is combined to
compute the overall density map.

slot HEIGHT-GENERATORS: A sequence of generator functions that com-
pute the Z coordinate given a two-dimensional point
generated by sampling from the density map.

slot ORIENTATION-GENERATORS: A sequence of orientation generators
that return the orientation of the sampled pose given
the three dimensional point generated by sampling
and the height generator.

function for each cell can be rather expensive. Therefore, the system provides a sec-

ond generator class, map−density−map−generator. Instead of calling a function once per

cell, the generator function gets two parameters, the density map metadata with its

size, origin and resolution, and a two dimensional matrix with the size of the den-

sity map. The generator function must then return a new matrix that is the input

matrix plus the newly generated density values. The name can be an arbitrary Com-

mon Lisp object, e.g. a symbol, a string or an instance of a class. It is used to de-

tect and remove duplicates, i.e. it must be specific and unique. For each name, the

method density−map−generator−name−>score must be defined that returns a numeric

value. These values are used to order the generator functions before executing them,

greater scores result in earlier execution. This allows to utilize the fact that if a density

map cell is already zero, no generator functions have to be executed anymore since

zero values always stay zero.

register−height−generator . Registers a height generator in a density map instance. If

multiple generators were registered, they are executed in the order of their defini-

tion. Each height generator receives an X and Y coordinate and returns a sequence of

numbers representing different possibilities for Z coordinates of a specific point. All

returned lists are concatenated and for computing the Z value of a specific point, one

of the possible Z values is chosen randomly.
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register−orientation−generator . Registers an orientation generator. Orientation gen-

erators are handled slightly differently to height generators. Each generator function

gets the point for which the orientation should be generated and the result of the pre-

vious orientation generator. For the first orientation generator this parameter is set to

NIL. The generator can either extend the list of possible orientations returned by the

previously executed generator or ignore it and return a completely new list. One sam-

ple for each returned orientation is generated, i.e. instead of randomly choosing one

orientation, different poses for all orientations are generated. This allows the verifi-

cation step of designator resolution to select the correct orientation if the orientation

generator cannot compute it yet.

get−density−map. This method generates (if not generated yet) and returns the den-

sity map. It iterates over all generator functions and calls them. Finally, it normalizes

the density map by computing the sum of all elements and dividing each density map

cell by that sum. That way, the overall sum of all density map cells is one, i.e. the

density map is a valid probability density function.

gen−density−map−sample−point. Generates a single point by first calling a sampling

function that uses the density map to generate an X and Y coordinate for the point.

Then it calls the height generator with the two values and randomly chooses the Z

coordinate from its result.

density−map−samples. Returns a (lazy) list of density map samples, i.e. complete poses,

containing all possible samples in random order. For each lazy list entry, the method

first generates a point using the method gen−density map−sample−point and then calls

the orientation generator to get full poses.

4.3.2 Prolog API for Integration in Designator Resolution

The API for defining density maps and using them for designator resolution is com-

pletely based on predicates in CRAM’s Prolog interpreter. To use density maps for gen-

erating location designator solutions, the user has to provide a version of the predicate

desig−density−map that, if it holds, binds a variable to a new density map. The predicate

has the following signature:
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( des ig−dens i ty−map ? d e s i g n a t o r ? density−map )

The variable ?designator is always bound to the designator to be resolved while the

variable ?density−map is initially unbound and the binding has to be established by the

predicate if the corresponding implementation can generate a density map for the

designator.

To create a new density map or to verify that a variable is bound to a density map,

the system provides the predicate density−map with the following signature:

( dens ity−map ? density−map )

To add density map generators, the system provides the predicate ?density−map−add−function

with the following signature:

( dens i ty−map−add− funct ion
? generator−name <gene r a t o r− e xp r e s s i o n > ? density−map )

The variable ?generator−name must be a valid name as required by the method register-

cost-function, i.e. the method density−map−generator−name−>score must be defined for it.

The expression <generator−expression> must be a valid Lisp S-Expression that is eval-

uated in Lisp. It must return a valid density function, i.e. either a function object or

an instance of density−map−generator which the predicate registers in the density map

bound to the variable ?density−map.

For height and orientation generators, the predicates density−map−add−height−generator

and density−map−add−orientation−generator are defined. They have a similar signature as

density−map−add−function:
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( dens i ty−map−add−he ight−generator <gen e r a t o r− e xp r e s s i o n >
? density−map )

( dens i t y−map−add−o r i en ta t i on−gene ra to r <gen e r a t o r− e xp r e s s i o n >
? density−map )

Please note that no name has to be specified for height and orientation generators

since their evaluation order does not need to be customized.

Listing 4.1: Definition of the predicate desig−density−map that matches designators to
see an object and restricts the generated poses to locations closer than
two meters to the object.

1 (<− ( des ig−dens i ty−map ? d e s i g n a t o r ? density−map )

2 ( des ig−prop ? d e s i g n a t o r ( to s e e ) )

3 ( des ig−prop ? d e s i g n a t o r ( ob j ? o b j e c t ) )

4 ( dens ity−map ? density−map )

5 ( pose ? o b j e c t ? ob j e c t−pose )
6 ( dens i ty−map−add− funct ion
7 2m−range ( make− range−cost− funct ion ? ob j e c t−pose 2 . 0 )

8 ? density−map )

9 ( dens i t y−map−add−o r i en ta t i on−gene ra to r
10 ( make−ang le− to−po int−generator ? ob j e c t−pose )
11 ? density−map ) )

Listing 4.1 shows the definition of a density map that only includes locations that

are closer than two meters to an object for location designators to see the object.

First, the predicate checks if the designator is a designator to see a specific object and

binds the object designator to a variable. Then it asserts that the variable ?density−map

must be a density map which might create a new instance of type location−density−map.

Then, the pose of the object is bound to the variable ?object−pose and the generator

function is added. The Lisp function make−range−cost−function is a function that returns

a callable object for setting only values that are closer than a certain threshold to a

point or pose. It is a utility function also provided by the location density map library.
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Finally, an orientation generator is added that generates an orientation for the robot’s

base to directly face the object.

4.3.3 Integration in Designator Resolution

As mentioned already, the location density map library integrates with the location

designator resolution mechanism. This integration is based on a generator function

that first uses Prolog to get a density map and then uses it to generate samples that

are solution candidates for the location designator. More specifically, the generator

function first executes the Prolog interpreter to get a density map. The Prolog call is

as follows:

1 ( p r o l o g ` ( merged−des ig−density−map , d e s i g n a t o r ? density−map ) )

The predicatemerged−desig−density−map first queries all solutions for the desig−density−map

predicate and then merges all resulting density maps into one. The reason for this

being necessary is that several versions of the predicate desig−density−map might match

the designator, i.e. several solutions are generated that need to be merged. Merging

density maps basically concatenates the lists of all generator functions and the lists of

all orientation and height generators.

Finally, the location designator generator function returns the lazy list of density map

samples returned by the density−map−samples method.

In addition to the generator function, the system also registers a validation function

in order to allow the user to verify if a certain pose would be a valid solution. The

implementation just checks if the density map value that corresponds to a specific

point is greater than zero which means that the probability for the point to be drawn

as a density map sample is also greater than zero.
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4.4 Related Work

Visibility constraints are used by different planning systems such as Move3D [Siméon

et al., 2001] and OpenRAVE [Diankov and Kuffner, 2008]. These systems are op-

timized for motion planning and visibility constraints can only be verified given a

specific camera pose. The generation of probability distributions that can for instance

be used by RRT planners can thus become computationally expensive since a lot of

poses have to be verified for visibility. In contrast, CRAM solves the inverse problem:

it generates all locations that are visible if the camera was placed at the location of

the object of interest. Thus, a much lower number of rays has to be generated. Our

approach is further optimized by utilizing OpenGL on modern graphics hardware.

Inverse reachability maps are also used by planning systems to find locations from

which a specific grasp can be executed [Zacharias et al., 2007, Diankov, 2010]. The

process of generating a reachability map is computationally expensive but can be

performed offline. The reachability map generated and used by CRAM is very similar

to OpenRAVE although CRAM’s map is a lot simpler since only a low number of grasps

is used to approximate reachability.

Spatial relations are particularly important for interpreting natural language specifi-

cations of actions. Resolving spatial relations to find a specified object is a well studied

field [Jungert, 1993, Clementini et al., 1997, Aiello et al., 2007]. However, for using

spatial relations to parameterize plans, the inverse problem has to be solved, i.e. in-

stead of finding a specific object left of another object, a location for the object has to

be found to place it left of the other object. One approach to solve this problem is pre-

sented in [Bloch, 2006] where the authors use fuzzy set theory. However, in contrast

to CRAM, the specific context of an action and knowledge about the objects involved

is not taken into account.

4.5 Discussion

The work presented in this section shows an integrated framework for combining

different algorithms to generate locations for the robot’s base given a number of con-

straints in order to execute specific actions such as grasping objects or just finding

them in the robot’s sensors. Although most algorithms for resolving symbolic plan
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parameters in CRAM are related to existing work, CRAM additionally integrates sym-

bolic reasoning and thus allows to incorporate additional knowledge in the process of

finding valid solutions. The use of density maps to generate solution candidates allows

to easily combine algorithms of completely different nature into a single framework

and the use of a verification step after sampling solution candidates allows for the in-

tegration of decision mechanisms that cannot generate solution candidates but only

decide on the validity of a solution.

Drawbacks of this approach are that while it is highly general, it does not lead to

provably optimal solutions in most cases. The generation of visibility density maps

does not take into account the shape of the object of interest and thus is not completely

accurate for obstacles that are close to the object and for complex shapes that are not

cyllindrical, e.g. a knife. Reachability is only considered for a low number of grasps

which means that actually valid locations might be rejected. However, experiments

on in simulation and on TUM-Rosie and TUM-James prove the applicability of our

approach.
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Chapter 5

Temporal Projection of Plans
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In order to reliably perform actions in dynamic environments, for instance setting a

table, the success of individual plan steps depends on the order in which actions are

executed and the parameters of previously executed actions. For instance, a previous

put down action can cause later pick up actions to fail because the put down location

of one object can cause it to occlude the object to be picked up or an object is blocking

pick up or put down trajectories of later actions. For instance, when setting a table, the

plate must be placed first because placing the silverware first would cause collisions

between the robot’s grippers and the silverware when putting down the plate.

Often, symbolic planners are used to find a partial ordering of actions. However, most

symbolic planners are too coarse to be able to deal with the geometric constraints

present in domains such as a human household. Motion planning on the other hand
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is fine grained enough to deal with geometric problems, it is computationally very

expensive though.

In contrast, CRAM plans are control programs that are carefully hand crafted, how-

ever they are not less flexible than plans generated by symbolic planners. In fact, by

integrating a geometric reasoning and plan parametrization system as introduced in

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the system is able to robustly execute single pick-and-place

actions. To handle interferences between different pick-and-place actions, CRAM pro-

vides a powerful and fast temporal projection mechanism that is based on the world

state representation and reasoning system that was introduced in Chapter 3. Tempo-

ral projection is integrated through the resolution of location designators which takes

into account future actions to be executed. The implementation of projection is based

on repeatedly executing the top level plan that is currently executed on the robot

in projection mode and recording and storing time lines for each execution episode.

Projection is an optional module that runs completely in parallel to plan execution on

the robot, normally using a thread pool.

Process Modules
Robot

Process
Modules

Projection
Process
Modules

CRAM Plan

...

...
...

Robot

Time line 1

Time line 2

Optimized plan parameters

Figure 5.1: System overview of plan projection for designator resolution.

In order to use these projected time lines for choosing a solution for location des-

ignators, the CRAM projection module hooks into the with−designators macro. Given

a set of time lines, ordered according to an objective function based on the number
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and severity of flaws on the time line, the system uses the current task path to get

the location designator used in the best time line and re-uses it in the plan that is

executed on the robot. Figure 5.1 gives an overview of the integration of projection

in the designator resolution mechanism.

The work presented in this Chapter has been published previously by the author

in [Mösenlechner and Beetz, 2013], in [Mösenlechner and Beetz, 2011] and in [Mösen-

lechner and Beetz, 2009].

5.1 Projection of Plans and Generation of Timelines

To project a plan, it is executed in a projection environment. The most important

difference compared to executing it on an actual robot is that a different set of pro-

cess modules is used. Additionally, the execution context represented by dynamically

bound variables that keep data such as the current belief state or the current time line

is replicated in the projection environment.

In order to implement a working projection mechanism, the user needs to define a

projection environment. It consists of the process modules used in a plan, usually

one for manipulation, one for navigation, one for perception and one for moving the

robot’s sensors, i.e. its pan tilt unit, and a set of global variables holding the state of

plan execution.

5.1.1 The Projection Environment

To create a new projection environment, CRAM provides the macro de�ne-projection-

environment. It is defined as follows:
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( d e f i n e−p r o j e c t i o n− en v i r o nmen t name

&key

s p e c i a l− v a r i a b l e− i n i t i a l i z e r s
p r o c e s s−modu l e−d e f i n i t i o n s
s t a r t u p

shutdown )

The system supports multiple projection environments that can be referenced by a

name, hence the name parameter. Additionally, the macro accepts four parameters

with the following meaning:

• :special-variable-initializers A list with a similar form as Common Lisp’s let , i.e. a

list of pairs of the form (name value). The names must be the names of special

(i.e. global) variables and the values specify how these values are initialized. For

instance, the world database object used by the physics-based reasoning engine

of Chapter 3 is copied here.

• :process-module-de�nitions A list of process module names to be started before ex-

ecuting plans in this projection environment. In the common case, it is a list of

four symbols naming the four process modules used in CRAM’s plan library.

• :startup A Lisp form that is executed after the special variables are initialized

but before the actual plan is executed. Additional setup steps can be performed

here.

• :shutdown A Lisp form that is executed right after plan execution has finished.

All special variable bindings of the projection environment are still valid in the

context of the shutdown form.

In order to execute code within a projection environment, CRAM provides the macro

with−projection−environment with the following signature:

( w i t h−p ro j e c t i on− env i r onmen t name &body body )
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When evaluated, the macro first establishes the projection environment matching

name by binding the special variables according to the initializers. Then, the defined

process modules are started, the startup form is executed and the body forms are

executed in the context of the projection environment. Finally, the shutdown form is

evaluated. The result of the form contains the result of the body form and the bindings

of the special variables as they were when the body finished executing. This result

is then stored for later evaluation by the projection subsystem since it contains the

timeline recorded during projection, the execution trace as well as the actual result

of projection.

5.1.2 Process Modules for Projection

Process modules for projection can be implemented in many different ways, for in-

stance on a purely symbolic level similar to STRIPS-like planners or an accurate

physics simulation such as Gazebo. This implementation of course influences the per-

formance of projection but also its accuracy. In order to be able to project in parallel

to actual plan execution, projection needs to be significantly faster than execution on

the robot though. Hence, complete physics simulation including the dynamics and

control loops of the robot is not applicable in many cases. On the other hand, a purely

symbolic projection approach as presented in the work of McDermott [Hanks and Mc-

Dermott, 1987] and Beetz [Beetz, 2000] abstracts away from the geometric properties

that severely influence the success of plans in a domestic environment. As a compro-

mise, the CRAM system provides an implementation of projection process modules for

the PR2 that is based on the physics-based reasoning system introduced in Chapter 3.

This allows to accurately reason about occlusions, reachability, stability and block-

ing objects while ignoring dynamic aspects of plan execution such as the behavior

of controllers or trajectories the robot follows. In other words, the currently imple-

mented process modules for projection do not abstract away from aspects important

for decision making in a high-level plan while ignoring lower level aspects.

As mentioned already, all process modules use the world database introduced in Chap-

ter 3 for representing the current state of projection. Basically, all process modules just

change the robot’s state by making assertions in the world state. Instead of simulating
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a trajectory, the robot or its link poses make discrete transitions. Hence, this approach

assumes trajectory execution and navigation to work relatively robust.

The navigation process module. The navigation process module receives an action

designator of the form:

( ( type n a v i g a t i o n ) ( goa l <loc >))

The goal <loc> is a location designator for the robot base. The implementation of the

process module resolves this location designator to attain a three dimensional pose.

Then, this pose is used to assert the pose of the robot object in the world database

before emitting a robot−state−changed event.

The PTU process module. The purpose of the pan-tilt process module is to move the

robot’s head and point its sensors to a specific pose. The following example shows a

corresponding action designator to parametrize it:

( ( type t r a j e c t o r y ) ( to s e e ) ( l o c a t i o n <loc >))

The location must be a valid location designator and the process module is supposed

to move the pan and tilt joints of the robot’s head to point the sensor frames on its

solution. To compute the joint angles, the correct solution would be to use an inverse

kinematics solver that uses the main axis of the sensor as, for instance, shown in [Di-

ankov, 2010]. However, for the sake of simplicity, the current implementation of the

PTU process module assumes that the sensor axis are sufficiently close to the main

axis of the pan-tilt unit and the opening angle of the sensors is wide enough. Given

the object location P in the coordinate frame of the pan tilt unit, the current angle
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of the pan joint φ and the current angle of the tilt joint θ , the new angles for these

joints φ′ and θ ′ can be computed as follows:

φ′ = φ + arctan
�

Py , Px

�

θ ′ = θ + arctan
�

−Pz, P2
x + P2

y

�

After computing the joint angles, the process modules just asserts them in the current

world database and emits a robot−state−changed event.

The perception process module. The projection of the behavior of perception re-

quires to approximate the behavior of the actual perception algorithms used on the

robot. The current implementation is rather rudimentary and assumes perception with

no false positives or negatives. The only constraint that is taken into account is visi-

bility. Perception process modules receive action designators of the following form:

( ( to p e r c e i v e ) ( ob j <ob j e c t−de s i g n a t o r >))

The properties used in the object designators bound to the obj depend on the ac-

tual perception routines that are available. However, they need to at least provide the

property type for specifying the class of the object that is to be detected. The following

example shows an object designator that can be used in perception projection:

( ( type mug) ( at <l o c a t i o n−d e s i g n a t o r >))

Although the location designator is not required it can be used to restrict the search

space of the object. If not present, KNOWROB is queried for the most probable storage

locations for the corresponding object type.
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Listing 5.1: Prolog code used in the perception projection process module. Given an
input object designator, in infers all matching instances in the world
database.

1 (<− ( o b j e c t−p e r c e p t i o n ? d e s i g n a t o r ? o b j e c t )

2 ( des ig−prop ? d e s i g n a t o r ( type ? type ) )

3 ( wor ld ? wor ld )

4 ( r obo t ? robo t )

5 ( ob j e c t− t ype ? wor ld ? o b j e c t ? type )

6 ( v i s i b l e ? wor ld ? robo t ? o b j e c t )

7 (−> ( des ig−prop ? d e s i g n a t o r ( at ? l o c a t i o n ) )

8 ( l o c a t i o n ? wor ld ? o b j e c t ? l o c a t i o n )

9 ( t r u e ) ) )

Projection of perception uses the type property together with the Prolog reasoning

engine to infer all known object instances in the world database that match the cor-

responding type. Then, the visible predicate is used to infer all visible objects. Finally,

if a location designator was specified using the at property, the system verifies that

the visible object is at the correct search location by calling the location designator’s

validation function with the pose of the object. Listing 5.1 shows the corresponding

Prolog code. The predicate object−perception holds for each visible object that matches

the input object designator. The process module then generates a new object desig-

nator for each solution and returns a list of the newly created designators.

The manipulation process module. Projection of manipulation is the most criti-

cal part since pick-and-place actions mostly fail because of failed grasp actions. The

process module needs to be able to handle actions such as pick-up, lift, carry and

put-down. Similar to the navigation and PTU process modules, the manipulation

process module asserts joint states for specific key points of the action and emits

robot−state−changed events. The process module re-uses the same key-points that are

used for the generation of reachability density map as explained in Section 4.1.1.4.

To find all points to reach in order to execute a given action designator, the process

module uses the predicate trajectory−point to. It asserts the joint states of an inverse

kinematics solution to reach each of the positions and one robot−state−changed event is
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generated per trajectory point. Besides robot−state−changed, the process modules gen-

erates object−attached events for grasping actions, object−detached events when objects

are put down and the grippers are opened and object−articulation−event instances for

opening and closing actions.

5.2 Handling of Time in Projection

In its simplest form, classical planning does not require a notion of time. Ordering is

achieved by pre- and post-conditions. On the other hand, CRAM plans are just nor-

mal robot control programs with semantic annotations grounded in an underlying

first-order representation. These plans can be highly concurrent and trigger actions

on the robot asynchronously. In order to correctly project the execution of such paral-

lel actions, the process modules used for projection need to explicitly advance a time

line and block the resources controlled by the process module for a specific amount

of time. The duration of actions is either a fixed constant that approximates the du-

ration of the action on the robot (e.g. for the perception process module or the PTU

process module) or based on heuristics. For instance, the duration of the navigation

process module is approximated by the distance to travel. Although not implemented

yet, these durations could also be learned, for instance based on data extracted from

previously recorded execution traces.

We define a projection clock as a data structure that implements the following two

methods:

• clock−time Return the current time of the clock.

• clock−wait Sleep for a specific amount of time and advance the clock.

The trivial implementation of a clock would simply use the current system clock and

Common Lisp’s standard sleep function. However, this would cause projections to take

as long as the actual execution of plans which would render it almost useless. Linear

scaling of time is one solution. For instance, the projection clock can be just sped up

by a specific (constant) factor. However, choosing the constant can be rather hard. On

the one hand, the projection clock must not be sped up by too much. The reason is

that in order to be able to project concurrent control programs, sleeps must be long
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enough to allow for task switches and scheduling. On the other hand, the speed up

of the projection clock must be sufficiently high in order to allow for a high number

of projection runs in parallel to actual plan execution.

CRAM’s projection mechanism uses a non-linear clock as a compromise between max-

imal projection performance and support for concurrent actions. The basic idea is that

the clock is incremented at a specific constant rate (per default 20Hz in the current

implementation), while the time increment, i.e. the advancement on the timeline,

varies depending on the action. More specifically, each call to the clock−wait method

will block at least 20ms. First, clock−wait enqueues the duration in an internal sorted

expiration time queue with the shortest duration first. Then, it sleeps for 20ms. Then,

the internal clock (as returned by the clock−time method) is incremented by the short-

est duration and clock−wait checks if its duration as specified in its parameter is now

expired. If not, it sleeps for another 20ms until the duration expired.

For instance, let us assume that two actions, a pick-up action with the right arm and

a movement with the pan-tilt-unit should be projected. Both actions run in parallel

and the pick-up action should take 30 seconds while the pan-tilt action should take

10 seconds. Listing 5.2 shows the corresponding CRAM high-level code.

Listing 5.2: Example code for projecting two parallel actions, one movement of the
pan-tilt unit and one movement with the arm to grasp an object.

1 (with−designators
2 ( ( g r a sp−ac t i on ( a c t i o n ` ( ( to g ra sp ) ( ob j cup ) ) ) )

3 ( p tu−ac t i on ( a c t i o n ` ( ( to s e e ) ( l o c a t i o n pose ) ) ) ) )

4 ( par

5 ( perform g r a sp−ac t i on )
6 ( perform ptu−ac t i on ) ) )

As can be seen, two process modules are involved, the pan-tilt process module and

the manipulation process module. When executing, both process modules make as-

sertions on the joint states of the robot. When the above plan is executed, the order

in which the two parallel perform tasks are started is undefined and determined by

various factors including the operating system scheduler. When started, each pro-
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cess module will first infer the duration of the executed action. Then it will call the

method clock−wait to sleep for the duration of the action and then perform the neces-

sary assertions in the world database and generate the respective events. As shown

in Figure 5.2, both process modules enter a sleeping state more or less at the same

time. After 20ms, the PTU process module will exit the sleep state first since its action

only takes 10 seconds and is shorter than the duration of the manipulation action.

Then, the timeline is advanced and a new robot−state−changed event is asserted. In the

meantime, the manipulation action’s clock−wait method will terminate and re-enter its

sleep state since its duration has not expired yet. After another 20ms, it will finally

advance the timeline and assert a second robot−state−changed event at 30 seconds from

start.

0 10s

robot−state−changed (PTU)

20s 30s

robot−state−changed (manipulation)

40s
tp

0 20ms 40ms
tc

PTU
manipulation

Figure 5.2: Projection of two parallel actions in two different process modules and the
generated projection timeline.

The implementation of this projection clock assumes that most of the time required to

execute a plan is spent waiting for process modules to finish an action and not in the

high-level plan. In fact, it is important to assume that the execution of the high-level

plan never blocks for longer than 50ms. This assumption is mostly true, however some

reasoning tasks such as the inference of locations might require more time. Hence, the

projection clock provides the functionality to enable and disable the clock completely

which is used in designator resolution, for instance.

5.3 Definition and Matching of Behavior Flaws

Execution of plans in a projection environment generates the same data structures as

executing the plan on the actual robot, in particular the time line with events and the

corresponding (projected) world databases at the time the events occurred and the
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recorded task tree. Based on these data structures, specific predefined flaws can be

matched which allows to infer specific unwanted conditions in plan execution with

different severities.

To define and match behavior flaws, CRAM’s Prolog based reasoning engine is used.

More specifically, a flaw is defined with the predicate behavior−�aw with the following

signature:

( b ehav i o r− f l aw ? trace ? s e v e r i t y ?name ? data )

The matching mechanism always binds the variable ?trace to the execution trace that

contains the task tree and time line to be matched. For each flaw that can be found in

the execution trace, the behavior−�aw predicate will hold. The following Prolog code

shows how matching all behavior flaws on a given execution trace is performed:

1 (<− ( f l aw s ? trace ? f l aw s )

2 ( s e t o f (? name ? s e v e r i t y ? data )

3 ( b ehav i o r− f l aw ? trace ? s e v e r i t y ?name ? data )

4 ? f l aw s ) )

As can be seen, the code just computes the (unsorted) set of all behavior flaws that

match on an execution trace and binds them to a variable. The system then uses the

severity value (a numeric value) for computing an overall score of the execution trace

which is used for finding the best execution scenario. Four main flaws with different

severity are currently defined, plan errors which are flaws that correspond to run-

time errors, occlusions of objects (both, objects involved in a plan and other objects),

blocking objects and finally the distance the robot navigated during the execution of

a plan.

Plan errors. Flaws matching plan errors are most severe since they represent runtime

errors which might cause the execution of the top-level plan to fail. Many plan failures
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are handled locally in the plan library and cause the top-level plan to fail only if they

occur repeatedly, which normally happens if they cannot be fixed. Although failures

that are handled locally might not cause the overall plan to fail, they still influence

the performance of the overall plan since local fixes and re-execution of a plan require

additional actions. Therefore, we define two classes of plan error flaws:

1. Critical plan failures that caused the top-level plan to fail in projection. These

failures have a very high and constant severity value since they prevent the

top-level plan to succeed.

2. Plan failures that are handled. The severity value is computed based on the

number of failures that occurred and their type.

Listing 5.3: The definition of the behavior flaw for top-level plan failures.

1 (<− ( b ehav i o r− f l aw ? trace 1000 t o p− l e v e l− f a i l u r e ? e r ro r )

2 ( t o p− l e v e l ? trace ? t a s k )

3 ( t a s k− e r r o r ? t a s k ? e r ro r ) )

Listing 5.3 shows the definition of the behavior flaw for top-level errors and List-

ing 5.4 shows the definition of the flaw for (handled) plan errors with the severity

value computed from the number of failures.

Listing 5.4: The definition of the flaw for computing the severity value from the
number of (handled) plan errors.

1 (<− ( b ehav i o r− f l aw ? trace ? s e v e r i t y h a nd l e d−p l a n− f a i l u r e s ?

e r r o r s )

2 ( s e t o f ? e r ro r ( t a s k− e r r o r ? trace ?_ ? e r ro r ) ? e r r o r s )

3 ( l i s p− f u n s e v e r i t y− f r om− e r r o r s ? e r r o r s ? s e v e r i t y ) )

The definition of this flaw uses a utility function implemented in Lisp for computing

the actual severity value from the list of errors that occurred during plan execution.
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Since the functor setof is used, each failure object is counted only once which is im-

portant since one failure object can cause several tasks to fail when it propagates up

the call stack.

Occlusions. Occlusions might indirectly cause plan errors since visibility of objects is

a precondition for grasping them. These cases are relatively rare though because the

generation of poses for the robot’s base to see objects as explained in Section 4.1.1.3

only fails if the environment is not completely known (this case cannot be projected

though) or if the scene is extremely cluttered. Occlusions are still considered as flaws

because if, for instance, the robot needs to navigate to the other end of the table in

order to perceive an object because it is occluded otherwise, the performance of the

plan is worse than without navigation. The occlusion flaw is mainly used for find-

ing put-down locations which do not negatively influence subsequent pick-and-place

actions.

Listing 5.5: The definition of the behavior flaw for matching occlusions caused by
put-down actions.

1 (<− ( b ehav i o r− f l aw ? trace ? s e v e r i t y o c c l u s i o n− f l aw
2 (? o b j e c t ? o c c l ud ed−ob j e c t s ) )
3 ( t a sk−goa l ? trace ?put−down−task
4 ( achieve ( ob ject−paced−at ? o b j e c t ?_) ) )

5 ( task−end ?put−down−task ? end−t ime )

6 ( e x e c u t i o n− t r a c e− t im e l i n e ? trace ? t i m e l i n e )

7 ( r obo t ? robo t )

8 ( ho l d s ? t i m e l i n e

9 ( o c c l u d i n g−ob j e c t s ?_ ? robo t ? o b j e c t ? o c c l ud ed−ob j e c t s )
10 ( at ? end−t ime ) )

11 ( l i s p− f u n s e v e r i t y− f r om− o c c l u s i o n s ? o c c l ud ed−ob j e c t s ? s e v e r i t y

) )

The definition of the “occlusion” flaw is based on the occluding−objects predicate which

is evaluated in the recorded world instance after an object has been put down by a

corresponding action. The definition of the respective flaw is shown in Listing 5.5.
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The severity value is computed from the number of occluded objects before and after

the put-down action.

Blocking objects. In particular for put-down locations which are highly under-specified,

e.g. locations on a counter top for temporarily putting down an objects, flaws based

on the blocking relation as defined in Section 3.1.3 can become important. This is

in particular the case for plans involving many objects where some areas are highly

cluttered. The severity value of the flaw related to blocking objects is computed from

the number of objects that are blocked by a specific object after it has been put down.

The corresponding flaw definition is shown in Listing 5.6.

Listing 5.6: The definition of the behavior flaw for finding locations for objects which
are causing other objects to be blocked.

1 (<− ( b ehav i o r− f l aw ? trace ? s e v e r i t y b l o ck ed−ob j e c t s− f l aw
2 (? o b j e c t ? b l o c k ed−ob j e c t s ) )
3 ( t a sk−goa l ? trace ?put−down−task
4 ( achieve ( ob ject−paced−at ? o b j e c t ?_) ) )

5 ( task−end ?put−down−task ? end−t ime )

6 ( e x e c u t i o n− t r a c e− t im e l i n e ? trace ? t i m e l i n e )

7 ( r obo t ? robo t )

8 ( ho l d s ? t i m e l i n e

9 ( s e t o f ? b l o ck ed−ob j e c t
10 ( b l o c k i n g ?_ ? robo t ? b l o cked−ob j e c t ? o b j e c t )

11 ? b l o c k ed−ob j e c t s )
12 ( at ? end−t ime ) )

13 ( l i s p− f u n s e v e r i t y− f r om−b l o c k ed−ob j e c t s ? b l o c k ed−ob j e c t s ?

s e v e r i t y ) )

Navigation distances. Although not critical, the distance the robot drives over the

course of actions in a plan has a great impact on the overall plan performance. By

defining a severity value computed from this distance, plan execution optimizes lo-

cations for least distance, i.e. for minimizing the time spent during navigation. Ad-
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ditionally, this allows for executing pick-up and put-down actions for two objects in

parallel given they are both reachable from the same location. The definition of the

flaw is straight forward. The inference engine searches for all navigation sub-plans

and queries the corresponding start and end time. Since projection does not simu-

late the complete trajectories the robot follows while executing actions but is based

on discrete transitions in the state space, the navigated distance is approximated by

using the euclidean distance. Although this approach is not accurate in all possible

cases, it still provides a good approximation in cases where the robot would follow a

linear trajectory anyway. Listing 5.7 shows the corresponding flaw definition.

Listing 5.7: The definition of the navigation distance behavior flaw that is based on a
linear approximation of the robot’s navigation trajectory.

1 (<− ( b ehav i o r− f l aw ? trace ? s e v e r i t y n a v i g a t i o n−d i s t a n c e− f l aw
2 ? f u l l− d i s t a n c e )
3 ( e x e c u t i o n− t r a c e− t im e l i n e ? trace ? t i m e l i n e )

4 ( s e t o f ? d i s t a n c e

5 (and

6 ( t a sk−goa l ? trace ? l o c a t i o n− t a s k ( at− locat ion ?_) )

7 ( t a s k− s t a r t ? l o c a t i o n− t a s k ? s t a r t− t ime )

8 ( task−end ? l o c a t i o n− t a s k ? end−t ime )

9 ( ho l d s ? t i m e l i n e ( l o c Robot ? s t a r t− l o c )
10 ( at ? s t a r t− t ime ) )

11 ( ho l d s ? t i m e l i n e ( l o c Robot ? end− loc ) ( at ? end−t ime ) )

12 ( l i s p− f u n d i s t a n c e ? s t a r t− l o c ? end− loc ? d i s t a n c e ) )

13 ? d i s t a n c e s )

14 ( l i s p− f u n s e v e r i t y− f r om−d i s t a n c e s ? d i s t a n c e s ? f i l l− d i s t a n c e ) )

The lisp function severity−from−distances just sums up the distances from a list and

scales the resulting value to generate a severity value smaller than the severity values

of all other flaws since the navigation distance flaw is not critical.
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5.4 Location Designator Optimization Using Projection

The simplest while still one of the most useful applications of projection is its appli-

cation in location designator resolution. Instead of just using a static scene (i.e. the

currently known world state), integrating projection allows for generating locations

by taking into account the future course of actions. The basic idea is to run projections

in parallel to actual plan execution and record a set of execution traces. Since pro-

jection is relatively fast (in the order of a few seconds for a complete pick-and-place

plan), most plan steps in actual plan execution have access to at least one projected

timeline. When a location designator in a plan needs to be resolved, the system first

generates a severity value for a projected episode by querying the set of all flaws and

then summing up the severity values. The episode with the smallest severity value is

then used by designator resolution.

Each designator is uniquely identified by its location in the plan since every with−designator

form has a unique path and designator names at a specific path are unique as well.

These paths are the same in all projections of the same plan so to resolve a specific

location designator at a specific path, the system can just use the corresponding des-

ignator in the best projection.

Plans are written to be universal. One of the most important properties of these plans

is that nothing is executed if a goal has been achieved already. This is in particular

interesting for projection since this allows the projection mechanism to always start

with the top-level plan and all actions that have been executed already will not be

projected anymore. In other words, although the top-level plan is projected, only fu-

ture actions actually cause updates on the projection time line. However, there are

still cases where all projections have to be dropped completely. This is the case for

all events that assert new, incompatible, states in the world database. For instance, if

new, formerly unknown objects are detected by perception, all previously generated

projections must be considered invalid.

5.5 Related Work

Related publications in the area of planning using geometry and physics simulation

include [Zickler and Veloso, 2009] where the authors integrate a physics engine to
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calculate state transitions in planning. In [Dornhege et al., 2009], the authors com-

bine symbolic and geometric planning by calculating predicate values for a high level

planner using a geometric planner. However, the authors in both publications do not

integrate high-level concepts such as reachability or visibility. Planning under uncer-

tainty, integrating a geometric representation of the world including free and occluded

areas has been shown in [Kaelbling and Lozano-Perez, 2012]. In [Michel et al., 2007],
visibility simulation is integrated into a motion planner and in [Marin et al., 2008]
the authors show similar visibility calculation as presented in this paper in the context

of human-robot interaction and perspective taking.

While all these publications show the implementation of reasoning in geometric do-

mains, none of them provides means for generating parameters such as destination

poses for objects or poses for the robot to stand based on static but also temporal

constraints.

Temporal projection is a well studied field in formal logic. Given a sequence of ac-

tions, temporal projection tries to infer the state of the world after executing these

actions. In [Hanks, 1990] and [McDermott, 1997], the authors deal with the problem

of uncertain knowledge about the initial state of the world. McDermott introduces

the generation of time lines, similar to the work presented in this article. However,

purely symbolic approaches are often too abstract to represent geometric properties

of the world, for instance occlusions. While simulation based projection as presented

in [Kunze et al., 2011] and the authors’ previous work in [Mösenlechner and Beetz,

2009] provide similar functionality for geometric reasoning and reasoning about ac-

tions as presented in this paper, they suffer from high computational complexity and

extremely long run times.

5.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we presented a novel projection mechanism for high-level robot plans

to execute pick-and-place actions in a human household. In contrast to previous ap-

proaches for deriving the outcome of a plan that were either using a simulation en-

vironment or that were implemented completely on a symbolic level, the work pre-

sented here combines both approaches. While actions are represented as discrete tran-

sitions in the world state, they are modeled to have a duration and concurrency is
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modeled by using the CRAM Plan Language and a special delay mechanism. Physical

effects, e.g. stability, reachability and visibility are integrated by using CRAM reason-

ing extensions that use a geometric representation of the robot and its environment.

Projection as presented here is used to optimize the locations for the robot to stand

while performing specific actions. However, projection could be used in a complete

transformational planning system as presented, for instance, in [Müller, 2008] to re-

place the computationally very expensive simulation environment.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

As more and more research institutes own a robotic platform such as the PR2 or Bax-

ter1 that are capable of dexterous manipulation tasks, the integration of sophisticated

reasoning components, task execution and lower level planning and control compo-

nents for navigation and manipulation becomes more and more important. In this

thesis, we presented the Cognitive Robot Abstract Machine, a toolbox for implement-

ing cognitive behavior on mobile robots.

We presented the CRAM Plan Language, a domain specific programming language

particularly designed to solve the problems roboticists are facing when solving com-

plex tasks such as household chores. These include the highly concurrent nature of

such control programs since different sensors have to be monitored in parallel, new

tasks arrive and constraints change during program execution. Reasoning is an inte-

gral part of decision making and to achieve optimal results, not only symbolic knowl-

edge but also the environment’s geometry has to be taken into account.

In fact, the CRAM Plan Language provides first class language features for monitoring,

parallel task execution, error handling and recovery. In addition, CRAM plans can be

annotated with logical expressions describing the semantics of the annotated plan

part. This is important to make inferences about the intention and the effects of a

plan.

Besides the CRAM Plan Language, a second fundamental component of the CRAM

framework is its Prolog interpreter that is designed for integrating it into programs.

This is achieved by saving the complete computational context of a query for the later

generation of further solutions. The Prolog interpreter integrates seamlessly with the

1www.rethinkrobotics.com
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CRAM Plan Language and has access to all its data structures which allows for the

implementation of predicates that reason about the properties of programs and the

robot’s belief state.

In addition a clean and concise yet flexible interface to the actual robot’s hardware

is important. To maximize code reuse, components which are robot specific need to

be separated from code that is independent of the robot’s hardware. For instance, the

basic actions that need to be performed to pick up an object are the same for a huge

variety of different robot platforms. However, the way they interact with the hardware

through middlewares differs among hardware platforms. Robot specific parameters

such as the grasps to use in order to pick up an object or the location to stand while

performing an action differs between robots as well. CRAM thus provides two further

libraries, Designators and Process Modules, which complement the CRAM Plan Lan-

guage with a layer of abstraction to separate robot specific code from generic code.

Designators provide a way to describe constraints on parameters such as grasps, loca-

tions but also to describe objects on a symbolic level and define an interface to provide

mechanisms to resolve these symbolic parameters and generate suitable input data for

the robot’s low level components. Process Modules on the other hand are hardware

specific components responsible for performing the actions described by Designators

on a robot. The Process Module library defines an interface for executing actions on

the robot and enables the user to substitute one process module with another to run

the same plan on different robots.

The CRAM framework is successfully used in various projects and runs on a number of

different robotic platforms. Besides the two mobile robotic platforms TUM-Rosie and

TUM-James for which the initial plan library with plans for navigation, perception

and pick-and-place actions has been developed, CRAM has been used on a number

of other robots, including the Turtlebot2 and the Kawada Robot3 CRAM is used in

several projects funded by the European Union, including the Saphari project4, the

Sherpa project5 and the RoboEarth project6.

2http://www.turtlebot.com/
3http://innorobo.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/NEXTAGE_KAWADA-266x300.jpg
4www.saphari.eu
5http://www.sherpa-project.eu/
6http://roboearth.org/
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Most high-level planners only allow to plan on a symbolic level to keep planning prob-

lems feasible. However, most problems that occur when executing actions in complex

environments are caused by geometric aspects, for instance occlusions, objects block-

ing grasp trajectories to reach for other objects or the robot being placed suboptimally

for executing an action. Thus, geometry and reasoning about the geometric proper-

ties of the environment is a fundamental capability required to successfully perform

actions for instance in a human household. We presented an extension to CRAM’s Pro-

log interpreter that allows to reason about visibility, reachability and physical aspects

such as stability. We presented a novel approach of integrating geometric reasoning

and reasoning about physics in a Prolog reasoning engine. To evaluate predicates such

as visible or stable, the system uses a geometric database representing the robot’s en-

vironment to avoid problems occurring with classic symbolic reasoning. For instance,

it is hard to deal with occlusions in purely symbolic reasoning systems. In fact, our

approach elegantly circumvents the frame problem and makes reasoning about object

identities and the anchoring problem easier since object identities can be resolved on

a geometric level.

Besides the integration of geometric aspects, we also presented CRAM’s support for

generating execution traces that allow to fully reconstruct the course of actions and

the robot’s belief state at any point in time during plan execution. The execution trace

is accessed through Prolog predicates which allows for automated plan debugging by

detecting flaws in the robot’s behavior. A second application for the execution trace

is to use it to generate input data for learning algorithms.

Choosing a good location for executing a specific task is a crucial but complex task and

has a high impact on the overall performance of a plan. Many constraints including

geometric constraints, symbolic constraints and temporal constraints have to be taken

into account when generating locations for the robot to stand in order to perform a

specific action or locations for placing objects. We presented different algorithms,

including the computation of locations from which an object is visible and the use of

inverse reachability maps which are integrated in the CRAM Designators library.

The locations chosen in earlier actions influence the set possible locations in later

actions, i.e. there exist implicit temporal constraints between the parameters of sub-

sequent actions. For instance, objects placed on the table might occlude other objects

which are needed later in a plan. Our proposed solution to avoid problems caused by
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poorly chosen locations that hinder subsequent actions as shown in this thesis is to

apply a lightweight temporal projection mechanism that combines execution traces,

the geometric world database and reasoning about visibility, stability and reachability

to make accurate predictions of the outcome of a plan and to infer flaws in the chosen

locations used in that plan.

CRAM is designed with extensibility and rapid prototyping in mind. It provides a rich

toolbox of libraries and already implemented algorithms while providing interfaces to

extend the existing functionality. It consists of many different small libraries and the

user can chose which functionality to use by just loading these specific libraries. For

instance, if the user wants to just use geometric reasoning, there is no requirement for

using the CRAM Plan Language. If the user needs a mechanism for finding locations

from which objects can be detected, it is enough to load the corresponding library.

The lack of a full featured high level action planner is one limitation of the current

CRAM system. We believe however that this is not a major limitation because high

level plans for household chores tend to break down to the sequencing of a low num-

ber of actions such as pick up, put down, navigation and the interaction with articu-

lated objects such as drawers and doors. KNOWROB already contains the functionality

to generate CRAM plans that sequence these basic actions according to action recipes,

for instance imported from the World Wide Web.

Although CRAM already provides a rich set of features, some limitations have to be

tackled in the future:

Asynchronous Process Modules. Although plans in the CRAM Plan Library have

been rewritten to support asynchronous process modules and a prove of concept

implementation of such process modules has been created, there is still no imple-

mentation of asynchronous actions on an actual robot. Evidently, the advantages of

asynchronous process modules are that subsequent actions, for instance reaching for

an object, grasping it, lifting it and moving it to a carry position, can be combined

to one smooth action. Unfortunately, it is hard to implement such smooth behavior

with existing motion planning frameworks. One notable exception is the iTaSC frame-

work [Smits et al., 2009].
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Interaction with Knowrob. Some CRAM components already integrate specific com-

ponents of KNOWROB, for instance its semantic maps. CRAM would benefit from an

even closer integration, for instance by making use of a semantic robot description

in the geometric reasoning framework to infer robot specific parameters such as the

names of the camera links, grippers and kinematic chains. Feedback about currently

executed actions has to be provided to KNOWROB in the future as well. For instance,

when opening a drawer, KNOWROB’s semantic map has to be updated to ensure con-

sistency of KNOWROB’s knowledge base with CRAM’s belief state.

Plan transformations. A full featured transformational planning system that inte-

grates temporal projection, execution traces and the application of transformation

rules would allow for optimizing plans at run time or while the robot is idle. In [Müller,

2008], it has been shown that the performance of commonly executed plans can be

improved significantly by applying transformational planning. In fact, the CRAM Plan

Language has been designed to support plan transformations even while a plan is

executed.
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